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interest ACTION I on the deferred payments.
The city solicitor and sanitary com-
mittee were given the proposition at
Jlames Clark, wherein he agreef to
furfish the city a garbage dumlb_and
look *Sae Imenc 'al Ike river front
below the 1. C. incline to north of
town, for $40 per mon.th from April
to November and $25 per month from
December to March.
The aldermen- received the report
of the 'board of public works, eat-
ing that there could not be made this
winter the'extension to the sanitary
sewerage, district, to as to run the
mains out ftroadway and a new dis-
trict created to include that
lb of the town between Ninth s
• COACPLETE REPORT OF Fountain avenue, and Kentuckx
1 
' r-of works said the reason the u
THE BOARD'S DOINGS. emit and Tritnble street. The 
b
taking could not be effected was on
account of City Engineer Washington
tieing too lousy to draw the plans and
ipetifications. This overcrowded
condition of ' affairs in the engineer's
office evidencing itself the aldermen
ordered the board of works to see if
they could not nob* an extra sani-
tary engineer from some large city
to come here and draw the plans and
supervise laying the sanitary sewers
in the new district.
The protest of E. Fels to bitulithic
being put in front of his property on
Jefferson near Ninth street was filed.
The Anceemer-Busch brewing as-
sociation complained to the alder4
men that they owned a building' worth
about $tso, but had been assessed
Limo on same by the city assessor
that they did not care to order an 'for tax purposes. This complaint was
. 
estoppal of boom ootoolot the ooloireferred to the board of supervisors.
tractors asked to be granted this per- Mayor Yeller brought up at this
mission. The aldermen expressed
themse:ves as believing that the bit-
ulitbic people see their dilatory man-
ner in starting the word had made it
impossible kw them to complete the
contract within the _ time specified
when they were &en the work, and
that the contractors don't ask for the
r )(tension of time themselves, htlf
willingly let it come through the
board of works, so that if ever the
Board Last Night Refused
to Stop New Street Work.
oositifilitrag PETITION OR
PROTEST PRESENTED
111111111111111tr
Ordinance 
Storm 
aagestedracter tole, 
ProvideBuilding
 for
Sidewalks Hereafter.
Last evening at the meeting of the
aldermen the property owners along
Kentnety avenue from Fifth to Ninth
"streets put in a long petition asking
big board not to let the bitulithic
-bonttactors tear up that thoroughfare
Mallier Oki rireosseiressiss VIM reseiss
Fourth on the avenue, for fear 'the
winter weather will come along and
find things in seta a torn-up condi-
tion that they will have to be aban-
doned and the highways be left in as
impassable condition during the bad
months.
This remonstrant* re-opened this
important question, and the expreiV
sion.s of the aldermen indicated that
they stad not favor letting the work
go ahead after it reached Fourth, but
juncture the important question of
adopting ordinances providing for
unifOrm character of street and side-
walk improvements of this city, and
urged that something be done in'this
respect, as it would settle the ‘"con-
troversles always arising as to how
wide sidewalks and streets shell be.
;Ito of what material they shall be
improved with. The matter as re-
ferred to the board of works
CHICAGO PACKERS THROAT WAS CUT
Four of Them Are Fined an One Man Murderously As-
Aggregate of $25,0(10.
ONE OF ACCUSED NEAR
DEATH THROUGH FEAR.
,
question arose abont the undertaking in an ordinance governing t sit**. -
not being finalised inside the time stlon, wed set at rest hereafter all
limit the contractors could then say differences in this respect.
that they did not ask for the work' The finance committee was given
to be stopped and time extensions the matter of employing former City
given, but that this sins done by the Solicitor Ed Puryear to prosecute the
municipal authorities without solicits- suit filed by the city several months
non on their part that...fore they could tago against the Anheuser-Busch
not be made pay the pena!ty stipulat-;brewing company, wherein attempts
ed in their contract if they do notiare being nude to compel the brewery
get done by the time set which is to forfeit to the municipality the
November.
In 'peaking of the remonstrance on
the floor last night Alderman Krause
said it was not so nisch the work the
Kentucky avenue people wanted stop-
ped, but that they objected to the of selling beer on Sunday. The pres-
bitulithic being put down, am', that he, cut solicitor was employed by the
Captain Krause, did not blame them,
Judging from what those Nashville
people put down over on Broadway
between Fifth and Ninth stets. Mr.
Krause said the gravel now down on
the avenue was better than bitulithic
over wild be, and that the Broad-
way work was a failure throughout.
He said he would -never vote for a
bitulithic street until he was shown
better work than they have done here
In the *city. "
Finally after diichssing the matter
the board ordered the Work go ahead
into the fall unless the- 'bitulithic peo-
ple thetnaebues asked for it to be stop-
ped and-they be granted an evtension
of the time )imIt for completing the
All the membeee were present at
last qight's siesip,p, with exception of
\forikeriDiehhhtt,
bniird approved the sale made
by Mayne Whet er 'Int of Emend
on Clay.listweelit :Iiiggith and ElnYefh
streets,. to Italsd ginhtti f r St.-
Ito. The, property wits city ground
fl steeda. thareftfri. distiofted of.
Mayer- Yeiser explained to-the al-
dermen that arrangements had been
—PIncle_..1s1_ Meats' on tite 27th Instant
fite conlitict lot greeting and gravelingyeiser arrd Hays "ayeeitee in Mechan-
icsburg, but that tbe property owners
wanted a so foot street in widthowhen
the improvement *as made instead Of
a 33 foot thoroughfare like provided
for by the pee•ent_ptofilee of the city
engineer. 7$44 riiidion for a wider
thoroughfare nomolatirning up. the
board of works was ordered not to
let the contriot next Wednesday as
-olSainalby intended.
To the street committee was refer-
red the communication from Wig.
Ma r Cre Arts, stating she would
-dedicate ground sufficient for Twen-
ty-firet street to he -opened and grav-
eled through her property from the
Clinton road to Jackson street, and
slao their one-half of the property
-needed te onen Nineteenth street.
City Selkitor Campbell ittid the Or-
dinanee committee was orderia to
sea if measures could not be adoptedi
that will permit the Firs! Baptist
.6Ntirch to pay on the ten year plan its
erns .. o f the coiner
er rovelitst4
, sidewall ^ and
Ine h. iide their' eooperepot fifth
1 
:W
#, .' Wilt t *Tft tq be
ih000 bond the brewery executed to
the city when getting a municipal
license to sell beverages. In this
bond they promise to obey all mu-
nicipal laws, but have been convicted
brewery to defend the suit before he
was appointed to his public office, and
now the former solicitor will have to
prosecute same.
The bills, salaries and accounts
against the eity, were allowed.
Initial adoption was given the ordi-
nance providing that concrete side-
walks of five foot width he staid on
both sides of Jefferson between Four-
teenth and Seventeenth streets. The
ordinance was up at the last meeting
and sonic aldermen wanted the pave-
ment made six feet wide, but the
property owners out there say it will
cause a seyeral, weeks delay to change
the .eirdihancee tip to conform with
the six foot idea, therefore then urg-
ed loption of the five foot measure
so it could become a law right away,
hind work started on the walks d which
their want completed bekrre cold
weather cornea
Second adoption was girl
'hill for pavements of similar
on Jefferson between Eightee
Twenty-fifth streets.
•First passage was given die saidi-
nance for graveling Sowell street
from Althrook avenue- to Hips- av-
enue, and the Hayes avenue ftom
Sawelt street to ;kid... stsett, -
The ordinance committee woe. or-
dered to draft and have in by the
first of next year a new measure de-
fining the duties of the city selittraile
inspector, and also providing that a
competent man must always hold the
position.
fThe street committee was given
power to *ht. teg,arding opening up
the new street leading out to the
new box factory near the Union de-
pot.
The water company was ordered to
extend its supply mains from Twelfth
and galem Rowlandtown and also
make several other extensions.
As to the new concrete culvert to
he placed under Caldwell street near
the Union depot the board of works
was ordesed to go ahead with the
work.
The water company notified the al-
dermen it had extended the water
mains out Trimble from Sixteenth
to Twenty-fourth strete. Received
and filed.
Dy Sr Stewart were granted, a
ed on Fouyth Page)
the
dth
tiPd
Though These Judgments Are Very
Promptly Paid the Courts Are
Not Through.
THE PACKERS ENTERED
PLEA OF GUILTY.
Chicago, Sept. 21 . —Four officiale
of the Sehwarascititel & Siulzberget
Packing company of Chicago were
fined an aggregate of $as,000 by
district court here today.
The fines followed a plea of guil
to indictments charging conspiracy tq
accept rebates. The defendants were
Samuel Weil, of New York, vier pres-
ident of the oomparry; B. S. Cusey,
traffic manager; Vance D. Slipwortts
and C. E. Todd, assistant traffic man
aver. Mr. Wed was fined $ro,000;
the other three 115,,000 each.
With the tittering of the isles the
declaration was made that unless at
least one of the cases is innisediately
settled the life of Sam Well, who is
vice president of the company mut
one of the defendants, is in jeopardy.
He is said to be a nervous wreck,
r were entertained for Nis
had been allowed -to continoe
the stigma of an indictment.
No Jail Sentence.
plea was entered, it was de-
after a complete understand-
been reached between coun-
sel the defendants and Attorney-.
Geeneel Wm. H. Moody. While in
Chicago the attorney
-general was ap-
prised of the condition of Vice Presi-
dent Weil, and, it is said, agreed to
the entry of a plea of guilty with the
understanding that the jail provision
of the law under which the indict-
ment was returned armed be waived
and merely a fine imposed. The same
concession was made in the cave of
the other three deiendants.
The four defendants were charged
with unlawfully combining and agree-
ing to solicit rebates for the Schwarz-
schild & Sulzberger company from
the Michigan Central Railroad com-
pany, the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific, the Grand Trunk Western
railroad. the Lehigh Vallee Railroad
company, the Boston & Maine Rail-
road company and the Mobile &
Ohio Railroad orempany.
How It Was Done.
Charges yoete made that the de-
fendants conspired with each other in
presenting sdpposed claims for dam-
ages, which were in realty claims for
rebates.
The plea made today does flit in
any way affect the charge of .nterfer-
ence with government witnesses made
in a pirevious indictment returned
against Casey and other Schwarz-
schild Sr Sulzberger men. The four
defendants were in, the federal court
building, and all but Weil apoeared
before Judge Humphrey.
4111••••••-•
Other Casts.
citiceigo, Sept. ay—United States
Dietrict Attorney Morrison today filed
a demurrer to the plea of abatement
made yesterday by the packers de-
fendant in the beef. trust case. The
demurrer alleges instaffiedent allega-
tions in the plea of the packers:
EMIGRATING TO AMERICA
Laving the Famine Stricken Dis-
tricts of Spain
Madrid, Spain, Sept.
patches from the famine districts. of
Andaluso say that entire trains of
*Migrants are leaving to embark for
South America. Many families are
abandoning their homes and farms.
Some villages in Galicia have been
totally Cleeerted through' despair of
receiving the promise of relief. The
steamship companies announce that
fifteen 'eteamere loaded with emi-
grants wit leave Andalusian ports in
October. The press is urging the
government to adopt energetic meas-
ures against the wholesale emigra-
tion to America.
, *PEACE CONGRESS.
'Lucerne, Switzerland, Sept. 2 1 —
Tire international peace ennerress, at
its session today, approved the re-
port of its committee favoring a rap-
prochement between France and Ger-
many by the establishinent of cloaer
commercill and political relations.
saults Another With Knife
"le
HAIRY ALLEN VII7TIM
Or EDWA.Ro: Ci..00NAA
Latter Knocked Down Former for
Disparaging Ritmarks Concerning
Lady Ere the Assault.
CLOONAN INSTANTLY
DECAMPS AND IS FREE.
lir. Harry Allen, the candidate for
coroner, came near meeting a tragic
eath yesterday afternoon as result of
a fight with Engineer Edward Cloon-
an, of the Illinois Central railroad.
The latter is still at large while
Allen has his neck handaged, where
it was laid open for four inches with
one rip of a eharp knife, that came
near severing the jugular vein, which
was missed by only the sixteenth of
an inch.
Mr. Allen had been out electioneer-
ing for the nomination of coroner
nd at Eleventh and Broadway met
Engineer Cloonan, Mr. Frank Cre-
ripens and several other raikroaders.
All-started down Broadway and were
lking vehen suddenly Cloonan made
remark about a certain young
dy of this city. Mr. Allen told him
o be careful how he talked, as the
lady in question was related to him
d he would not stand for any in-
sults about her. Cloonan responded,
o Allen claims, that he mean what
said, and at this Allen knocked him
down several times. This haePellt4
in 'front of the Wileen home on
Broadway between Eighth and Ninth
streets, and the others separated the
W 0 and the crowd continued on down
tewards town. They had not gone
but about tso feet when Cloonan sod-
Arly rushed at Allen but Cremensrimed between them. Mr. Allen
then backed towards the gutter and
stumbled off into the street just as
the engineer made a long swipe with
the keen-edged knife that struck
lien underneath the right jaw On
Meek *11. open the neck for
ur inchevioading around to front
ear the etophague. Just as he cut
the other Cloonan dashed up the
street ancl disappeared. The authori-
allegiance to the democracy.
The platIorna was chiefly to a dis
cuss.Xin of state ...ssues. It demanded
the enactment of a rigid anti-pass
law; reductien of freight rates and
regulation of railroads. It was silent
as to reaffirmation of the St. Louis
natienal platform, and also made no
-secific reference te the money ques-
-sue. It denounced the acceptance of
john D. Rockefeller's gift of $65,000
towards the erection of a religious
temple at Nebraska University and
demanded that the tin versity regents
return the money to the donor.
The convention named Judge W.
W. frostings, of Wilber, for' the state
supreme bench. and D. C. Cole, of
Osceola, and Louis Lightner, of Co.
were made. t he nominees for
university regents.
EROPEAN COMPANIES
Will Likely Enter Life Insurance
Fiend in America.
London, Sept. 21.—European life
insurance companies, which hitherto
have refrained from operating in the
United States, are seriously debating
the advisability of invading the Am-
erican field, in view of recent revela-
tions as to the methods of the do-
emstic companies. Several of the
leading British corporations are
known to have the project under ad-
visement. If they begin business in
the United States and find it practi-
cable their example will be followed
by some of the German and French
life insurance companies. .
THE CARNIVAL
MISS MAE V PATTEESON
STILL HEADS LIST FOR
WA.TC.H.
4•144MANTIrce
carnival Company Packs Up Tomor-
row Nieht at Belleville and
Comas to This City.
Miss May V. Patterson continues
to lead for the gold watch to be ev-
en away next week by tbe carnival
people. Ws Griffin is second. The
standing A reported lase evening is
as followo• 
.s.s.
May V. Patteetieri, 4410; Pearl Grif-
fin Sac Lireie Sinnott, sag; Lilbe
May Winstead, sio; Carrye Blythe,
479: Tina Brown, 386; Hattie Terrell,
317; Linnie Beadles, 3o3a, Louse
•ties have not located him, hut are Campbell, 263: Frances Tempest Hemn
:putting forth a vigorous search for 1d0!, tot; Monima Hopkins, 14; Irene
the man. 'Benner, loci.
The buggy of Druggist James
Sleeth was standing eioseby and the
owner took Mr. Allen in his rig and
brought him doer* to the office of Dr
Horace Rivers, who dressed the in-
fury. The blood flowed from the
gaping wound in an awful manner
*6 dyed a crimson red th_ clothing
of Mr. Allen, who was greatly
weakened.
On exarainiug the wound the physi-
cian found the edge of the knife mits-
ed the jugular vein only one-six-
teenth of an inch, and that the escape
of Mr. Allen from death was a most
narrow and fortunate one.
The report got circulated -over the
city that Allen was killed. but thie
‘1121$1 erroneous.
.....•••••••••• 
A DEMOCRAT
BRYAN SAYS POPULAR ACTS
OF THE PRESIDENT ARE
DEMOCRATIC.
The Nebraska Democrats Fail to
Mention St Loots Platform In -
Convention.
Lincoln, Neb., Sept. 21—The co-
horts of William J. Bryan were in
complete control of the democratic
state convention in this city yester-
day. s Mr. Bryan was in attendance
aa ; delegate from Lancaster county,
and a speech by the former presiden-
tial candidate was one of the thief
featiares of the proceedings. The del-
egates gave him a pronounced ova-
tion', both when he entered the hall
and when he arose to address them.
In his speech, which occupied up-
wards of an hour, he declared that on
every question on which President
Roosevelt haesattained popularity the
administration had but adhered to
democrathc principles, promulgated
man ytimes over in dentouratic natioa
II platforms. He 'expressed himself
as confident the rank and file of re-
publicans Would ultimately find it im-
practical to book for the inahtTation
of permanent reforms by t petty,
ahd that they would transfer their
"Htlter-Skelter.'
Mr. Vt:4sley Flowers has arranged
with the Parker Amusement cum-
pony that shows here next week, to
accompany them over the country
and carry along "helter-skelter,"
which is one of the zig-zag chute-
the
-chutes where the party slides
down the circular inclots on the pad-
ded seat.
Starts Tomorrow Night.
Tomerrow night the Parker Amuse
merit corripsn.y finishes its, week at
Bellevilk. Ill., aixl packing the outfit
come., here 'Sunday and gets in !shape
to- commence the entertaintrient Mon-
day for the ensuing week.
- SERIOUS CONDITION.
Erac-r Aernstrorg Has Dangerous
Attach of Pneumonia.
•
Ti'. many friend, of Engineers J.
T. a-ms!rorta will regret exceeding-
In learn that his condaion was
.c critical early this morning at
the railroad bosedtal on WeAt Broad-
way Pnen-tionia his developed in
both ;noes :e• ar stgravated degree,,
vitt thi; cored. ired - With his injuries
received et the ()bine wreck, are suf-
flideod to leave hm irt a bad stsee.
'Phe i!octors 'will it let anybodr acehim :oecause h: condition will not
peraiit_co.
ACTION. DISMISSED,
Just:oe Barber Dismissed Suit of
Pendley vs Hurt.
_
Vosoo-Oay sfoonoon there was dis-
missed in the court of Justice R. J.
Barber the suit of Dr. J. W. Pend-
ley aaainst Roy Here for $3o plaintiff
claimed was e e him for medical
services jet-formed for the defendant
several years ago.
The suit was Wed in 1903 and af-
terwards judgment went against de-
fendant by default, tint the matter was
re-opened and on the defendant
fighting the reatter, the plaintiff drop-
ped the case.
Western and eastern delegates to
National Association of Underwrit-
ers, in seeelon in Hartford, Conn.,
clash.
SHOULD PAY BACK
McCall's Campaign Contri-
bution Will Be Returnea.
PRESIDENT DISPLEASED
OVER ITS CHARACTER.
Illegally Taken From Policy Holders
and Should Not Have Been Used
in Campaign.
CALLED ADVISERS AND
EXPRESSED HIMSELF'
Oyster Bay, Sept. 21.—Four of the .
men closest to President Roosevelt's
administration were in conference on
Sagamore Hill on the subject of the
attitude the administration should
take toward the illegal contributions •
of corporations in political campaigns.
The men President Roosevelt called
in consultation are Secretary of
State Elates Root, Joseph M. Choate.
Senator Lodge, of Massachusetts, and
George B. Cortelyou, postmaster gen-
eral.
The practical politicians have ad-
vised the president that a nominee
should have nothing to do with the
campaign contributions, and is in no
way responsible for 'their character.
But the president, who, in his last
message to congress, pleaded fort a
Federal law to compel the publicity oi
all Federal election contributions,
feet* keenly the humiliation of illeg-
ally gtven insurance money as a fac-
tor in his election. He believes that
the only way to put an end to the
use of illegal money in elections is
not only nnUfo take it, but to pay
it back when the facts are disclosed
as Ift the present instance. 1.
Wants Law on the Matter. •
To this end he has summoned.
George B. Cortelyou, the chairman of
the republican campaign committee;
Secretary Root, who knows intimate-
ly the maohinery of the big insurance
companies; Senator Lodge, his per-
sonal representative in the senateeemd
Joseph -H. Choate, upon whose legal
judgment he relies implicitly. The
conference nets- be said to be secret.
The conference began after dinner
and lasted into the morning. The
president's advisers spent the night
in Sagamore Hill, and will leave by a
morning train. It is known that the
president will ask congress to frame
a after the English model, re-
quiring the chairman of political com-
mittees to publish not only the
amounts expended, but the names of
the contributors and the amounts
given.
11114111144."."
• A Step Further.
!But, if the advisers _approve, it is
believed he will go a step further and
pay back to the treasuries of the life
insurance companies all money con-
tributed by them to the last cam-
paign. It is known that Mr. Cortels,
you 'has a considerable balance on
hand. It is thought it wilt not be
difficu% to make up the difference
should there he one.
President Roosevelt feels that
nothing but radio! measures can ef-
face a scandal which he feels more
keenly than any that has come in his
administration He hinted this vtew
upon his visitors, moreover. - as. a
wise party measure that may forestall
future disester. It is fe;t that some
important administration move . is
sure to follow last night's conference.
If the predident has his way the
Safl000 contributed -by the New York
Life, and any other life insurance con-
tributions to the last campaign, will
be returned.. The president wants_
this incident to be a milestone of
progress in his administration instead
of a scandal thar would forever be-
cloud his personal triumph of tom.
Secretary Root. Senator Lodge and
Mk. Choate arrived here together
about 5.40.
In response to inquiries Secretary
Root said hit expected to get to
Wawhingtrtn about October t, anti Un-
til then would not undertake, in the
full aceptation of the term, the dei-
ties of his office. The three visitors
will remain as guests of the president
and Mrs. Roosevelt today.
President and )4es: Roosevelt yesr
terday afternoon received the duchess
of flartborough. formerly Miss Con-
suelo Vanderbilt, and her hosts, Mr.
and :vers. Clarence Mackey. The party
remained with President and Mrs.
Roosevelt about half an hour.
Policy holders of Western Life In-
demnity company distrust officers of
company and propound pointed ques-
tions.
James J. Hill declares Panama C
al is expensive toy.
4 A\
THE LOVING CASE
Called and Coltipued In
Circuit Court resferday.
BY AGREEMENT OF
STATE BAIL WAS TAKEN
Several More Convictions Made and
Same Fines Assessed During
the Day.
NUMBER OF DIVORCES
GRANTED BY JUDGE REED.
H. H. Loving was yesterday ad-
mitted to bail in Swaim after there
bad been continued the case charging
him with shooting and killing H. A.
Rose last August at their office in
tne Fraternity building. His bonds-
men are Ell Guthrie, W. C. O'Bryan
and Dr. J. T. Reddick, and when they
attached their names to the band the
court dismissed Mr. Loving to go
his' way until the coining Ddrember.
Yesterday morning the courthouse
was packed with witnesses, specta-
tors, court officials and others, pres-
ent to attend the trial, and great in-
terest was manifested in every move
in the proceedings. When Judge
Reed reached the Loving case on his
docket about to:3o o'clock he asked
the lawyers if they were ready for
trial. The attorneys for the prosecu-
tion announced that they were not,
as on calling their list of witnesses
they found that a number of them
were absent. The defense was ready
for the proceeding, but at request of
the commonwealth attorneys the
judge granted a continuance, and set
the case for trial on the 7th day of
the December termi of court. Then
came up the . question of admitting
Loving to give bail, and Judge Reed
announced be would hear arguments
on this point this morning. This dis-
posing of the matter he ordered Mr.
Loving into the hands of Jailer Fay-
ette Jones, and the accused remained
in the office of the jail but was not
locked up. It was about ir o'clock
when the case was disposed of, but
yesterday afternoon at 3 o'clock, when
court was about to adjourn, the law-
yers for the prosecution informed
Judge Reed that an agreernent had
been reached, whereby it was satis-
factory that Mr. Loving be granted
bail of immix), which was the same
amount he was held over to the cir-
cuit court when there was finished his
examining trial in the police court.
No sooner had the two sides agreed
to the bond than the sureties were
furnished in Messrs Reddick, O'Bryan
and Guthrie
Congressman 0/lie James, who is
a warm personal friend of Mr. Lov-
ing, arrived here yesterday from
Marion and became associate counsel
for Mr. Loving, and will help fight
the case. Hon. Hal Corbett is the
main attorney for the accused and
has been handling everything in con-
nection with his associate in the case,
Attorney Cecil Reed.
Other Matters.
Ernest Hill and Luntz Hill were
each given two years in the peniten-
tiary on the charge of assaulting C.
E.. Evans one night out beyond Row-
landtown, on the Cairo road. It seems
that Evans was going home and the
two Hilt by with others tried to
rob him, but Evans pulled his gun,
took a crack at them, and they flew,
but were afterwards captured through
confessions of another darky. After
being given the sentence they made
e motion for a new trial.
There was brought in an indictment
charging James E. English with con-
verting to his own use money Wm.
Numsen, of 13altirrore, claims belongs
to him. The accused executed bond
. of $1,000 for his appearance. He de-
nies the charge. A card in his de-
fense is printed elsewhere.
Harry Phillips was released on ex-
ecuting boo bond to guarantee his
appearance before the court at the
next term. 'He is charged with he:p
ing Alex Yeltima rob J. E. Warford
of a watch at a West Court street
resort. Yeltima is still incarcerated,
not having furnished bail for his ap-
pearance.
E. Pankey was fined $50 and costs
for „pitting WiNiarn Smith, at Second
and Jefferson streets, during the Lab-
or Day parade several weeks ago,
as result of a quarrel they had when
Smith would not wear a sun flower
in the parade, after Pankey bought it
for him.
Two years in the penitentary was
the term given Alex Fitzpatrick on
the charge of stealing a watch from
5. R. Cross.
IC. Thomas, colored, got sixty days
in the county jail for stealing a gun
from Conductor Beyers Robertson,
of the Illinois Central railroad. The
conductor claimed the negro took the
firearm out of the caboose ,of his
freight train. In connection with this
proceeding John Griffith, colored,
was indicted on the charge of false
smearing. Griffith, when Thomas was
arrested for stealing the gun, told Of-
ficer Churchhill and Conductor Rob-
ertson that he, Griffith, had gotten
the gun from down in Tennessee by
express. Oriffith afterwartis denied
having said this, and for the reverse
swearing was indicted. His bond was
fixed at boo and 'he released, Chief
Collins going hie bail.
Augustus Green, colored, got one
year in the penitentiary for robbing
Alice Payne, negress, of $55 while
she lay asleep in the same room with
him at the home of Hattie Pointer,
colored, on South Tenth street.
There was dismissed the four
cases against the Standard Oil com-
pany, charging that corporation
Aith peddling oil without the proper
license here in this city and county:
On the proceedings being dismissed
by Jluitge Reed the commonwealth's'
attorney appealed same to the appel-
late bench.
Not Yet Decided.
Sheriff Lee Potter has not yet de-
cided when he will take to the peni-
tentiary the prisoners convicted at
this term of court, but it will probably
not be until next Monday or Tues-
day. The men all go to the branch
prison at Eddyville, while the females
go to Frankfost. One woman to go
along is Mrs. Mary Brockwell, the
white woman, who murdered her
three little children last spring by giv-
ing them poison at their 'home in Me-
chanicsburg. She was sent up for
life at the April term of criminal
court, but her cue left open and
she kept here in the county jail
until this session, so it could be de-
cided whether she was insane and
deserving of a new trial. ,Her law-
yers dropped the insanity pits, hgs-
ever, add let the sentence Stan
The prisoners given terms will be
brought before the court today and
sentenced passed on theca
Many Divorces Granted.
Judge Reed granted quite a num-
ber of divorces yesterday.
Lelia Wade Lewis was given a di-
vorce from David I. Lewis, and also
granted exclusive custody over their
two children, David and Mariam
Lewis. The husband is also perpetts-
ary enjoined from interfering with
the plaintiff or her children.
William Skelton was given a dis-
solution of the matrimonial ties tbat
bound him to Rosa Skelton.
Blanche Titsworth was divorced
from Charles Titsworth, given cus-
tody of their child, Jewell Titsworth,
and restored to her maiden name ot
Blanche Ligoes.
'Johanna MIL-Cartney seas divorced
from William C. P. McCartney, lat-
ter the lawyer formerly of this city,
Divide Estate.
Yesterday in the Federal court here
was filed an answer in the suit of
Josiah Cowper adainst Susan Par-
er and others. J. N. Dewell for 14
years collected rents from 3,000 acres
o livingston county ground that be-
longed to defendants. When threat-
ened with suit he committed suicide
several months ago. Now a friendly
suit is filed by Cowper against the
others in the Federal court to settle
the matter, and the defendants yes-
terday acknowledged the collection
of rents and asked the court to divide
the estate
Suit for Serious Charge.
Judge Win. Reed goes to Fulton to-
night to consult with other lawyers
regarding the itcc000 damage suit of
Thomas M. Franklin against Or. R.
N. Whitehead, which comes up at
the Federal court next month. Judge
Reed represents the plaintiff, whose
wife died of blood poisoning. Franklin
now sues for alleged malpractice on
part of the physician.
Civil Proceedings.
A judgment was fixed in the action
of Henry Temple, Jr., vs G.I B. Bur-
rows, and then Master Commissioner
Cecil Reed lodged a deed transferring
property to Felix G. Rudolph.
,Jkidgment was given against Oscar
L. Gregory for $59o.88 in favor of
the T. A. Snider preserve company.
Gregory owed them for goods bought
of the Snider people.
— —
Allowances Made.
The court allowed Detective T. J.
Moore $74.6o for carrying Dennis
Reed, colored, to the reform school at
Lexington, while Detective William
Baker was allowed $75.80 for taking
the Skillian girt there. Lawyer David
Cross was allowed $6o for acting
judge of the police court while Judge
David Sanders was away on his vaca-
tion and also sick.
Brought to Close.
Judge Reed yesterday brought to a
close a/I the work looking towards
trying cases this term of court, as
everything in this line had been dis-
posed of. 'He then dismissed the pe-
tit jurors, hut continued the siting of
the grand jury until Saturday after-
noon so they can investigate the few
More cases left before them.
ARMISTICE ARRANGED.
Naval Conunanders Fix It Up in
Five Hours.
Vladivostok, Sept. 21.--The Russian
and Japanese squa dr ons comrn a Mt d
respectively, by Rear Admiral _lessen
and Vice Admiral Kiamimura, met in
Korttiloff Bay September 16 and ar-
ranged the terms of the naval armis-
tice. The conference, which lasted
five hours, determined on the zones
in which the ships of the two nations
are. free to circulate and regulated
the question of contraband.
The new Williamsburg bridge, in
New York, is to be lighted by a mu-
nicipal plant, the power for which
will be developed by the burning of
street sweepings. It is announced
that the incinerating plant has been
installed and that everything will be
in operation by October t.
TOO CROWDED
/14kIRE SCHOOL ROOM BODLY
NEEDED IN NORTHWEST
PART OF TOWN.
Supt Lief> Acquaints the School Trus-
tees With This Condition—Other
School Matters.•
It is more than probable that ar-
rangements will have to be made for
additional schooling facilities for the
northern portion of the fsqt, as al/
rooms are so crowded ininiething has
to be done, and that intasedinely, to
relieve the congested condition. Supt.
Lieb has been talking to the trustees
for the past day of two in regard to
this proposition, and prospeets are
that remedial measures will be adopt-
ed right away.
At present in the Washington
building, on West Broadway, ..thete is
an average of 44 phpils in earJs of the
eleven rooms below the depattrnon-
tal work) which starts in the seventh
grade. This is entirely too many for
each room, while over at the building
on Dghtli and Harrison streets there
is an average of 44 there also, and
likewise this is ffi excess of the num-
ber above which it is believed that
proper training can be given the
scholars by a single instructor. In
these two buildings there is all to'd
something like 8o too many pupils in
the grades. There is also about that
number of children coming from out
in the northern portion of the city
beyond Trimble and Twelfth streets
and that vicinity. Supt. Lieb believes
that to relieve the over-crowded con-
dition of affairs that a small two-
room frame building should be erect-
ed now on the block of ground the
city owns at the Faxon addition,
which is several squares beyond
Twelfth and Burnett streets. It would
cost only a few hundred dollars to
put up this small structure theft_ will
be for temporary purposes until deat
year, When a substantial school wiff,
be erected to last few. years. If this
two room affair is erected now, the
So or too scholars from that vicinity
can be put therein and thus reduce
the attendance at the other schools
Taking away of this many children
will leave things just right at the
two other places, with a little more
shifting about from one room to an-
other.
The only thing that has prevented
construction of a building out in the
Faxon addition was the sarcity of
funds, but it is believed arrangements
from the financial standpoint can be
made for the small house needed
there just for temporary purposes
alone for the time being
Every trustee realizes the necessity
for the building because many of the
scholars frosts that vicinity have to
walk over two miles to get to ac
and this exposUre is dangerous V-
ine snowy, wintry weather. If the
little building goes up on North
Twelfth it will necessitate the em-
ployment of two new instructors
Start to Woric Monday.
Tomorrow the criminal session of
the circuit court comes to a close and
all the jurors will be dismissed. This
will release Capt. ' W. If. Patterson.
the former city clerk, who will next
Mlonday start to work going over the
city tax books at the City Hall, in
getting up the account the school
board claims to have against the
municipality as the share of back
taxes due the educational department
of the town. Mk. Patterson has been
engaged to get up the statement, but
on account of being busy on the jury
has been unable to start.
The city claims that the schools are
not entitled to any portion of back
taxies, which are those received by
enforced collection, or after the pen-
alty is put on, for not being paid al
the time they are due. The trustees
claim they are entitled to their share
of else taxes under this bead, and their
position III borne out in the legal opin-
ion they got from Lawyers Hendrick,
Miller & Mlarble. As the municipal
authorities refuse to pay the board of
education what the latter claim is
justly due them, the board has em-
ployed Mr. Patterson to go over the
hooka. find out how much is due the
schools and snake a report. Then if
the municipal officers again reject the
elairn Suit Wilt be filed' for Collection.
Teachers Meet Today.
Today at noon the schools -dismiss
in order the teachers may this after-
noon at the 'high school building on
West Broadway, gather for their first
literary session which is held month-
ly. Nothing will be done today
though as regards study in literature,
because the instructors have not out-
lined their programme for this win-
ter, showing what subject will he
studied, and also allotting to each
teacher the matter she is to read pa-
pers on. Arrangements will at to-
day's session be made for compilation
of the year's programme, so as to
have things ready for reports, papers
and discussions next month. After
fixing that this afternoon, the teach-
era will have their grade meetings, at
which time all the instructors of
every 'building for the same grade,
repair to a different room and there
discuss their work, outline matters,
exchange experiences, etc.
The, teachers are all compelled to
attend these literary meetings because
the school board provides 'that par-
ticittation therein is viewed jell like
$50,000 PAID IN
SHERIFF POTTER'S FORCE IS l)cl
KEPT QUItE BUSY NOW
TAKING TAXES.
County Assess John Hughes Has
Finished Valueing Property in
Districts Five and Four.
Things are getting lively around
the office of Sherif Lee Potter, oart
South Fourth street, as the property
owners have commented rolling in it
a pretty rapid gait to pay 'their taxes
for county and state .purposes. The
deputies are kept very busy looking
after taking the money and re:eipt-
ing for same, but will be busier from
now until the first of next mouth,  
than during the past, as October Ise
the ten per cent penalty goes on and
will have to be paid by everybody
who does not come forward and set-
tle their taxes before that date.
Me. Potter yesterday said that they
had collected something like iso,000
already, but the biggest rush was in
store for them as they have to col-
lect something like $150,000, which is
three times the amount already col-
lected.
After the penalty goes on and the
people do not come forward the sher-
iff then publishes through the paper
the names of the delinquents and 10-
cation of their property and sells the
latter in order to get the tax money.
When the property has to be sold the
extra expense is greatly increased to
the owner, as there ie included the
amount of tax, ten cent penalty, cost
of advertising, sale, etc.
Finished Districts.
County Assessor fiohn Hughes did
not get finished until yesterday dis-
tricts Nos. 3 and 4 wherein he is as-
sessing property for next year's coun-
ty and state taxes. These two dis-
tricts lie here in the city and he
thought he could get them done last
week, but did not do so until yes-
terday.
THE NEIGHBORHOOD.
Big Sale of Tobacco Reported From
Graves County.
(Mayfield Messenger, aoth.)
Wiltz Boyd, a well known farmer
of near Farmington, died Saturday
after a lingering illness. He was 45
years of age and leaves a wife and
too children.
Mir. Usher reported to the Messen-
ger that 475 hogsheads of association
tobacco at this place had been sold. It
was of the French type and brought
$4 to $7 50.
Arthur B. Miller, a former Graves
county boy, is now on trial at New
Madrid, 141o, on the charge of mur-
der. He is being defended by Attor-
ney Pete Cony, of Mayfield, who re-
turned from there this morning on
aconnt of the testimony having been
let up for a few days.
(Mlurray Ledger, aoth.)
The ' protracted meeting at the
Methodist church continues with un-
abated interest. Rev. E. Sid Harris is
being assisted by Revs. A. T. Os-
bron and J. R. Hardin, of Murray,
and Rev. Witt Trion, of Dyereburg.
Mks. J. T. Stewart, who has been
in bad health for about to months,
died last Thursday night and was
buried Friday at Mt. Carmel. De-
ceased was a daughter of Esq. R. C.
Copeland, of Dexter.
(Fulton Leader, aoth.)
No change has appeared in the con-
dition of John M. Wright, who is
critically ill with congestion at his
home near Palestine.
In the suit of Fred Powell vs. the
city of Hickman, yesterday, in which
the plaint-If 'ought Sto,000 damages
for serious injuries sustained by fall-
ing in a hole in the streets of the
city, Powell was given a verdict for
the sum of $500.
(Mayfield Mbnitor, aoth.)
Miss Lois Carrico, oldest datigh,er
of Mr L. X Carrico, of Fancy Farm,
departed Wednesday for St. Joseph's
academy, naviess county, where she
will enter the monastery. She has
attended echrol at thin place for the
past few years preparatory to taking
the veil.
"I understand Wbite is lazy"
"Lazy is no name for it. When we
went on that yachting trip he was
too lazy to eat dinner: just took it
and threw it overboard to save time
and trouble."—'Houston Post.
spending the afternoon in the room
over the pupils. The board arranged
for this half holiday so that if the
teachers were not at these gatherings
they could be "docked" in their pay
just dike when they are out of school
Until last year the literary meetings
were held of Saturday's but so many
of the teachers happened to get sick
and could not attend that the change
to Friday was made
Be Back Sunday.
'Was Emma Morgan writes from
Serulean Springs that she is regain-
ing her strength and will return Sun-
day, no to be present next Monday
morning and start off in the *high
school the study in English which has
never yet been taken up this tertn
because of the sickness of herself.
CLEANLINESS
Is a necessity to perfect Health and an essential element
of Happiness.
To prevent sickness and enjoy the
Via kik i comforts of life you should equip' your
sleeping apartment or dressing chamber
-IIN\r 
Lava-
tory and have running hot and cold
water desired at your astouch.
"Strodunr Porcelain Enameed 
with a snowy white, one-piece
We have samples in ow showroom
sod will gladly quote you prices.
4.4116. ,...#I . .41 ••• •
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NOT MUCH HURT 'HOSPITALS CROWDED
MISS LANDRUM WAS NOT IN-
JURED BAD BUT MISS'
COWPER WAS.
Attorney C. W. Watts Will Make
One of the Most Formidable
Candidates in Race.
County Clerk George Landrum, of
-Swithland, arrived here yesterday
-and sreports that his daughter, Miss
Ora, was not hurt very badly during
the runaway last Tuesday, when she
and Mist Dave Cowper were thrown
from the.r rig. Miss Landrum Wed-
nesday went over to Marion to visit
her aunt, accompanied by her father.
Yesterday they came back and rhe
ycarng lady left the train at Calvert
City and drove over to Smithlood,
while County Clerk Landrum came
on down here and goes home this
morning by river. Miss Cowper suf-
ferred only two fractures of her Oat
leg above the knee, instead of three,
and will be 4aid up many weeks. Miss
Landrum got-9 to South Carolina next
Monday to take the position of chief
•mus-cal instructor for a co-ediica-
tional institute of pcominence.
Strong. Able Man. -
Atterney C. W. Watt., of Smith-
land, Ky., was in the city yesterday
and was seen by s representative of
'The Register in reference to the nice
now being run in Livingston county
for the nomination of county attorney
op the democratic ticket to supply
the place made vacant by the•resigna-
tion of Hon. T. E. Beeler, on ac-
count of cli health. Tise candidates
so far announced besides Attorney
C. W. Watts are W. I. Clarke, 0.
C: Losher, Fred Cowper and G. W.
itiappolee. Attorney C. W. Watts
is la well known lawyer of the Smith-
lassd bar having practiced there since
like and was the law partner of Hon.
John K Hendrick before Mr. Hen-
thick moved hie law office 'o Pada-
•ci. He is one of the best educated
men in Western Kentucky, and is a
scholar of considerable note_ He has
been very successful as a lawyer and
•every indication points to the conclu-
sion that he will make a strong race
us Leingston county for the nomina-
tion er county attorney. Mr. Watts
is well known in Paducah and has
men yfriends here.
Panama hats for babies were .n
vogue in London this sunwner.
" NO DEAL YET
• 4
4
0
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OF PATIENTS WOMEN
Kra Pinkbanre Advioe Saves Many
From this Sad and Costly Raper:once.
MR. EtARNETT SAYS NOTHING
HAS BEEN EFFECTED AT
H OPK I NS V I LLE.
It is a sad but
true fact that
every year
brings an in-
crease in the
number of opera-
tions performed
upon women in
our hospitals.
More thantbree-
fourths of the
patients lying
those sateW
white bed* are women ind girls who
are awaiting or recovering from opera-
dons made necessary by negleet
every one of these patients had
plenty of warning In that bearing down
feeling, pain at the left or right of the
womb, nervous exhaustion, pain in the
small of the back, lenecerhassi, died*
neas, flatulency. displacements of the
womb or irregularities. All of these
symptoms are indications of an un-
healthy oondition of the ovaries sy
womb, and if not heeded the trouble
will make headway until the penalty
has to pe paid by a dangereas opera-
don, and a lifetime of impaired useful.
lasse atdbast, while in many eases the
regalia are fattal.
The following letter should bring
hope to suffering women. Wee Luella
Athime,oI the Colonnade Hebei. Seattlig
/rah, writes:
Beal- Mrs. Pinklissni—
" Abets ewe years ago I mesa greeted.
=rot sfuvercestearie treabiegriseti
Sadly add me dee I a itimer ea
womb and am* medergo an agerelisa it I
liemind psi IPA. I ems liail ••• wry
Seed wariest, bet I spews bendireds of Mk
he. kr bee Os tamer
3,' tew4a/s Medea Por I
sae to take 
and she
'srNoble Osensesad, as IS was
Ism I of se sad
Wink
Meetings For Benefit of Tobacco
Growers Out in This County To-
night and Tomorrow.
Yesterday morning there arrived
Isere Mk. Barnett, one of the buyers
for the tobacco department of the It-
alian government, and he stated that
as yet nothing had been done by that
foreign government regarding pur-
chasing the 8,000 togsheads of to-
bacco the Tobacco Growers associa-
tion wants to sell them. Messrs Feri-
go and Dunnington have been in con-
ference at Hopkinsville the past week
or two with the representatives of the
growers association, and samples
looked at fromi all the tobacco the
latter wants to sell the Italian people.
It is not yet known when a close
will be brought to the negotiations.
?di. Barnett is one of the buyers for
this district and has been at the con-
ference with Messrs Ferigo and Dnn-
nington, who are the main agents in
this country for Italy. "
Tobacco Men Speak.
The tobacco growers of this sestien
of the Country are organizing more
strongly every day in different coon-
ties. and the association is growing
swiftly. elle J .W. Usher, chairman
of the Graves coultnrciation, will
speck tonight at - , out in Me
county. while tomorrow evening he
delivers an address at Maxon's Mill
Severe other places 1 In this comity
will be visited within the next
'layette or two, but no definite dates
are made for same. '
BACK TAX SCANDALS
-Subject to Investigation by Grand
Jury at Winchester
Winchester, Ky., Sept. al.—The
Eland jury yesterday began the in-
tiglition of scandals involving au-
*tor's agents in this. county. Messrs.
'A. Mi. Harrison. D. C. Hardetty,
Ed Oder and Brown, from Lexington,
-and L. J. Moore, from Cynthiarra,
-testified. The sessions are of course,
secret. and no word as yet has reach-
ed the public of what the testimony
was, or what the action of the grandjury will he. The grand jury has ad-journed until Tuesday next.
emis ta-
Imps to
estred.
Me tamer ea
imeration wile every Immo
wessidery plea peperatisk•
hist ae surely as Miss Adams was
sexed of the troubles estaseekill in
her letter, jest ao merely telll _lostia B.
Pinkham's Vegetable Oespetind sere
every woman in the lani leihs'eadere
from womb troubles, beilensmntioaof
the armies, kidney tresibiss, nervosa
azattabillty and nervalla prime/titian
Mrs Midtown beetles all young
women who are ill to write her fork..
navies. Address, Lynn, Mask
Dr. Celestine de Giulia Gray of
Kentucky, was the male sensation at
Atlantic City this season, with his
I•( r46 snits and, ties to match.
 •
GIRL'S CUARDIAN
H. V. ICE.EBLER HAS QUALFIED
AS GUARDIAD OF PEARL
IIIIITH.
County Clerk Graham Will Return
Tomorrow From the State Fair
—Deeds Filed for Retard.
II. V. KeeWer yesterday qualified
before the county clerk as guardian of
the estate of Pearl Smith.
Assessment Reduced.
The court yesterday ordered the
county clerk to reduce the assess-
ment on 8o acres of ground belonging
to Sol Knott in the county. It was
too high.
WIRE INSPECTOR
APPOINTMENT OF THIS OFFI-
CER IS LIKELY TO BE.. 
COMEPERMANENT
Fire Chief Wood Argues His. Work
Has Been Beneficial and Service
Made Necessary.
Chief James Wood, of the fire de-
partment, will urge upon the city leg-
islative boards that the "city electric-
ian" or inspector of all slectric wiring
be continued in service permanently,
as his work shows his services have
redounded to benefits of the city and
property Owner alike, as s notice-
able decrease in fires exists since he
has compelled people to place their
electrical wiring in the best condition
possible. The chief believes it would
more than pay the town to keep the
services of Inspector Gilstforf always,
as the city was never in better con-
dit.on from this standpoint.
On account of the nonsually defec-
tive wires in tali buildings over the
city the fire insurance companies
urged upon the municipal authorities
that a competent etectrician be em-
ployed to thorough'', inspect every
building, and make the owners put
the wiring in first-class condition so
as to lessen the great danger from
fire through this medium. The fire
insurance companies always have out-
lined a sehedule showing how elec-
tric wiring shouid be tione.
city boards during last May employed
Me. Gilsdorf, who was recommended
by the insurance companies, and the
understanding when he was narbed
was that his services were for six
months only, during which time he
was supposed to inspect the wiring
in every building in Paducah and get
the proprietors to alter same so as
to conform to the fire insurance sched
ale, in case the connections were not
up to that standard. Inspector Oils-
dorf has been working hard every
day visiting the different buildings,
but has not gotten half way over the
town yet, and Chief NA/11°d, of the de-
partment, says it will take a year for
him to go to each building, because
in nearly every one defects are
found.
During his time already spent here
Inspector Gilsdorf has done much to-
wards remedying the bad wiring, and
the chief say, the work is showingin the reduction of fires, much of
which start from these bad electrical
connections.
Property Sold.
James E Stone transferred to J.
W. Wood for to, property lying in
Heath, out in the county. The
deed was filed yesterday for record.
James E. Robertson sold to John
E. Potter for ;'o°, property in Nor-
ton's addition here in the city, (An
old deed.)
Land out in the county has been
sold to J. N. Fincher by James
'Houston for $250.
Master Commissioner Cecil Reed
sold to Felix G. Rudolph for $45o,
property out in the county.
Clerk Corning Home.
County Clerk Charles Graham will
return tomorrow from Lexington,
Ky., where he has been attending the
state fair.
Licensed To Wed.
The clerk yesterday issued a mar-
riage license to James Williams, aged
22, and Hattie Stumb, aged 25, both
of Mlarshall county. The bride has
been married before, but this is the
first trip over the matrimonial sea
joie the groom.
GIRL DROWNS IN A POND.
Miss Etta Rossman, of Maysville,
Conurits Suicide.
efaysrville, Ky., Sept. 21.—Mic.;
Etta Roseman, thei beautiful and ac-
ceinpliehed daughter of John Ross-
man, ended her life early yesterday
by drowning in a pool of water She
arose at midnight and dressed herself
and went to the pond near the, house,
and 'her body was found at daylight
by a searching party, who had been
on the hunt for her for several hours.
She had been despondent recently
over continued ill-health. Her death
was a shock to the entire community.
Philip Black, an aged Western
pioneer, who for forty years has lived
imong Oklahoma Indians, was mar-
ried at FA Reno to Miss Euphala Co-
mer, of Watonga, his fourteenth
wife. Several of Black's former
wives were Indians.
Coming Corning
LAST CLUB SHOOT
the 6reat
arker Hmusement Co.
will furnish attractions for
The Paducah Trod* Men's Club tarolval
September 25 to 30 inettleiVC,
14 BIG ATTRACTIONS '14
THE GUN CLUB MEMBERS
PULL OF FINAL EVENTS
NEXT WEEK.
Party Capturing Cup Will Be Padu-
cah's' Official Representative at
Louisville Shoot.
Next Thursday afternoon the mem-
bers of the Paducah gun club will
hold their final shoot of' this season
over the traps at Whllace park, and
immediately afterwards the trap and
other outfit will be stored away for
the winter month', when it is too
cold for the out-of-door sport.
The closing shoot will be quite an
important event. The club has a fine
cup that is passed around from one
mertibere to the other, just according
to who makes the best scores at each
shoot. The highest man always gets
the cup, and now for next Thursday
arrangements are being made for a
too clay pigeon event, each partici-
pant to fire at that many targets.
Whichever party breaks the most will
be awarded the cup for the winter,
while in addition he will be sent by
the local club to the big shoot at
Louisville next month to compete for
the elegant prizes to be given there
for the best marksman. The Louis-
vine shoot comes off October 3rd and
4th, and will be attended by the
oracke of the world, as huge prizes
are awarded, and are proving suffi-
cient to draw the finest in the land,
as the leading shooters have all been
entered in the contests.
The gun club here has given some
excellent events the season now clos-
ing, but did not pull off any tourna-
ment 'this year because all the avail-
able dates were already being used by
other cities, and the local sportsmen
did not want to give events that con-
flicted with their neighbors.
The shoot next Thursday being the
last of the season, every member of
the club will be out, and some fine
shooting witnessed, as all are anxious
to posses, the cup during the winter,
and be the official representative froip
here to the big meet at the Falls City.
The new steel car equipment order-
ed for the elctrical conversion of the
suburban service of the New York
Central consists of 125 cars. All
cars will be equipped as Motor cars,
and will be operated on the multiple
unit train system.
FOR EVERYBODY, AGE CUTS NO FIGURE. THE LARGEST AND BEST AMUSEMENT AGGRE-GATION IN THE COUNTRY. WATCH FOR THt FAMOUS "SUNFLOWER SPECIAL." BANDCONCERTS TWICE DAILY BY THE BEST MILITARY BAND ON THE ROAD. DOWNS THE IN..TERESTING MORAL PIKE YOU WILL BE DELIGHTED WITH THE TRAINED WILD ANIMALARENA; EVERY ANIMAL AN ACTOR; SUBDUED BY THE IRON WILL OF THEIR TRAINERSAND MADE TO PERFORM THE MOST WONDERFUL FEATS WITH Al2401lifT HUMAN INTELLI-GENCE
at Great Roman Colieeum
FEATURING DAINTY, DETERMINED DEMONA LOOPING THE LOOP IN A HOLLOW BALL.HERE ALSO WILL BZ PRESENTED DARE DEVIL SMITHSON LEAPING THE GAP; THEWHIRLING WHEELERS; ALBERTO, THE HUMAN SNAKE; THE RANDALL BROS., EXPERTRIFLE SHOTS; THE VELARE TRIO, WORLD'S FAMOUS ACROBATS:MARDINE AND DENM.AR,EQUILIBRISTS.
THE KATZENJAMMER KASTLE. A DESPONDENCY DISPELLER OF THE IRRESISTIBLEKIND MAKES THE OLD FEEL YOUNG AND THE YOUNG FEEL GAY.
THE ALPS—BEAUTIFUL IN ITS RARITY, ENCHANTING IN ITS LOVELINESS.CREATION—THE MOST SUBLIME SPECTACLE EVER PRESENTED. WITHOUT EXCEP-TION THE GRANDEST PRODUCTION EVER ATTEMPTED UNDER CANVAS.PEGGY FROM PARIS—ONE OF THE SIX BIG HITS ON THE PIKE AT THE WORLD'S FAIR.GRAND, GORGEOUS, GLITTERING, GLORIOUS. SEE PEGGY. espoo.... is-sf`HOW OLD IS ANN—SEE HER YOURSELF. YOU WILL LAUGH AT ANN.THE PALACE OF MIRTH—EVERY MOVE YOU MAKE, EVERY STEP YOU TAKE—LAUGH.WU CHING MA—THE SMALLEST CHINAMAN IN THE WORLD.
THE ELECTRIC THEATRE—SHOWING THE MOST SENSATIONAL PICTURES EVER REPRO-DUCED BY ELECRICITY.
TAKE A RIDE ON PARKER'S FAMOUS FOUR HORSE ABREAST CARRY-US-ALL. HEARTHE Szo,000 ORCHESTRION PLAY THE LATEST AIRS. TAKE A RIDE IN THE FARRIS WHEELAND GET OFF THE EAlktH. THE AMERICAN VILLAGE WILL BE A NOSJECT OF INTERESTTO EVERY ONE ENTERING THE GROUNDS, AND THE OLD COUNTRY STORE WILL FURNISHAMUSEMENT FOR ALL NOT A DULL MOMENT SOMETHING GOING ON ALL THE TIME.
Don't forget the Date--
September 25 to 30, inclusive
RATES ON ALL RAILROADS
THE SMITH TOMB
SPRINGFIELD MEN SEND ME-
CHANICS HERE TO LAY
FOUNDATION.
Mausoleum for Smith Estate at Oak
Grove Cernetery Will Not Be
Done Until Spring.
I BIG INCREASE IN DEPOSITS.
Mr. James R. Smith has received
word from the Springfield, Ill., con-
tractors preparing the handsome
mausoleum for the Smith cemetery
lot here, that they would send their
men next month to put down the
Aoundation for the edifice, bin would
not bring the mausoleum to this city
and erect it until rext spring.
The marble columns and other
parts are being turned out now in
Vermont by the contractors who have
headquarters at Springfield. The
foundation is to be laid this fall so
as to settle good by next spring
when the heavy top work will be
laced. The contractors could not
have eterything ready for putting up
ties fall as they thought they would.
The Mausoleum sell cost something
like $r0000 and have receptacles
wherein can be placed the bodies of
about nine perscme. It will be the
handsomest structure of its character
tote found anywhere in the country,
and gore on the Smith lot in Oak
Groves cemetery. On its completion
the remains of the late Capt. J. R.
Smith will be placed within.
The contract for the work was let
lase spring by Mr. James P. Smith,
and it was thought the undertaking
would be completed by late in the
fall, but the contractors are unable
to do this.
Mrs. Mlis Rowan, the well-known
flower painter, has a collection of 500
pictures of Australian flowers, for
which the German government has
offered $75,000 on condition that she
take up her residence in Germany
and devote her time to that country'.
Sharripooning, Bleaching, Dyeing,
Dandruff cured by electrical treat The first parlor car has made its
mints. Body massage, Electrical appearance on the New York subway,Hairdressing Parlors, 431 Jefferson being intended for the directorate and
street. Nit! Stan.
Fine Report on Condition of Ken-
tucky's National Banks
•
Washington, Sept. 21.—The con-
trolkr of the currency today reported
on the conditio nof all ,of the national
banks of the Tinted States at the
close of business August 25. The
marvelous increase in individual de-
posits is an interesting feature of the
report. Since September 6, 1904, ap-
proximately a year. the individual de-
posits have increased from $3,458,-
216.667.0 to $ 3.820,68i 13.23, whichis a gain of $362.465,045.33.
The total resources of the rrat one
banks have grown in the same time
from $6,975,086.5o4.o5 to $7,472.35o,-
878.64, a gain of $492.264374.59.
SURVEYING PARTIES
SATISFACTORY PROGRESS.
I oeisvi.:e, Ky., Sept. 21.—Captain
Harry Burgess, chief of the local
corns of United States efigineers, and
undor w7:(ie direction the survey of
the I hio river for a proposed nine-foot stare is being conducted, said
yesreolay that the first week's work
-Hee eeer reeeelted and that the re-
subs \yet.- satisfactory.
Ths two srveying parties, one
working above Louisville and the
other below, ersh made a little over
eight ;piles deong the week. Con-
sidering that this was the first week
theof Survey, and that the parties
have not gotten down to a good
worleing basis yet, the distance cov-
ered is a:11 that could be desired.
KENTUCKY TO PARTICIPATE.
- 
Invest:ga i - r ssf Insurance Companies
by Statis to Begin
DETAINED WOMAN
TOM SLEDD, COLORED, GIVEN
CONTINUANCE IN CITY
COURT YESTERDAY.
Will Riley, Colored, Got $5o Fine
for Whipping His Wife—Police
Court Grind
Yesterday morning in the police
court there was continued untit next
Islkinchay the case charging Tom Sledd
colored, with detaining Ella Graves
against her will. The postponement
was given by Judge Sanders.
Jennie
I fined S antieac 
Isaac
 
h for engagingtwsG a ri griignhat werefight.
I Mary McClure was fined $5 for us-
ing insulting language towards Lena
Springer out in Mechanicsburg.
There was assessed against Albert
Massey a fine of $to for interfering
with the officers when they were ar-
resting the two Cartwrighte,
Dock Foster and Reuben Whitlow
the
efine .d $to each for a breaele-ofhe 
peace 
John Bulger was fined $to for be-
ing drunk and disorderly, and put un-
der St° oto keep the peace.
Bill Riley, colored, got a fine of to
and costs for whipping his wife.
Until next Monday was continued
the breach' of the peace charge
against George Diggs.
Madison. Wig, Sept. 21.—Insurance
Commissoner Zeno M. Post, of Wis-
consin, ansounced today that the in-
surance cnrin/ilsioners of Wisconsin,
Minnesota, Nebraska, Kentucky, Ten-
nessee and Lonsiarra will meet in
New YoFk shortly for the thorough
investigeion of the New York Life
Insurance esespany, the Mutual 1.ife,
and the Equitible This is in accord-
ance with *Sans agreed upon by the
commissit r sr
BRING BODY HERE.
Remains of Mr. John Yates Be Bur-ied Under Auspices of Masons.
This n'torning at 7:45 o'clock there
will arrive here from Rankin, Ill., the
remains of the late Mr. John Yates,
who died there Wednesday. The
body will be taken to the residence
of the deceased's brother-in-law, Mr.
T. E. Judd, of 424 South Tenth street,
at which place the funeral services
will be conducted this afterneon at
3 o'clock. Interment follows at Oak
Grove cemetery. Plain City lodge
No. 449, F and A. M., will have
charge of the interment.
•
Trains on the principal British rail-
ways traveled over 150,000,000 miles
during the first half of this year.
- 
Silvcr emery 25o years old is stillin circti:a. ion in some parts of Spain.
Four shillings per annum was the
rent of a five-room house in lienrg
, 
_ ..1.1.11110411
VIII's time.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS.
The Register is authorized to an-
nounce HARRY S. ALLEM as a
candidate for Coroner of McCracken
county, subject to action of the demo-
cratic precinct conventions to be
held Saturday October 7.
Money in Elections.
it is quite amusing to +solicit how
quirk the democratic political graft-
ers rush into print to avow that they
dd'not get any campaign contribu-
ticine from the big insurance com-
panies in Kos. The etatement of
Mr. IsficCall, of the New York Life
Inserrance company, that his company
contributed $so,oco to the republican
canmaign fund is readily accepted as
being true by the same little grafter
and Mr. McCall follows up thin state-
ment with another to the effect that
the democrats nearly woesied the life
Out of him bhgging for a contribu-
t'on too. He says he could not go
on the streets without being beld, up
by some of the soikitors for the teem-
ocrats. If one of Mr. McCale's state-
ments is true is it not reasonable to
suppose that both statements are
true? We believe both statements,
and further believe that the profes-
sional politician on the democratic
side is not one whit better than the
one on the republican side. Both
are out sot the stuff, and be see how
much of the swag he 'himself can hold
on to and en.11 keep out of the peni-
tentiary. 'Little cheap john politicians
have made themselves notorious in
Kentueky by their stealings of cam-
paign funds, and to hear them mouth
about the other fellow foe, doing ex-
actly what - they tried to do.
We do not pretend to offer any de-
lenge for the republicans, but simply
to reziee the point that the political
affairs of both parties are in the
hands ef grafter?. and that each party
wilt as meekly corrupt the voters of
this country ae the other. Day by
day the evidence is for on
all Rides that rotteness and corrup-
tion exists ell along the line and un-
les7 the good citizens stand together
and vote to clean out the gangs con-
ditions well become 'intolerable. Let
every true citizen think and act tor.
(himself regardless of politics. Vote
for none but clean men.
The Longfellow Schodi Building.
Some 'Months ago we called the
ettention of (he board of education to
the filthy and unsanitary orindition
of the basement in the Longfellow
building at the corner of Fifth and
Kentucky avenue. A mernber of the
board rencirted that the building was
in a roond sanitary condition A few
week, ago we again calkd attention
of the board of 'health to the condi-
tions existeng there and mew after an
investigates-Vie board finds that the
besement is in 'a fearfol condition,"
and that it mast be remind at once.
While the building is connected with
the sewers there appears to be ins.
perfect drainage, and as a conse-
quence the health of the pupils is in
jeopardy. No matter what the eoc4
may be, the board of education
should at once take up the matter
and put the building in a good sani-
tary condition. We do not know who
is at fault in the matter, but the board
cannot afford to ignore the matter
any longer, if rei then it borders on
being criminal.
If the pure*. of the pupils who at-
menace to the health of their ohil-
dren, and that matters should have
been remedied month:. ago.
Indiana is about to develop a
"Folk" in its governor. The Indiana
executive .has been prodding the law-
breakers in this state in a mild way
for some months, but pro sea now
to put oselhis erznor and go to battle
with twee earnestness. Harsh crite•
cism, resentment, accusation as to
motive, nice have fired the new Folk
in his purposes rather than abashed
him, and the grafters and other ras-
cals and Jawbregicers are to be stood
up before the law. The men who
were lately boldly abusing Indiesia's
executive for hie enforcement of the
laws now recognize their. mistakes
and are preparing to dodge out. In-
diana may yet be less a den of and
refuge for lawereakers than new.
When the insurance investigatioa
now on in New York was first talkesi
about The Register said it would re-
sale in good to all concerned—the in-
surance companies and the stock-
holders. The developments of the in-
vestigation more than verify The
Register's prediction. The promise
is that the rascally enanagerseof the
insurance companies will not only be
eeposed and will have to move out, if
the companies would bold the re-
ct of the people, but that there
will be a disgorgement of ill-gotten
money which will be returned to Ma
stockholders indirectly if not directly.
Xhough the investigation comes bate
it is yet timely.
If it be right for the democrats of
.Neirasies to fuse with the populists
'if that state, why is it not right for
any political element to fuse with
another in any other state. Mr. Bry-
an was in the democratic convention
of Nebraska and sanctioned the his-
eon. "If Bryan and his fellow citizens
can fuse, who is it among Bryan's
followers that can consistentty oppose
any kind of fusion? From what we
have read of politics in Nebraska we
are convinced that the democrats out
there are for anything that will help
them to get an office.
The committee which is doing the
insizance inveseigation act in New
York intimated yesterday that they
had only just begun their work. They
promise the public a complete expose
of all the neemanagements of the sev
crai life insurance companies which
they can reach ere they have finished
the work in hand.
Several of the Chicago packers paid
yesterday for unlawfully combining
and vohicieng railroad rebates. The
assessments aggregate $35,000, and
yet the accused are not entirely out
of the woods. The indicted packers
confessed their guilt to get off as
light as they did.
There is nothing wring with the
secret ballot m Kentucky. The fault
is in our laws not being specific and
plain enough to land every election
thief in the penitentiary. Send the
ballot box etuffers and repeaters to
jail and the ballot will be all right.
Judge Moss, of Memphis, laid
down the law on elections in that city
a few days ago, and he says he in-
tend* to see that an honest •eiection
ie held in Shelby county or know the
reason why.
FURTHER SHOCKS
OF EARTHQUAKE.
Lightning Also Does Much Damage
in Same Section.,
Monteleone, Italy, Sept. 21.—Fur-
ther slight shocks oi earthquake and
violent etoima extending over the
whole of 
-Calabria added to' the, ctis-
tress of • the stricken population.
Lightning caused a fire at Olivadi
which destroyed the remaining prop-
erty belonging to the survivors of
the earthquake. Panics occurred at
Cantaneare and Reggio, where sev-
eral build ngs were struck by light-
ning.
--
CREMATES HIMSELF
AND FAMILY.
'Madison, Ind., Sept. er.I—On Bat-
tysville Ridge in Switzerland county
last night George Ford, Who was be-
lieved to be insane, cremated his
wife and three children by setting fire
to the house in which they were
asleep. All four perished.
An elesehant at Jena. Germany,
seized a men who was teasing 'him
with a knife and dashed him to the that fhe military anthoritieik vigorous_ the premiees are kept clean. Those
ground. Three days !Stet° tile mon ly and fearlessly coo-perat
- 
n in re_ foend in had shape have the fire in-
succumbed to Vs bliurkg- si. ' ,surance rates raised on same.es. ibtoring (infer.
CABINET SESSION
JAPANESE MINISTER TALK
OVER PRESENT SITUATION
IN COUNTRY.
United on the Policy to Be Pursued,
But There is no Declaration
Thereof.
trokict, Sept. su.—A prolonged
meeting of the cabinet and elder
statesmen took place -today, but the
subject of the conference has not yet
been made public. It is believed that
various matters relating to home and
foreign policy were under discussion.
The Papers Quieter.
Tokio, Sept. 21.—The expressions
of dissatisfaction over the terms of
the treaty of peace, in the columns of
the local papers are not so frequent
as they were some time ago.
The list of papers suspended since
the urgency ordinance was passed in-,
eludes nine published in Tokio and
thirteen published elsewhere, five of
which were re-suspensions.
At the time of the outburst of pop-
ular indignation occasioned by the
intervention of three European pow-
ers at the close of the war between
Qiiha and Japan, the cases of papers
suspended exceeded 200, ten of which
were in Tokio.
The Ashai remains suspended. It is
twelve days since its publication was
ordered stopped.
The news of the Russian emperor's
proposal to hoe, a second peace con-
ference at The Hague has not so far
evoked any comment by the press.
Firmly United as to Policy.
Tokio, Sept. 21—Primer Katsuta
and the other ministers were in con-
ference today with the elder states-
men from to till 5 o'clock. There was
a frank exchange of views by all on
the present situation and the recent
disturbances. It developed that the
ministers and the elder statesmen are
all firmly united as to the policy to be
pursued.
Honest /Gectious.
((Nashville Banner.)
Judge Mess of the criminal couet
of Shelby county has reiterated his
determination to use all the power
of his court in favor of honest elec-
tions. In his charge to the grand
jury last Tuesday, Judge Moss said:
"The court intends to see, gen-
men, ind I want to emphasize it, that
a fair and honest election held in
this city in November; and the court
will instruct the sheriff, and does now
carried out. Poetics elitist iss4;
instruct him, to see that tintX is
ay
interfere with this, and you must see
to it that it is not permitted to do so.
A free ballot and a fair count are the
foundation of a good government,
and the purity of the ballot box must
and shall be preserved at all 'hazards.
This court will guard with a jealous
eye the purity of the ballot box, and
the court is assured that the attor-
ney general will do his duty in as-
siting the court in the proper punish-
ment of all violations of the law in
this regard, and that the sheriff and
his deputies will do their duty in
carrying out the law in November."
A free ballot and a fair count are
the essentials to good government.
and when the courts and officers of
the law properly exercise their pow-
er and authority, much can be done
to prevent wrong-doing in elections.
The trouble has been that the courts
have been practically aloof or useless
in the matter of bringing election
frauds and wrong-doing to task. With
all the charges of corruption and
of fraudulent voting that are so of-
ten made, we rarely hear of an offen-
der being brought to justice. An
election result may be contested and
it may be shown that frauds were
committed here and there, but no-
body seems to be willing to shoulder
the responsibility of bringing the
corruptionists to punishment under
the law. No matter bow clearly and
definitely fraudulentevoting may be
proved, the only question seems to
be whether the discovery will change
the result as it affects the candidates
who are seeking-office. The election
laws provide for the trial and ptrnish-
mein of commies-loners of registra-
tion, officers of election and voters
who violate the law, but the machin-
ery of our courts appears useless in
bringing offenderf to justice. Like the
law against perjury, one of the most
common of offenses, the election law
is practically a dead letter so far as
its penal features are concerned. This
shows that there is something radi-
cally wrong in the administration and
enforcement of law, and consequently
election corruptioniste have no re-
spect or fear of the law. There is
no law that should be morerigidly
enforced than the election law. It is
to be hoped that Judge Mom will be
able to set a wholesome precedent
that will have a good effect through-
out the state.
NEW HARDWARE HOUSE
We have just opened an up-to-date and well stocked hardware de-•
partment for our establishment, and are carrying a mammoth
stock recognized as one of the finest in the state. It includes •
Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttlery, Tinware, Woodenware, Gran-
Ateware, Carpenter and Brick-mason Tools. Wire Nails, Builders'
Illardware, and in fact a line of goods equal to that carried by the
leading houses of the oountry.
Being buyers in large quantities, and on a basis with lead-
inghouses, we are in position to give the best for the least money.
Dont buy before calling and seeing our varied stock.
f. Rehkopt Saddlery Co.,
109 South 2nd Street, Paducah, Kentucky.
ALDERMEN ACTION
(Concluded From Page One.)
license to open a saloon on South
Third near Elizabeth streets.
Dennis Loving was permitted to
move his saloon from 928 Husands to
Tenth and Husbands streets.
There was nothing done with the
communication from the regular
butchers of the city asking that par-
ties be compelled to quit peddling
meat over town,
Bradley brothers were refunded $e5
too much city license money they
paid into the municipal treasury,
while the requests of Otie Overstreet
and Barry & Henneberger to be giv-
en back the excess they paid in
were referred to the license commit-
tee and city solicitor for investiga-
tion.
Ed Mattison was permitted to
transfer one half of his Oak Grove
cemetery lot to Will Schreer and the
teller half to Mrs. Zola King, while
there was ratified the sale of lots by
the city to J. A. Leek and WI Moon-
ey. To the cemetery committee was
passed the complaint of Mks. Shank-
* that Charles Smith was wrongful.
It occqpying one-half of her ceme-
tery lot in Oak Grove.
A request was put in that the sew-
erage system be extended so feet
down Trimble from Fifth street, and
this was referred to the board of
work s.
City Solicitor Campbell was order-
ed to make out a deed transferring
to the school board of the old Me-
chanicsburg , school property that
heretofore has been in name of the
City.
The board of works was instructed
to look into the question of putting
an iron railing up on top the edge
of the curbing in front of Jones
hardware store at Second and Ken-
tucky avenue. The concrete sidewalk
is three feet higher than the street
and people are liable to fall over into
the gutter and get hurt if a railing is
not put up.
Orders were given that the I. C.
raeroad open the gutter and let the
water how off at Second and Monroe
streets. When they laid the switch
track running from their river front
rails to behind Covington's wholesale
grocery, the road employes stopped
up the gutter at Second and Mon-
roe so water could not flow off.
The I. C. was given permissiqp to
place on their Second street tracks
the carloads of coal received here for
the public schools. This fuel has to
be weighed over the city soaks that
ate only a block from the Second
street part of the. riyer front switch.
Alderman Bell raised the point and
wanted to know if the people on
South Third street could reconstruct
themoilves the brick *sidewalks front-
ing their property and alongside
which is being put down the brick
streets. Some property owners want
to build their own sidewalks, while
others want to let the work out by
contract. The city solicitor and city
engineer were ordered to see how
this walk vvork has to be done so
as to conform to the ordinance ex-
isting.
City Engineer Washington was
given power to move from in front
of Broactfoot'e grocery at Third and
Elizabeth streets the public drinking
fountain for horses. He will place it
over on the top of the hill where
Elizabeth street runs down to the
rester off Third, several hundreel feet
from: the hydrant's present location.
On motion, the board adjournedPOLICE CANNOT
QUELL FERMENT.
Warsaw, Russian Poland, Sept er.
—Crov.-Gen. Skelton 'has issued an
rilarmy order drawing atte n to the
insufficiency of the police quell the
general ferment in Russian Poland,
and to the fact that it ig. necessary
Inspect Business Mouses.
Mr. C. C Rose, the local commis-
sioner for the fire insurance com-
panies, will next week 'commence
making his semi-annual inspection of
all buildings in the city to see that
PLENTY OF TIME
NOT THREE, NOR SIX, NOR NINE MONTHS, BUT A
WHOLE YEAR IN WHICH TO PAY FOR ANY KIND OF A
GREAT BIJCK'S RANGE, COOK STOVE OR HEATER
112-116 NORTH FOURTH STREET.
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 548.
GRAND OPENING
SEASON 190506 —
MONDAY rpi ITT, 25
Eugene Spofford's Merry Musical Whir}
the Rajah of Bbong
THE SHOW WITH ACTION. SSE THE MERRY NATIVE
GIRLS. HEAR THE WHISTABLE MUSIC
00 PEOPLE GO
MORE REAL MUSIC. MORE PRETTX
MORE SPECIAL FEATURES. MORE GOD COPW
MORE PLEASING NOVELTIES. MORE SMART FUN
MORE ENTERTAINMENT. MORE GOOD DANCERS
THAN YOU EVER ENJOYED BEFORE. 'ALWAYS LEAVE
THEM LAUGHING WHEN YOU SAY GOODBYE
FRICES: 25, 35, 50, 75, $1, $1.50
SEATS NOW ON SALE.
'UST LIKE SO MANY CATTLE
Immigrants ,on Three Ships Before
• Trip is Ended.
New York, Sept. al.—Having been
passengers on three different steamer*
to which they were successively
transferred,*nooe persons arrived here
today in the steerage of the Steam-
ship Graf Walrfersee.
(These passengers were the first
party of immigrants to be subjected
to the cholera quarantine regulations
which were recently applied to steer-
age passengers leaving Hamburg, and
the enforcement of these precautions-
caused their numerous trapsfers.
They embarked originally at Ham-
burg on the steamer Moltke, but dis-
embarked at Cuxhaven, where they
went aboard the steamer Bulgarle,.
and were detained on that ship for
eight days. Finally the Bulgaria
transferred them to the Graf Weil&
ersee. '
Miss Paulding, daughter of the late
'illustrious admiral, has for ten years
kept a trade school rtmnin at Hunt'sjt
ingdon, L I., where their ome was,
and hundreds of childre have been
helpedetielearn teatime
1
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Mir BOOK LIST
THE LIBRARY TRUSTEES WILL
ASK FOR BIDS FROM SUP-
PLY HOUSES.
Clarence Archer, Colored, Employed
as Janitor For the Building at
Meeting Last Night.
At the meeting last evening of the
trustees for the Carnegie library
there was submitted the list of about
800 new volumes of books to be or-
deeed -for the institution. The list in-
cluded all the best works of the pres-
ent day and will coat something like
$1,5oo. The trustees ordered that
the lists be furnished the supply
houses away from here, and those es-
tablishments be requested to send
wded showing bow much they will
furnish the books for. It is expected
that some information on this point
will be received within the next two
weeks, at which time the board will
award the contract for supplying the
voliones to tgardevJest bidder. Pros-
peas are that al/ the books will not
be here and placed in use for a month
or two yet.
The trosttes during their meeting
elekted Clarence Archer, colored, as
jiiiiteiethe library building, to
take 't j,Tace Of Mr. Gleason, the
white man who has been filling that
plate for some months. The latter
is ,getting along well In life, and al-
therugh he fulfilled his duties in the
best manner possible, Mill it wag
deemed advisable to put in a younger
P411011.
Slothiug was done by the trustees
retarding keeping the building open
of Sunday's, bet it is expected that
tb first Sabbath in neat month they
resume this rule, which was ab-
ed in the spring. and order is-
sued that thy Abrary be kept closed
onathe Lordl-day, because not many
pepple visited same and took adinn-
tate of the privileges on that dale.
WORK IS ON
THE" FLYING SQUADRON*
THIS MORNING STARTS
10 MOVING
Tomorrow Evating at 1bs Palmer
Will Be Given the Banquet by
Traveling M.
S
\ Mr. Jerry M. Porter, of Clinton,
Ky., arrived here yesterday, while
this morning he will be joined by
Messrs Iis Roosen and Fred Scher
lack of 'St. Lou's, the three tempos-
int the "Plying 'Squadron" from the
national board of directors for the
Travelers' Protective Association.
The trio will today and tomorrow
canvass the city thoroughly In iectir-
ing new members to the organization
and arousing deeper interest in the
workings of the order. They have
been furnished a list of the people
here el.gible to membership and ex-
pect to add many new names to the
membership roll before finiehing their
work. They will be accompanied
while here by different delegations
from the kcal post of the travelers&
order and scrape the city over for
new members.
Tomorrow evening at the Palmer
wP1 be given the grand banquet ar-
rOtiged in their honor, at which time
etveral hundred will be in attendance
to spend a most delightful vocal eve-
rting. over which Dr. J. R. Coleman,
of this city, "rill previde air toast-
ster.
Porter came in yesterday ahead
of the two other national directers
*0 as to get everything in shape for
the vigorous, vtirignign to be con-
ducted.
aAdie Society.
This afternoon-fit 3 o'clock the La-
dies Mite society of the First Bap-
tist church meets ivith Mrs. Ellis,
401 Senth Eleventh street.
Special to Farmers
We are preparing to advertise in
the Northwest, and if you want to
sill your farm, liatit With us and we
think we can sell it for you. Try us.
S. T. R.ANDLE
Manager Real Estate Department,# • echanics' & Farmers' Savings Bank,4
ROOM 3, Amer.-Cier. Nat.' Bank.
•
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$4,000 RAISED
WORK FOR THE NEW WHEEL
FACTORY IS PROGRESSING
VERY WELL.
Committee Will Hear Report of Mr.
Cochran Monday Night—News
From Commercial World.
The committee of the Commercial
club having charge of raising sub-
scriptions to the $lo,000 worth of
bonds to be floated here by the steel
Wheel factory, continue pushing their
work forward, and yesterday had
raised $4,3oo of the amount, while
furtherence of the undertaking -will
be continued each day until the re-
quisite amount is subscribed. The
committee thinks it will have every-
thing ready and raised in time for a
meeting of the board of directors of
the club next week, to hear what they
had accofnplished. When all the
'money Is pledged Messrs Ras* and
Carroll will return here from Chicago
to clqa up the details for establish-
ment here of the industry that prom-
ises to grow to one of the most im-
portant ever captured by this place.
s
Excursion Report.
,ty E. Cochran will to-
flight re n from Louisville *here he
goes for the Retail Mlerchants assoc-
iation of this city to look into the
plan adopted by the Falls City busi-
ness men for running excursions in-
to that city from surrounding towns
to draw the neighboring erode, and
also investigate what inducements
Louieville offers these out-of-town
patrons to come there and do their
shopping. The Paducah association
wants:to do iloMethigg lihe ithis an
as toaborrow is Saturday Ands a bus
day among the retain merchants, it is
probable that there will' not meet un-
til next Monday night the committee
Of three selected to hear Mr. Coch-
ran', report, and then recommend
something to the entire local associa-
tion. This committee is Frank L.
TO REMOVE
FRECKLE3 AND PIMPLES
In to Days, Use
NAbINOLA
The Complexion Beautifier
THE NADINOLA GIRL
(Formerly advertised and sold as
SATINCI(LA.
No change in formula or package.
The name only has been changed.)
A few applications will remove tan
of sallowness, and reoore the beauty
of youth.
esPADINOLA is a new discovery,
guaranteed and money will be refund-
ed in every case where it fails to*
move freckles, pimples, liver's
collar discoloratiore, black-heade,•
figuring eruptiones, etc., in 20 days.
After these defects are removed the
skin will be 'oft, clear and healthy.
Sdld in each city by all leadi
druggists, or by mail. Price so cts
and St oo.
NATIOIUL TOILET CO., Paris, Tsai.
Sold in Paducah by all kading
druggists.
A Card From Mr. English.
To the Public:
In view of the fact that an indict-
ment was this (slay returned against
me in the MkCrackei circuit court.
charging me with having bean guilty
of irregularities in my dealings with
Messrs Numsen & Son, of Baltimore,
Md., while I was engaged in the
Soott, Hbrry C. Rhodes and Jake Merchandise brokerage business in
Wallerstein.. The full association this city, two years ago, and in view
holds a session next Tuesday night of the further fact that great and un-
to hear 'what the committee has to usual publicity has been given to these
advocate court proceedings, I feel that I owe
it to myself and my friends to make
May Move Plant, the following statement: I did busi-
The Cairo papers arriving here yes- ness with Wm. Numsen & Son, of
terday morning said that Mr. Samuel Baltimore, for eight years at this
Givens of the improved tool bandit place, and on or about July 1, 1903,
works of here, was contemplating they consigned to me a car of canned
moving to be EggPiimi city his en- goods, which I had sold to the var.
ore works. At - ociaama the ensodan:Jons ;Gathers of this city. It so hap-
handles for the tools are made by the.pened that this particular tar was
Clark-Danforth Handle company at wrecked at Dawson Ky., and could
Cairo, and Mr. Given is thinking of not therefore be delivered by me to
moving there also that departmentithe jobbers to %horn I had 'Iced th
manufacturing the rubber handle canned goods, Niunsen & on sen
holders for the handles another car, which was distrjtelsd to
the jobbers here in lieu of the wreck-
Now On Ledger. ed car I representing Numsen & Co.
Mir. Frank Dallam, has gone baciothen filed a claim agalnet the Illinois
from Cleveland, Ohio, to Philad-:Central railroad compiny for the
elphia. Pa., and taken a place with the tralue of the wrecked car. This claim
was made by J. E. English & Co.,Public Ledger. He was formerly.
night city editor of the North Amen- and during the month of September
can. He is the well known Paducah 1903, the railroad company gave the
boy of many friends, firm of J. E. English & Co., a check
for $2,232.50, in full settlement of the
CLAIM NOTICE claim for derrsages. After this settle-ment Nutmen & Co. and myself hadsome differences, which culminated
in a full settlement of all differences
between us on the 4th day of Novem-
McCracken Circuit Court. her Not, nearly two years ago, and
Felix G Rudolph, administrator, I now hold the receipts of Numsen
with the will annexed of the estate of Co. for any and all demands they had
Herbert A. Rose, deceased, and against me on account of the dam-
guardian of lone T. Rose, an intent ages collected by J. E. English & Co.
under the age of haurteen years, plain from the railroad company flkr the
tiff, vs. pet-lion in oquity, lone T. wrecked car. This receipt I fortun-
Rose and others, defendants. ately preserved and will be glad to
Ordered that this action be refer- ;bow it to any of my friends who may
red to Cecil Reed, master commis., have interest enough in this unfor-
sioner of the McCracken Ciecgat
court, to take proof of assets andlia:
bilities of the tstate of Herbert A.
Rose, deceased, and all persons hav-
ing claims against said estate are re-
quired to properly verify and file the "ind have made my mistakes, who of
same before mid commiosoner on, or us -have not? Enemies of mine, and
before the allth day of October, mos, not Wm. Numsen & Son have insti-
or they will be forever barred from gated this prosecution against me and
assertinv any claim against the as- in due time they will be given 
ample
trete in the hands of -the administrator,
Felix G. Rudolph, unadrninistered;
and an persons are bereby enjoined
tunate affair to care to inspect it. No
member of the firm of Wm: Monsen
& Son appeared before the grand
jury to prefer any charge of any char-
acter against me. I have my faults
opportunity to explain in the courts
of justice by what authority they them
undertake to ruin me and destroy my
ability to earn a living for my lam-
and restrained from 'Collecting their ily. And when the matter is finally
claim's against said estate except
h this *et: and it is ordered - why 
out in the moos I will show
this indictment was found two
that this order be published in , the
"Paducah Daily Register" 
years after my dealings with Wm.
is re- Nommen & Son had been closed and
qtrired by law. a receipt in full executed by them to
Given under my hand as clerk o? me. In the meantime all that I ask
said court, this, the 20th day of Sep- .is a fair fight in an open field, and
tember, Trion 
' ihat my friends and the public gen-
E. W. HOBSON, Clerk. ' erally will suspend judgment in this
By R. B. HAY, D. C. matter until it is all adjudicated by
the proper tribunal.
The Henry Harley was irr yester J. E. ENGLISH.
day from, Evansville, and kit imme-
diately int her return to that city. Subscribe for THE REGISTER.
AWFUL CONDITION ERNEST WORKERS
THE BOARDS OF HEALTH GETS OFFICERS ELECTED AT W. C.
AFTER SCHOOL BOARD OF T. U. MEETING YES-
CITY. TERDAY.
Drs. Brothers and Sights Visited Two
Buildings and Found an Un-
sanitary State.
The ill manner in which the sani-
tation of the public schools is looked
ter was the topic for discussion at
yesterday's called session of the city
board of health, which resulted in a
onamunication being directed to the
{ustoess requesting that they inserted-
tely take steps necessary to rem-
tly the deplorable state of affairs
pecially as regards the building at
ighth and Harrison streets and the
ne at Fifth and Kentucky avenue.
The school board has been howling
about wanting the city's sanitary
ewes-age system ektended out Broad-
y/ay from Ninth street to a point as
fax as the Washington building so
roper connections could be made
ith same, for the toilet rooms and
ter closets desired for installation
thay structure. It seems though
that they have, not been properly
ooiring after the buildings inside the
system already existing, as yesterday
4 called meeting was held by the
ard of health, Drs. Brothers and
Sights, regarding the conditions pre-
vailing at the Fifth and Kentucky av-
enue structure, and that at Eighth
d Harrison streets.
Drs. Brothers and Sights reported
at the meeting that they personalby
visited these two places, and found
the toilet room department in a fear-
ful condition. They stated that at
the Fifth and Kentucky school it
tasked as if the offal in the stools
was not carried off properly, and re-
mained standing in tht basin from
whence arose a great stench. They
:leo reported that the basements were
damp, not well ventilated and in a
general bad condition, which was det-
rimental to the health of the schclars
attending the respective schools. In
places they found puddles of impure
water that created a most nauseating
odor that ebould be remedied without
delay.
The sanitation of the two buildings
was found in a generally bad condi-
tion, and intmediately the board of
health will lay before the school au-
thrwitie• the question of putting
thilits in the healthy and proper con-
• that should be maintained,
realized that the health of bun-
ckeds of children is at stake.
WORE WENT
ONE OF THE CITY'S SLEUTHS
GOES AFTER MENAFEE
YESTERDAY.
Will White, Colored, Ls Charged
With Stealing Tools From Con-
tractor Ed Eaker.
Detective T. J. Moore went to St.
Louis yesterday ar,rtr M. 7. Menafee
tnstead of Detective William Baker.
Mr. Moore came back yesterday
morning from Lexington, where he
carried Dennis Reed, colored, to the
reform school. Mr. Baker intended
going over after Menefee, but was
summoned to be here as a witness in
the Loving killing case, so Sleuth
Moore went over after Menefee, who
is wanted here on the charge of get-
ting the Rehkopf establisment to
cassh a worthless check for $100.
411•Milm.••••=1••
Larceny Charged.
Will White, colored, was arrested
testerday by Officers Beadles and
Riogers on the charge of stealing
some tools from Ed Eaker, the street
and county road contractor.
Got Package On.
Henry York. white, was locked up
on the charge of being drunk. He
was arrested out about the Union de-
pot by Dr.ver John Austin, of the
patrol wagon,
rYinampINIMM,
Patrol Wagon.
Blacksmith Ed Morgan is putting
the old patrol wagon in nice condi-
One but it will be a week or two
yet befbre the rig is entirely finished
nil turned out of his shop. Many
hew parts -are to be made, while a
coat of paint will adorn the vehicle.
The towboat Jesse B. passed tip
the Ohio yesterday bound for Rose
Ca ire.
Dr. A. S Orne and Wife Reach Here
in Tour Over Country—Ladies
Mite Society Meets Today.
Yesterday afternoon during their
meeting, at the lecture room of the
First Baptist church, the Wornien's
Christian Temperance Union held
their annual election of officers and
cheese the following to serve during
the ensuing tweive months: Mrs. t
Ekoa Puryear, president; Mro. Pearl
Norvell, vice president; Mrs. Dor-
othy Koger, treasurer; Ms. Annie
"Friant, corresponding secretary; Miss
Christine Meyers, recording secre-
tary; Mise Wilabelle Brooks, super-
intendent of press work; Mrs. Julia
Meyers, evangelistic superintendent;
Mrs. Fannie Dunn, chairman of the
flower committee, with ass-otatee of
Mrs. Lula Nance and Miss Christine
Meyers; Mrs. Pearl Norvell, superin-
tendent of mothers' meetings; Mrs.
Jaines Itagnor, superintendent of un-
fermented wine department; Mrs.
Sarah Grouse and Mrs. Ailie Chiles,
Enocrintendents ce. prisons awl jail
work. At the next session of the La-
dies the president will seiect a vice
president from each church of the
city to help with the noble work..
Mrs. Dorothy Koger was yesterday
chosen superintendent of Red Letter
days and parlor meeting work.
Itinerant Workers.
Dr. A. S. Otne and wife will ar-
rive in the city on their tour over the
country visiting the county poor
farms, city and county jails and study
ing the criminal and poverty-stricken
side of life. They have been on a
trip of ten years' duration, going
from one town to /another and inspect
ing the instituticolf of the character
mentioned. They found the city lock
up here in a nice condition, also *he
jail and- poor house. They preach on
the street corners and expect to be
bere several days. They came here
from Nashville, visiting different
towns en route down.
Sunday School Rally.
This afternoon at 4 o'clock all the
pupils of the First Presbyter:an
church Sunday school are asked to be
at the dumb to practice for the Ral-
ly day.
Bible Students.
Rev. J. S. Cheek, of the First Bap-
tist church, 'especially requests that
everyone interested in Bble study
meet this evening at 7:30 o'clock at
the church.
THE RIVER NEWS
. Stavin Yesterday.
Cairo, 26.o; ring.
Chattanooga, 2.0;' standing.
Cincinnati, 13.2; falling.
Evansville, 4 oa; standing.
Florence, missing.
Johnsonville, 2.0; standing.
Louisville, 6.3; rising.
Mk • Carmel, 4.7; rising.
Nashville, 8.3; rising.Pittsburg,' 
6. I ; falling.
Davis Island Dam, 4.3; rising
St. Louis, 30.2; rising.
Mt Vernon,4.1; 
Paducah, ti.o;
Pilot Ed Pell is now gazing at the
stars on the steamer Clyde in place
of Billy Smith.
The towboat Woolfolk went down
to Cairo yesterday.
The steamer Buttorff goes to Nash-
ville tonight and leaves there tomor-
row on her return, to this city. She
reaches here Sunday.
The Joe Fowler is today's packet
in the Evansville trade.
Thie morning at 8 o'clock there
skips out for Cairo the steamer War-
ren that is filling the place of the
Pick Fowler during t'ow water.
Painter John Maier yesterday went
to Mound City, III., to paint the
Dick Fowkr, that is down there re-
ceiving repairs on the marine ways.
The steamer Kentucky came out of
the Tennessee Sever last night And
lays instil 5 Saturday after-
noon befoore getting out on her return
trip.
The City of Saltine) is expected to
pass out tomorrow night late, bound
back to St. Louis. from the Tenets-
see river.
Purity In
Prescriptions.
•
A prescription may be com-
pounded so accurately, by ex-
perienced ptescriptionists, with
the highest degree of careful-
nese, yet if the drugs are not
pure it is worthless
--dangerous.
No matter where you go ,you
cannot find purer drugs, pronipt
er service or more skill than
we use in filling your prescrip-
tion.. You'll be satisfied with
the prices, too. '
so•
J. U. Oehlschfaeger,
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BRIDADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.
Bacon's Malarial
Ionic Capsules
ARE THE "ORIGINAL TONIC
CAPSULES."
THE ONES THAT HAVE MADE
SUCH A REPUTATION IN PA-
DUCAH FOR CURING CHILLS
AND MALARIA.
PRICE aac.
TAKE NO OTHER.
THEY ARE GUARANTEED.
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.
7th & Jackson Sta. phone are,& Clay Ste, phone 3111.
NEW GOODS
FOR
Fail and Winter
HAVE ARRIVED
An elegant line of imported cloths
and suiting. for Fall and Winter.
Make your selections now and
avoid the rush.
DICKE abi BLACK
MERCHANT TAILORS.
516 Broadway, Opp. Fraternity Bld.
The recollection of the quality of
our prescriptions remains long after
the price is forgotten.
HAYES
7th and Broadway. TeL 756.
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered free of charge anywhere in the
city.
Be sure to buy the celebrated
Dig')
Life flour
Ask Your Grocer for It
Take no substitute for "Just m Good."
Dr. Stamper,
Dentist.
Office over Lendler & Lydon.
309 Broadway.
Best Kentucky Lump 1 3 Cents. Best Kentucky Nut 1 2 Cents
There's More Heat and Less Dirt and Ashes to Our Coal Than the Ordinary Coal.
THE WEST KENTUCKY COAL COMPANY
Second and Ohio Streets.
(IliCORPORATED-)
C. M. BUDD, Manager. Both Telephone Numbers 254
A.,
.J.1•011..."11141.111tIMMIMM•••••••1..
AGAINST FRENCH
MOSE FELTNER GOES BEFORE
THE GRAND JURY AT
WINCHESTER.
Claims He Was Offered $6,000 to
Leave the State and Was Given
Iwo.
, 1
Winchester, Ky, Sept. 2o.—The
Clark county grand jury is investigat-
ing another case against B. F. French
He is now charged by Mose Feltner
with hiring men to kill him here
Monday night. The complainants be-
fore the grand jury were Mose Felt-
ner and Sheriff Woodson McChord.
This is an outgrowth of the trial
of the Hargises and B. F. French
and Sheriff Callahan, in Clark comity,
for contempt of court, in enticing
away witnesses during the progress
of the Marcum-Hargis damage suit
last January. The present charges
against • French are bribery and con-
spiracy to kill.
According to the testimony of Felt
mei- before the jury he was offered$6,000 by French if he would leave
the statc and not testify against any(dot* men charged with running him
away during the damage suit. To
show his good faith French did give
Feltner the sum of $2oo, and was to
meet him in Portland, Ore., after the
conclusion cc1 the trials and give him
the balance.
This alleged attempt at bribery oc-
curred on 'September 4, the day on
which the French trial was called, and
Feltner went at once to Sheriff Mc-Chord and turned the money over tohim. The money was exhibited tothe grand jury yesterday along withthe testimony of Sheriff McCord.
Ruck Cottongane, another of Mrs.
Marcdfn's witnesses, also appeared
and testified that after Feltner failedto carry out bis part of the agree-trent and leave the state, Frenchformed a plot to .have him killed and
made arrangements with Cottorsgane
and Charles Daniels to do the killing,but instead of carrying out the plotthey notified Feltner, and the matterwas carried before the grand jury.The alleged pl9t to kill was to havebeen carried out Monday night, butafter notifying Feltner Daniels wentto Lexington, and Feltner followedand took him in charge and rettrriftdwith him to Winchester. Danielssays be will tell the entire plot to killFekner to the grand jury.
BUSINESS MEN
SOBERING DOWN
Japanese Capital For Industriai De-
velopment PlentifuL
Tokio, Sept 2o.—Despite the factthat the ebullition of popular dissatis-faction over the peace ar.angements
continues unabated, there are indica-tions that the business contEngent it
slowly sobering down. The. capitalintended for new enterprises, follow-ing the successful conclasion of the
treaty of peace, is gradually cominginto the banks as deposits in amounts
which are likely to lower the rate ofinterest.
The profound disappointment which
has prevailed has at least proved a
'benefit to the extent of savin tte
people any feverish intoxicatien re-
sulting in huddle enterprises, like
those which accompanied the close of
the war with China. The moneyed
class has resumed the atitude of cau-
tions frugality which guided its
transactions during the war; the fi-
nancial outlook is not gloomy and
capital is impatiently awaiting solid
investments.
JUDGE WANTS SALARY LIMIT.
President Kavanaugh Issues Bulletin
to Club Managers.
Little Rock, Ark., Sept. 20. —Presi-
dens Kavanaugh, of the Southern
league, has sent out a bulletin to all
managers in the league requesting
them not to sign any players for
next season at present. Judge Kava-
?laugh,. when asked the meaning of
this said:
"It k to keep managers from engaging players with high salaries beyond
the ability ei the clubs to pay and be
eelf-stestaining. via* the mana-
gers to wait urn.'" they can get to-
gether and agree on a satisfactory
salary limit. All we want is for all
the clubs to be on a eelf-eustaining
basis. We do not care about them
making money. We dici not want
them to pay their way, and last sea-
soil only two clubs did this. With a
salary limit binding on all, the clubs
will be more nearly equal, there willbe more interest 'n the game and it
will be self-sustaining.
At a Country Store.
Benjamin Dorrance of Dorrington;Pa., who has just returned from an
extended salmon-fishing trip in New-foundland, tells of a visit which he
paid to a country store in one of the
hamlets. •
"What do you fellows do when you
sit around the store like this?" he
asked of the crowd sitting in a circle
on tilted chairs and empty boxes and
maintaining a profound silence.
"Well," drawled one of the oldest
of the crowd. "sometimes we set .and
think, and then again sometimes we
just set."—Philadelphia Bulletin.
FLOODS COST TWO MILLION.
Santa Fe Railroad During Year—
Transcontinental Line.
Chicago, Ill., Sept. 20.—We stern
floods caused the Santa Fe railroad a
loss of more than $2,000,000 in the
fiscal year just closed. This is stated
in the annual report made public yes
terday.
.It is expected the Santa Fe's new
tranecontinental line will be complet-
ed this year. This 4,int will be short-
er than the Trinidad route; will avoid
two mountain ranges between Trini-
dad and Albuquerque, and will be less
exposed to interruption by freshets.
By the close of the year, it is giv-
en out, a total of 322 miles of double
track will have been completed, the
longest stretch of which is between
Holiday and Empor:a, fifty-four miles
Sixteen miles of double track already
are in operation, and the total double
track construction for the year will
be r6r miles.
Big Dividends From Alaska._
(Cleveland Plain Dealer.3
When Secretary Seward paid $7,-
200,000 for what was generally con-
sidered the waste Arctic region of
Alaska, and bad great difficulty ih
juetifyie.g hie action in thus "buying a
pig in a poke," even far-seeing Amero
cans could have had no idea that in
less than forty years the then lightly
regarded bargain would be paying
annual dividends of 3oo per cent on
the investment.
This year Alaska and the K)ondike
will have a gold output of over Sao-
000,000, between three and four mil-
lions more than last year's product;
and, as the New York Evening Mail,
which pc:4ns the figures, points out,
the Klondike region and all gold
fields across the line in British terri-
tory are as much a port of the United
States "for every purpose of finance
or commerce" as if they had been in-
cluded in the Seward purchase. Arrd
gold is only one source of Alaska's
wealth, the territory having shown
possibilities, even in the way of agri-
culture, undreamed ofl ten years ago.
This vast and rich territory, withit great and growing permanent
population of enterprising and pure-
blooded Americans, has been treatedin rather shabby fashion by the Washir.gton government, which has turned
a deaf ear to its appeals for recogni-
tion in the shape sof a inn-fledged ter-
ritorial government. So resentful are
many Alaska people that a mass
meeting recently demanded, secessionfrom the United States and annex
atiors to Canada. This, of course,
was the action of extremeists and in-tended merely for effect, but the next
sesdon of congress should not with-hold is territorial government from
a section of the country which is better fitted even for statehood than halfthe existing territories and at leastone state.
•
The Cassias* Mates.
There teems to be an air of quiet-ness about the boat. The "cussless"
mate stands on the stage plank and
sees that each roustabout does just
as much and just as quickly 'as he
can, but there isn't any swearing tobe beard. Dave Martin is the mate,from Nashville, Tenn. He is broad,
with a physical strength that is ap-parent, but he is low
-voiced and soft-
spoken. When freight is coning on
the boat he stands by to superintendits storage, and when he speaks his
voice is mellow
-toned, but every dus-ky ronster on the boat holds him in
wholesome respect, for there is a lookbehind his eyes that tell, that manli-
ness can lie behind word free from
profanity and the happy-go-lucky dar-
keys swing to and fro from wharf
to deck with wondrous loads, croon-ing the old-time river songs that
reach back to the good old river days.
When he first went into the Cal-houn trade the boat created ;some-
thing of a stir among the river set-
tlements and it was nothing unusual
for women to come a visiting the
boat that had no bar and was blazon-
ed with Bible verses. She was some-
thing of a novelty and was unique,
but the men who form her crew have
long since become used to the interest
she creates. Captain Ryman of the
Richardson is a son of the found9r
of the line, and in speaking of the
effect of the removal of the bar he
says that it has in his opinion been
a money-saving plan, for there has
never been an accident on any of the
boats of the line since the day his
father became converted, swept liquor
from theboats and had the Bible
verses painted upon the white enamel
wall..
Tyranny.
The tyrant heard their prayer with
a black brow growing even blacker.
When they were done he exclaimed
in a fond, harsh voice:
"Sic volo, sc jubeol"
The unlettered multitude fell hack
in consternation.
"He's aoiettin' his dogs on us!"
went up the fearsome cry.—Puck.
Dr. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and 4.
Columbia Building.
Phon 104/ Red.
SOMETHING ABOUT EDGAR iw:wHITTEmoRE,
RUSSIAN WOMEN
The elimate of Russia is not partic-
ularly favorable to the development
of feminine beauty. It fades under
the severity of the climate, especiallyin the case of the upper classes. The
peasant women are many of thempretty girls, with round faces, dark
arched eyebrows, brown eyes and
smiling countenanchs; fall these
charms are enhanced by the red andblue ribbons interplaited in their hair,
often surmounted by a handsome
crown and a bouquet of field flowers.
They have fine figures, being tall and
easy in their movements. In Little
Russia they wear a white skirt and
wide sleeves, embroidered with red
flowers and stars. The jacket is otblack velvet, and there are velvet
trimmings on the skirt. When the
weather is pleasant in the winter they
wear large slippers, with high heels,
and around their netles they usually
wear the wanisto, or string of redbeads. Their hair bangs in two plaitsbound with red or pink ribbon. ael
one can distinguish at first glance
whether they are maids or not, be-
cause the matrons wear a chjpchik
or bonnet. Married or unmarried,
they all wear a long white coat in the
winter called kozukh.
A few days before a girl is married
she herself goes to invite her friends
and wears a towel with red ends
around her waist.
The married women are the more
handsomely dressed because of the
fact that their costumes reflect cred-
it upon their husbands.
Some of the embroideries worn by
the Finnish women on their aprons,
combined with silver ornaments and
a silver circlet in their hair, are very
nragnificent. These Finnish women
all wear undergarments of white lin-
en, with red borders, full petticoats,
with fitting bodices, and a large white
mantle, fastened to the breast with a
brooch, which is a very notable part
of the costume.
The asparagus plant in Finland is
the symbol of a happy marriage, wom-
en very often wearing it, and a suitor
for the hand of one of Finland's fair
&uglier, wear a spray of it in his
hat.—Brooklyn Standard-17nion.
ME IDEAL GUEST.
It has been said that women may
be divided into two classes, that of the
"born hostess" and that of the 'born
guest," and that neither fitsointo the
other's role with any degree of suc-
cess. There is one charming woman
who is known among her friends as
"I. G.," which mysterious appellation
stands for "Ideal guest!' SIN ex-
plains her unique title by. saying: 'It
is so silly! Anyone can be a perfect
guest if she only tries. All you have
to do is to be pleased with your en-
tertainment, and to try to help your
hostess make things agreeable for the
others. Yes, I do visit a great deal,
and I make it an inviolable rule nev-
er to repeat in one house what I
have seen or heard in another."
The "ideal guest," for instance,
makes the care of her room as easy
for the maid as possible. When she
leaves it in the morning the bed is
stripped and the mattress turned to
air. When she leaves it for dinner or
supper in the evening, all her own
belongings are carefully put away in
closet or drawers, thus making no
"picking up" after her—work which
is wearing to the maid and which
takes much time. The "I. G." also re-
members at noon, or when the guest
room has the most blaze of sunlight,
to cloee the blinds or drop the awn-
ings, thus helping to keep fresh her
hostess' dainty furnishings.—Harper's
Bazar.
ABOUT KICKING.
(Chicago Chronicle.)
Civilization is the work of the
kicker. There cannot be too crutch
intelligent and honest kicking. The
kicker is the motive power -of-
gress. If it had not been for him
humanity would he still living in
caves, wearing skins and going out
with a stone hatchet to kill some-
thing for dinner. The world never
has received an impetus from the man
who is satisfied with things as they
are. A Chicago philosopher was
once so profoundly impressed with
this truth that he declared that every
man who reaches the age of as should
be taken out and executed because,
as he alleged, men of that age be-
come satisfied with the status quo
and act as a dog upon The wheels or
progress. This, of course, is an ex-
treme view of.the matter, but the
principle underlying it is correct.
Kicking is another name for dissatis-
faction with existing abuses—either
active or passive—and kicking is con-
sequently the agent of reform and
progress
•
Low Rates to California.
From September is, to October 3r,
the Illinois Central Railroad com-
pany will sell one-way second-claws
tickets to San Francisco, Los Ange-
les, San Diego, Cal., for $13.00.J T Donovan, Agt. Paducah, Ky.
G. C. Warfielet, T. A., Union Depot.
A dozen sea lions are said to have
taken up their qisarters on a sand-
bank between Calais and Bbutng-tle, Newry Mnsuven 7r.. the reliableFrance, where the see destroying hook mennfseturer. Blank litortkagreat quantities of fish. Beulogne lob and Edition binding. The onlyhas sent out a torpedo boat -to Os- exclusive book binder is Paducahturf) them. Library, woe* a Specialty.
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
fADUCAH REAL EsrATia. vasTERN Korruanc FARMS. SA31ISCOTTHLY PAYMENt LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. VISTERNKENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
EDO R W. W3lYTT.S10111X. Pladianak Ms
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
If you want your clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose, sg South Third street. I have
the nicest line of samples for tints
in the city. Suits made to order.
E. 11. PURY.E.A.R.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
looms and 6 Register Building,
526 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
New Phone 4go.
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles,
Insuranc.t. Corporation and
Real Estate Lew.
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivera, 'so
Nort hFifth, Both Phone 3ss.
Residence zoo Clay, Old Phone iggs
SET OF MEW WALL CHARTS
ABSOLUTELY WITHOUT COST
The pubbishers of THE REPUB-
LIC, St. Louis, Mo., offer a magnif-icent set of Revised New Home Li-brary Wall Charts upon such abso-
lutely liberal terms that no school or
home in the country can afford to be
without them.
This beautiful set, containing nine
complete maps and a cyclopeda of in-
dispensable information, will be given
free of all charges, to every person
who sends one dollar to pay for a
year's subscription to the Twice-a-
Week Rept:bile of St. Louis, and
Farm Progress, the great agricultural
and home monthly magazine publ s'h-
ed by the Republic and acknowledged
everywhere to be the best journal ofits kind published anywhere.
Following are the maps in this set:(t) the world; (2) the United States;(3) Typographic map of the Russo-
Japanese war, with facts and figures
of the contest brought down to date;
(4) Alaska; (5) Hawaii; (6) Porto Ri-
co; (7) The Philippines; (8) Panama,
and (9) your choke of a large map of
any one of the following eighteen
states and territories: Missouri,
Arkansas, Texas, Oklahoma, In-dian Territory; Indiana, Kentucky,
Wyoming, Tennessee, Mississippi,
Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas, Arizona,
New Mexico, Colorado and Louisi-
ana.
In ordering, subscribers will please
specify the state map they desire in
their set. •
Three large sheets, each 28 by 36
inches in dimensions, comprise the
charts. Everything that you want to
know about your own state, your
own country and the countries and
peoples of the world, will be found
in this great Cyclopedia and Geo-
gesp4ty combined. Yon can't affbrd
to miss this opportunity. The Twice-
a-Week Republic is the leading semi-
weekly newspaper and home journal
in the country. Farm Progress has
no superior in its chosen field. Eith-
er paper alone is worth a full dollar
a year. Under the terms of this
special offer, which is good for a Ikn-
ited time only,, you get both of these
excellent journats an entire year, and
the complete set of charts, all for
only one dollar. If you appreciate a
good thing you will lose no time in
taking advantage of this opportunity
at once, before the offer is with-
drawn. The papers will be sent to
separate addresses, if desired, and the
charts will be securely mailed, free of
all cost, in a large tube, insuring them
against toss or damage of any kind.
They will last you a lifetime, and
prove their worth every day in the
year. Don't detay, but send your or-
der at once te Mtip Department, The
Republic, St. Loafs, Mo.
W. Maw Oliver. Geo. W. Oliver.
Benton, Ky. Paducah, Ky.
Thom B. McGregory,
Benton, Ky.
OLIVER, OLIVER
Cc McGREGOR
LAWYERS
OFF?: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Manama Commity; Paducah, Cy.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building
New Pbrete '14. Old Moss 3os
- - 4
„ECN WAY
"The Old Reliable Weber," the
'Mac al Remora," him moved from
4oll Erandway to to, South Fourth
aerate (wed front) and withes to yea
come ell hie old friends and -custom-
Gra.
A. S. DABNEY,
--DENTIST—
Trusheart
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
:so NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones in
Office hours 8 to ro a. in., r to 3
p. in. and 7 to 9 p.
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent.
aot Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone ya.
Paducah, KorkbuckY•
6. W. Arnold
The real estate agents, ham knees
worth of city property for male sod
thirty-five farms; also three salsa.
Houses for rent.
Telephone, old. in&
Taylor & Lucas,
LAWYERS.
Both Phones 6ç—Rooms 203 and 204
Fraterity Badding.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at-Law,
. Room No. s Columbia
Dr. B. B. Griffith
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Both phone all at the office, both
phones 240 at residenc. Office hours
7 to 9 a. in.; r to 3 p. m., 7 to 9 p.
11.T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES
Residence sgO Office ass
D. O. LARKIA
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
PADUCAH. KY.
General Practice.
208-210 Frilattlay
Office also Park Bildfrie, Mayfield Ky.
DEAL'STLIfra
Phone 136, ted.
EXCURSIONS
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to lennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good table,
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. in.
For other information apply to Jas.
Koger, superintendent; Frank L.
Brown, agent.
NOTICE/
Highest price paid for second-hand
StoVes etqd
FUrtqittarre.
Buy anything and sell everything.218-220 COlin street. Old phone 134.
. 
_
Clem Fransioli.
Moving wmgon in connection.
J. K. HIL74DRICK. J. G. MILLER
WM. WARBLE.
Hendrick, Miller
and Marble.
L. AWY ERS
Roornm 1,1 and 3 Register Build-
ing, 523 r-s Broadway.
Practice In all the courts of the
state. Both phones 31.
Four Cats a Pound
SEND YOUR ROUGH DRY
LAUNDRY TO THE PADUCAH
TOILET SUPPLY COMPANY,
FOUR CENTS A POUND. SPOT-
LESS WORE AND PROMPT DE-
LIVERY. OLD PHONE tars.
G. C. DiUGUID,
ArroRNEY-AT-LAw!
fog 1-2 North Fourth Street Upstairs
Commercial and Co-operative
Business a Specialty.
7. B. harrison,
CITY ATTORNEY
Attorney-at-Law.
Roma i3 and 14 Colombia Building.
Old Phone tog.
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS
Rooms zo, ii and is, Columbia Bldg.
PADUCAH, KY.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—LAWYER—
Will practice in all courts of Ken-
tucky and Illinois.
D. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 306 Broadway.
DR. W. C. ENBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)
Office, 306 Broadway—Phone
Residence, 89 Broadway.
Phone t4g.
1110.
Office phone 251, Residence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Rooms 204-6 Fraternity Building.
Dr. J. T. GILBERT
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Phone 196, 400 1-1 Broadway,
PADUCAH, KY.
Dry Hot Ak Baths given when in.dicated.
p.
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FUR CANNON
MAY BE KILLED
The Senator's Father, a Mormon
Apostle, Has Disowned and Disin-
herited Him for Fighting for His
State Against the Hairarchy and
Awful Teachings of That Church.
:t (Denver, Col., Special.)4 
"Senator Frank J. Cannon, of
Utah, is a hero and he may prove
to be a martyr. He came of the Mor-
mons; his father, a Mormon apostle,
has disowned and disinherited him
because the noble man it fighting Lai'
his state against the heirarcity and
the awful teachings of that church.
Senator Cannon has been condemned
to die by the Mormons. His secretary
has been quietly told by friends not
to be *ten in his employer's con,.
teeny too much for fear that he also
shall be assassinated., When I said
goodbye to the Senator I had a feel-
ing I should never again see himl
alive.
"It is we/1 nigh beyond belief that
there can exist in the United States
of American conditions suck as are
flagrantly iliented in the fate of the
nation's womanhood and manhood
from Utah, lot polygamy. Sae, alinlY,
enervating as the causes of Rome's
downfall, is practiced just as much in
Utah today as it was before the man-
ifesto."
Ws. Schedre Story.
The foregoing statements made this
afternoon at the Savoy Hotel by
the president of the National Moth-
ers' congress, Mrs. Frederick Schott,
of Philadelphia, . one of the best
known women in the United States,
and certainly the most important wo-
• man in her special field of vitaMy *se-
e fti) endeavor.
4 While Mks. Sehoff was in Utah in-
vestigating the Mormons she was un-
der the constant surveillance and
pea teetion of friends. Not a newspa-
per in the city mentioned her visit,
though all of the papers knew she
was there and were cognizant of the
purpose of her visit. She talked wish
hundreds of Gentiles and Mormons in
securing her information
"There Is no need for me to ex-
aggerate to impress the facts. The
truth is startling and sensational
enough to evoke citizens of the land
se realize its import when they bear it.
Society is Not Society.
Then she continued:
4
0
"Society is not society in Utah.
Young men who go to a dancing par-
ty there are not able to know erbeth-
er they are daacing with married
women, for so many girls are married
secretly. The records are in the
Temple, and no one outside knows.
"The number of igegitimate chil-
dren in Salt Lake City and the whole
state is appalling. The poorer wom-
en who are wives of polygamists
sometinws work in pairs and trios in
the home of rich families to support
their husband and offspring.
"The National League of Women's
Organizations, which has been form-
ed by the 'Mother's congress, numbe:a
',scoop° women. We are arranging
meetings for this autumn in Eastern
cities which will be addressed by Sen-
ator Cannon if he is alive. That will
stir things."
Saved the Fee.
• Mrs. Stonewall Jackson, widow of
the famous Confederate general, who
now lives it Charlotte, N. C., was
chaffing a lawyer of her acquaintance
about the lees demanded by members
of his profession.
"Still, there are occasions when •
lawyer isn't the chief beneficiary of a
suit," said Mrs. Jackson. "I know of
one instance. A friend of mine in
Virginia sued a railroad company for
damages, and secured a verdict for
$50,000, which was paid, and the whole
amount is now in bank, subject to her
• order. Her counsel didn't get a
4 penny of it."
'llow was that?"
"She found the only way of out-
witting him"
"What did she do?"
"She married the lawyer."—Every-
body's Mlagaizne.
WON'T CARRY HIS POLICY.
Gov. Vardaman Denounces Insurance
Financiers in New York.
jacIcaorM, Misc., Sept 21.—GOV.
Vardaman this morning denounced
the Equitable Inaurance company and
refused to pay premiums on his poli-
cy, and he said: "I shall not pay this
premitmi, but rather think that I
shall permit the policy to forfeit and
become voick I do not care to con-
tribute any more to the gayety of that
crowd of robbers, thieving and marau-
ders who seem to infect the insurance
businese in New York."
GENERAL NEWS.
Dr Thomas John Rarnado, the well
known London philanthropist, is
dead.
New York mattress makers are on
strike for a to per cent, increase in
wages.
Hovey Smith, a farmer of Monroe
county, Ky., committed suicide by
drowning in a neighbor's well.
The plant of the Anchor Silver
; Plate company at St. Paul was dam-
' /aged by fire to the extent of $130,000.
WAR ON COALING
CASINO AT WEST BADEN AND
FRENCH LICK MUST
CLOSE.
So Declares Gov. Hanly, of Indiana,
Who Asks People to Help Him
Do S.
Indianapolis, Ind., Sept. ax.—Gov.
Hazily has declared war on the gamb-
ling casinos of West Baden and
French Lick, the most noted in Amer
ica.
Following the assertion that Punier
State Auditor Shervick bud lost ;roe
000 of the state's money at the
French Lids casino, Gov. Manly mad*
the following declaration in his speech
at Ft. Wayne:
"If the people of this state will sup
port me, and I believe they will, the
two Monte Carlo. of Indiana, at
French Lick and West Baden., which
today dagrace the gate, will be
closed, untese the law rd the state as
now written proves ineffective."
This reference to gambling brought
an castburst of applause tbat drowned
the governor's voice. In previous re-
marks he had said that Sherrick's
downfall was largely disc to disaipa-
tion and gambling, and that the
French Lick casino had seen much
of the state's money on its board,.
While be was thus declaring him-
self the democrats of Ft. Wayne
were in eonvent.on and in their plat-
form declared for law and order and
against gambling, an evil that has
long exi•ed at Ft. Wayne.
The republican city platforms, made
a few days ago, also cocain.' vigor-
ous anti-gambling and anti-graft
planks, which are as follows:
'We pledge the candidates of this
convention against all &arms of graft.
We recognize the peril to our institu-
boos through the abuse of power in
office; for self-enrichment &lough
the opportunity afforded by onitteact,
franchises sad other public besinees,
and we denounce all that looks like
graft. We declare that the eglininees
of this convention will be content
with their salarieeand will protect the
public against migsse of public funds.
We pledge them to be proof against
perquisites, illegal fees, bribes or any
other form of unlawful or dishonest
use of their power as officers of this
city.
"We condemn gambling and wine
rooms. We favor decent and orderly
government and pledge our candi-
date: not to supersede the laws of the
city."
Thee extent to which gambling is
carried on at French Lick and West
Baden has been brought forcibly to
pubic attention recently. Besides
the announcement of Sberrick's losses
it became known that Tom Taggart
receives S52,000 a yeas for the gamb-
ling privilege at French Lick. As
this is only a part of the expen.es
that must be paid by the losers at
the table., to say nothing of the prof-
its of the proprietors, the enormous
amount of money that must be wager
ed may be imagined from this one
item of $1,000 a week.
TOM TAGGART MAY
GIVE TESTIMONY
As to What Contributions the Demo-
cratic Campaign Fund Re-
ceived in time.
New York, Sept. at.—Tom Taggart
of Indiana. is on his way here. It is
believed that he conies to testify
about contributions that were made
toward Judge Parker's campaign fund
last year Taggart was the demo-
cratic campaign chairman, though he
has been trying to forget it since the
returns came in. The insurance
vestigation by his committee of the
New York legislature hes lifted the
lid with regard to donations from the
strong boxee of corporations to the
ammunition wagons of the contesting
parties at election time. President
McCall, of the New York Life, and
Judge Parker are telling the pubre
more about this than it knew before,
and it is believed that Torn T. will
add something to the information if
he isn't called back to Indiana to pro-
tect French Lick and West Baden.
DID morr "KEEP TM WAITING.
A Man Kills Himself While Family
Is at the Table.
Springfield, 0., Sept. 20. —"Keep
breakfast warm a little amtger,"
shouted Newton Maya , downs tars
this morning when called. A few
minutes later, as the family sat at the
table, a pistol shot was heard in the
room above. Mays had killed him-
self. He was tit years old, a bache-
lor and quite wealthy. 1W-health is
assigned as the came. He had been
prominent in politics, and was a mem
ber of one of the oldest famiffet in
Green county. •
GOING TO JAPAN
FOR PRISONERS.
Odense, Sept. ar 
—The govern-
ment tem chartered the American
steamier Garonne., which with the An-
gars and the volunteer fleet SIM Met 9
St. Petersburg, Kostroma and Niahni
Novgorod, wlT start for Japan soon
to repatriate the Russian prisoners.
tHE EMPTY
WHITE BOX
THE SPHINX
NO MYSTERY
When Doss Said was shown into Scientists of Washington confirm
the white and gold parlor of the for- the- reports which have been in cir-
mer missionary to Ceylon he invari-.culation recently to the effect that
ably seated himself in a foreign barn- the mystery s rrounding the Sphinx
boo chair, which became his dark has been solved. t the Smithsonian
type of oriental manhood so perfect-1 Institution it w aid that the stone
ly that it surrounded him, with his enigma of. the desert is nothing more
native atmosphere. than a gigantic image of Re-Hama-
The chair was one of the mission-!chis, the god of morninz and the
computer of darkness; hence it fatesary's fads, the Oriental was a fad of
the east. This discovery was Mitiehis daughter Camilla, and she had
grown very tired of him. This was recently by means of the inacriptlons
why he was making a parting call that were found on the walls of a tern-
and taking himself off out of her Ple which was unearthed by excavat-
sphere. tors. Scholars uncovered the founds,
When he had made his adieux to Wm* of the great statute, and have
brought to light many interesting fea-
tures which until recently were nu
known. The temple surrounding the
base was intended for the worship of
Hamarchis, and several chambers
hewn in the rock were the tombs of
kings and priests devoted to his wor-
ship. In 1896 there was discovered a
stone cap with a sacred asp carvld
on the forehead, which once covered
the bead of the Sphinx like a royal
helmet, and must have added im-
hi, "lady of night" and she had re-
turned to the white and gold bou-
doir the scent of sandalwood and
foreign spices remained, and on the
table lay a peculiar white box two or
three inches square.
The girl took it in her hand and
hesitated a moment before opening
it. There was something forbidding
about it, that she did not like, but
she resolutely removed the cover, ex-
pecting some curio such as be was ac-
customed to lavish on hie friends. To menselY to its grandeur, particularly
Camilla's surprise the box was enup- if it was gilded, as it is believed it
ty. was. The Sphinx was an independent
"Ife probably repented of his gen_ structure. The body and head are
erpsity and put the contents in his letnall7 hewn out of the solid rock.
pozke.t Wht you were not i00 ne but much sandstone masonry was
said Mame* Grahant„ tier over, built in to make the outlines perfezt
valeta diKeeing th ipeide*. and to cover any defects in the mate-
"But
e
 I did not see the box intit rial. This reinforcement of the origi-
he was gone. How did he manage to nal rock is now very apparent to a
pot h on the table when I was talk- close observer, but originally it was
mg to 'him at the tin gb and why talk- concealed, for scientists believe that
he leave an empty boa?" asked Ca- the entire image was once covered
mina, regarding the object with close with enamel. Indeed, it is pcissiblt
scrutiny. even now to find fragments still al-
When the young man left the girl bering to the surface, which resemble
she was planning a future radiant porcelain tiles found in tombs and
with love and happiness. The next the ruins of the ancient palaces. Sev-
day he was summoned by her father eeel private collectors and some mu-
to a mysterious interview, scums have large blocks of most bril-
"My daughter is ill," he said as a tient coloring and artistic design, and
first greeting. "She is suffering from from them we can imagine what an
fever and delirium. She raves about imposing spectacle the great statue
an empty box. Whs.t does it mean?" must have been before the Persians
"Good heavens!" cried Graham, in_ and Mohammedans destroyed its
coherently, "have you had a doctor? glory. While it is still an impressive
She found the box on the table. Who picture. It has no beauty whatever.
knows there may have been contag- The nose, the lips and other features
ion in it." bays been mutilated by vandals.—The
He related the episode to her fath- Classmate.
em', who scarcely seemed to compre-
hend it Some other thought was
troubling him.
"Come with me." He led the way
to the white and gold room, which
was dedicated to Camilla's use. Gra-
ham expected to see her, but the
place had a troubled and disordered
look.
Mr. 'Rathbun pointed to the large
white-paneled folding doors which
••••1
down the staircase past the SiSeM-
tiled househokl before her father saw
the awful shape that squatted on the
pillow that had been within touch of
her white cheek when her lover
snatched her, that fearful death in
which madness lurks—the deadly
tarantula.
It happened to be a scientific fact
that in the immediate presence of the
secluded the apartment from the rest r fatal wolf-spider, as the terror is call-
of the house, to which, indeed, it bore ed. sympathetic symptoms develop.
little relation. 'without the person being bitten. and
"Look," he said, "what do you see recovery follows the removal of the
there?" cause.
Kenneth Graham, practical fellow Mks. Kenneth Graham is now a ro-
that he was, felt as if he were losing but young woman, an acknowledged
r in society. and the idol of twohie head. He pulled himself together Ipowe 
with an effort. I men seen with her everywhere, her
"The marks of five dirty fingers, / father and her husband. They remem-
should say," he answered. 
Itunately forgotten.
ber somethings which she has for-
And there was, indeed, the appear-
ance of five distinct long dark lines
that appeared on the white surface of
the satin-smooth enamel, as if the fin-
gers had been abnormally long and
horribly unclean.
"They have been washed off by the
housemaid and have reappeared—al-
ways when nobody was in the room.
You know, Graham I am not a be-
liever in the supernatural, but helm
did the finger marks come there with-
out hands? Tell me that."
"Some one put them there, that is
certain." said the young man boldly.
"Nothing happens by chance in this
world."
He advanced closely to investigate
the marks, and was seized with a
. giddiness and repulsion that made him
instantly seek the air.
"Let me see Camilla," he detnend- He Got the Money.
ed. '`Have those marks removed, An American who has been travel-
and Me. Rathbun, set a watch in that ing in England brings home a story
room—someone who will be prudent about the prince of Wales. When his
and silent" royal highness was a little fellow at
Reduced Rates, Lexington, Ky.
On account of the State Fair at
Lexington, Ky., the Illinois Central
Railroad company will sell tickets
from Paducah to Lexington and re-
turn, September 17th to 23rd inclus-
ive, for $9.35, good returning until
September asth.
On account of Kentncky confer-
ence, M. E. Church, Lexington, Ky,
tickets will be sold September 27th,
and agth, with return limit October
3rd, fbr $:215 for the round trip.
J. T. DONOVAN, Agent,
Paducah, Ky.
G. C WARFIELD, T, A.,
Union Depot.
While Rathbun was attending to
these detail•s. Kenneth had his inter-
view with Camilla.
The young man was appalled at the
change in her, and his thoughts re- and laboriously prepared a letter to
vetted to that mysterious box. HeiQueen Victoria, his grandmother,
asked her about it gently so as not to Pathetically begging her to lend him
startle her, but she had forgotten or ,half a sovereign (about $2.5o). The
failed to understand him. 1Queen thought it a good occasion for
But she hysterically referred tolimprovement of his mind, and instead
the Anger marks, ending with a wild of forwarding the money wrote an
cry of "Ghosts! ghosts! ghosts)" !autograph letter full of wholesome
The empty box had been destroyed;i advice. A few days later she received
the housemaid had burned it, so that a brief response which said: "Dear
menace was gone. Granny: Never mind about that
Meanwhile Camilla was growing money now. I don't need it. I have'
worse, doctors and specialists failed sold your letter for 2 pounds ($ro).
to help her, and Graham suggested to
her father her removal from the Louisville Races and Horse Show
house. Everything was ready and For the above occasions, the Illin-
Camilla was given a sleeping drauglit ois Central Railroad company will on
to prepare her for the ordeal. September r5th and 16th sell tickets
Then her father and her lover sat to Louisville and return for $8.95,
near to watch her. The utmost quiet'good returning until October 9th,
was observed and she fell into a and ok September 17th to 30th in-
tranquil sleep. This was the timelcbusively, at the same rate, good re-
when she was to be taken out to the turning three day* from date of sale,
carriage in waiting, but the two and on October rst to 7th inclusive,
school he ran out of money and knew
his parents too well to ask for an ad-
vance on his allowance. He thought
the matter over and then sat down
watchers, tired from sleepless nights good
and anitiom days, yielded to the
strange somnolence of the room and
they too slept.
Only a second it seemed, but when
Graham opened his exes he saw that
which galvaniezd him into a motion
sudden and swift as lightning.
'Camilla wait in his arms and borne
returning until October 9th.
J. T. DONOVAN,
Agent Paducah, Ky.
G. C. WARFIE&D,
T. A. Union depot.
Swedish school children under the
guidance of their teachers annually
plant about 6o,000 trees.
Illinois Central Railroad
TIME TABLES
Corrected Aug. aand, zoos,
South Bound 
Leave Cincinnati  
Leave Louisville  
Leave Owansboeo  
Leave Horse Branch
Leave Central City
Leave Nortooville  
Leave Evansville
Leave
Leave
Amine
Leave
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Arrive
Hopkinsviile 
Princeton 
Pstlucah 
Padtscah 
Fulton 
Gibbs, Tenn. 
Rive* 
Jackson 
Memphis 
New Orleans 
North Bound.
Leave New Orleans 
Leave Memphis  
Leave Jackson, Tenn
Leave Rives  
Leave Gibbs  
Leave Fulton  
Arrive Paducah  
Leave Paducah  
Arrive Princeton
lirthe Efopktarnite
Arrive Emu:wine 
Arrive Nortonville 
Arrive Central City 
Arrive Horse Branch 
Arrive Owensboro 
Arrive Louisville 
Arrive Cincinnati 
No. tot
8:ao a.m.
52:20 p.m.
3:40 Pin.
3:55 P-1n•
4:37 Pm.
5:25 pi%
is:40 p.m.
6:45 P,m.
7:55 Pin.
8:31 pan.
8:39 pot
10:30 p.m
11:00 a.na.
No. 102
7:10 p.m.
6:5o a.m.
9:42 a.m.
9:48 a.m
10:10 a.m.
51120 a.m.
51=5 am.
12:39 p.m.
3:50 p.m.
6:25 p.m.
:28 p.m.
2:05 p.m.
3:oo p.m.
4:55 p.m_
5:3S P.m.
9:15 P.m.
No. on
6:oo p.m
9:40 p.m.
6:3o p.m.
12:08 A.M.
1:03 a.M.
140 ALM.
4:40 PM.
2:27
3 40
3:45
450
5:17
5:23
7:15
835
Sas
No. 121
7:25a.m.
II :05a In.
12 :30p.M.
8:acia.tn.
1202..M.
1:35P • M.
4:25p.m.
4:20P411.
6:oop.1:14.
8:3opan.
No. 1°4
9:15
8:50
zo:to
II :58
9:15
52:35
1:43
5:48
3:03
9:40
9:45
3:51
4:30
5:13
8:15
7:50
11:55
p.m.
pin
p.m.
p.m.
a.m.
a.m
a.in.
aan.
sea.
a.m.
am.
a.m.
a.m.
aim.
a.na.
No. 122
7:4011-2n-
:5ottan.
9:291-m.
• ••••••• •
ro :355..m.
I1:30a.M.
12 :55p.m.
4:559.m.
4:55con•
ST.
(North Bound.)
No. y6.
Lv. Paducah.... 11 p.m.
Ar. Carboixiale.. 4:2p-m.
Ar. Chicago 
 5:30a.tn.
Ar. St. Louis  8 :o5p m.
LOUIS DIVISION.
(South Bound.)
No. 374- No. 3o5.
4 MOly.ZIL IX. St. 1.012i11.  . . 7:a.m.
8:aop.m. Lv. Chicago... 2:5oam.
8:05axn. Lv. Cattondiale. 22:4os TIX
7 :08a • In • Ar. Paducah.... 3 :35p.m.
No. 375.
9 40Pan.
6:2op.m.
7 :05a.m.
It 210111.10.
CAIRO-HOPKINSVILLE
(North Bound.)
101-1301 135-835
Lv. Hopkinoville 11 :202.m. 6:4oa.m. Lv.
Lv. Princetoo.. 2 :3W .M. 7 432 M. Lv.
Abs-. Paducah.... 4:t5p2n. cossam. Lv.
Lv. Paducah..., 7negna, 9:3oaas. Ar,
As. Cairo 
 8:35p.m. It.ioaan.
Ar. St. Lows  7 :08a4031. sampan. Ar.
Ar. Chicago  8:05a.m. 9:30p.m.
LINE.
(South Bound)
122-822 136-836
Chicago.... 6:aPpan. 9:45a.rn.
St. Louis .. 9:4op.m. 2:t5p.m.
Cairo 
 6 :ooa.m. 6 :aop tn.
Paducah . . .  7 :45a.m. 8 :top.m.
Paducah  7 :5001LnL. 8:x5p.m.
Princeton   cracia.m. 9o50pin.
Hopkinsville 
 
ii :oop.m.
Trains marked thus (*) run daily except Sunday. Al-) other trains run
daily. Trains 103 and Kw carry through sleepers between Cincinnati,
Memphis and New Orleans; trains tot and 102 sleepers between Louisville,
Memphis and New Orleans. Trains 8co and 822 sleepers between Paducah
and St. Louis. For further information, address
J. T. DONOVAN, General Agent, Paducah, Ky.
GEO. C. WARFIELD, Ticket Agent, Padticah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Louisville, Ky.
JOHN. A. screrr, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chicago, In.
C. C. ICCARTY, D. P. A. St. Louis, Mo.
Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDER TO MATCH
FOR THE SMALL SUM OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLO-
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARE SELLING AT 6 CENTS PER
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY 'Vac PER SINGLE ROLL,
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT 5c, toe, r5c, 20C
AND UP TO 113.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SUIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL EFFECT, INGRAINS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONSIEVEABLE COL-
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS IN
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS, TUE VERY LATEST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS, WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF HEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING. PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS,AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
PAPERS. CALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
C.C.LEE
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
Full Supply ot The New School
Books at Harbour's Book Department
WE HAVE WHAT YOU NEED AND WE KNOW WHAT YOU
WANT. ' Si it' 6.410
It is pretty well understood that you can buy your school books and
supplies from tat at • better advantage than from any other store in Pa-
ducah. Huridreds of customers believe this and tell them rfriende about
it. Why not try us once? Bring us your old school books. We buy
everyone that has any value.
•
•
WWWWWW-.W.
• ----
The best proof of our re-
liability is the number of
Prescriptions that goes on
our file each day.
The best test is a trial.
You must be fair to
yourself and your doctor.
Our label stands for fair-
ness to all.
ASta THE. DOCTOR
ric:PHER SONS
°RUC, STORE
Friday Keeling, Sept 22, 1905.
LOCAL NEWS
sa. The Kentucky Realty Co., ici8 Fra-
ternity Buading. Old phone 851.
Mrs. Dorian's private school will
open September Ii.
Mrs. E. L. Whilesides, osteopath,
60e Broadway; Phones, Old rem
aad Hew aflx.
—Janies liaxable, colored, died of
malarial fever yesterday at 5ia South
righth street, and will be buried this
srfternoon at a o'clock.
, Josephine Wooldridge, of
South Tetittesereet, is quite ill at her
honsn with,,fever.
—41'r.Eggene Richardson is recov-
ering learn an attack of fever at his
home on South Third.
—Mr. Joseph. Leagey is confined
w:th malarial fever at his home in
the county.
—The young people of the high
school are preparing to reorganize
their basket ball teams for this win-
ter and play a aeries of games with
surrounding towns.
—Mrs. R. L. Poacher was operated
on for appendicitis yesterday morn-
ing at Riverside hospital.
—Dr. Palmer, the quarantine man
at Cairo, has been called to Carlin-
ville, Ill., by the death of les mother,
Mrs. John Mays Palmer.
—.Eight electricians came here yes-
terday from Nashville, Tenn., to put
the new switchboard in at the Cum-
berland telegraph office.
—Mr. Young Brindley, of Farley
street, in haniesburg, is very low
with cons ion. -
—At 2 o ock the afternoon the
4 committees in charge of the horse
show will meet at the Commercial
dab quarters inn South Fourth.
—A large crowd last evening en-
joyed the dance and banquet given at
the Red Men's hall in honor of Mr.
Car! Wells and bride, who arrived
last evening from Owensboro, where
they were married in the morning. s
FINEST IN LAND
•
• When Friedman ar Keller moved
into their new building they found
stored away in an obscure portion of
their old place too cases of celebrated
Jack Beam whiskey that had been
boaded in 1893 and bottled in 1902,
and therefore of age that had ripened
the brand into the finest liquor in
the land. Messrs Robert Moshell, of
The Palmer tar, and William Gray,
of the South Fourth street buffet,
realizing whiskey of this great age
could not be equalled anywhere.
bought the entire Too cases, and now
have same on gale at their respective
plates, where the lovers of the best
are rapidly sampling some.
Miss Ella Barnett is here from
Mayfield for a visit.
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A "CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES.
RLES ANT) WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER-
FECT HEALTH. ,
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
STORES.
ABOUT THE PEOPLE
Miss Monima Hopkins has return-
ed from Dawson.
Mr. Overton Brooks goes back to
Chicago tomorrow to resume' his
medical studies.
• Mr. lames J. Cole, of Natches,
Miss., is visiting Mr. W. M. Rieke.
Mr. A. D. Dickerson has returned
from Clarksville, Tenn.
.Mr. Clarence Martin is here from
Greenville, .Ky., on business.
Thomas Davis, of Smithland,
teas in the city yesterday on business.
Hon. C. W. Watts, of Smithland,
retorned home yesterday after a busi-
ness trip here
Hon. John K. Hendrick returned
yesterday from spendiag several days
in Smithlaoct.
Mr. William Hendrick, the shoe
drummer, left yesterday for Smith-
land to remain several days.
Mrs. Hardy Bryant and ,rbild left
yesterday for Washington, Ind„ to
Jo?. Mr. Bryant, who travels out of
there for a Nashville, Tenn., soda
concern.
Mr. Warren Sights will leavaatext
Wednesday for Chicago to resume
his collegiate studies.
Mr. James A. Rose, secretary of
state for Illinois, arrived here yester-
day, and after spending the day with
his son-in-law, lifr. James P. Smith,
went to St. Louis. From there he
goes to the state capital, Sprinffieht,
IH. -
Judge R. J. Bugg, of Bardwell, is
in the city.
Mr. Lee Levy, of Owensboro, is
in the city.
Congressman 011ie M. James, of
Marion, arrived here yesterday morn-
ing.
Assistant Superintendent J. G.
Neuffer, of the machinery department
for the Illinois Central railroad, was
'here yesterday from Chicago.
(Miss Jennie Young, who has been
visiting in Mayfield, has gone on to
Martin, Tenn.
Mrs. Charles Macquot has returned
from Petoskey, Mich, where she
spent several weeks.
'Mrs. T. J. Newell has gone to
Jackson, Tenn., for a visit.
Mews Green and McDonald, of
Nashale, Tenn., arrived here last
night and are at The Palmer. They,
ac inspectors for this marine dis-
trict 9.f stearrsboat bulls and boilers.
Mr. Leslie Thompson arrived here
yesterday from Louisville.
h&s. Fanny Story, of Charleston,
Mks, is visiting Mrs. J. S. Crowell, of
Clements street, in Meicharricsbutg,
'Lawyer Arthur Martin wai in Mw'-
ray yesterday on business.
-Route Agent Charles Abbott, of the
American Express conmany, went up
the Louisville division of the I. C.
yesterday.
Mr. and Mk-s. Edward L. Atkins
and daughter, Elizabeth, Mrs. W. D.
Greer and Miss Myrtle Greer yester-
day left for Lexington, Ky., to at-
tend the funeral of Mr. W. S. Epper-
son, a brother of Mrs. Greer's, who
died at Rockdale, Texas the first of
this week, but will be buried' at Lex-
ington, which is his former home.
Lawyer Frank Lucas has returned
from a month's trip over the state.
Miss Lillian Gregory next Wednes-
day goes to visit at Danville, Ky.,
and then from there she goes to
Wachington, D. C., to attend school.
Mr. Edward McFaddens of St.
Louis, returned home yesterday after
visiting his brothers, Mlessrs Daniel
and William McFadden.
Mrs. W. M. Beadles and daughter,
Mrs. Jack Houser. have gone to Win-
go to attend the -bedside of the form-
er's mother, Mrs. W. R. Thomas,
who is very
Dr. Lillard Sanders and wife, who
have been on a several week's so-
journ to Battle Creek and Petoskey.
;Well., are due home today or tomor-
row.
The Tallest Elk in the State.
The Paducah Lodge of Elks un-
eoutocally has the distinctis.n of hav-
aig as a member the tallest Elk in the
-tate. Last night Mr. J. S. Porteous,
who stands six feet ten indite high,
"bad the horns placed upon him." It
is said that the only man in the
lodge who was tall enough to whisper
the pass word to him was Dr. C. E.
Whitesides and he had to tiptoe to
do sta. There was a good attendance
to witness the initiation.
Calvin T. Davis, who has served
sixteen months in Missouri peniten-
tiary for robbery committed by an-
other man, is pardoned by acting gov-
ernor.
Uninstructed delegates to Philadel-
phia -convention nominated reform
ticket for Novernber election.
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 548.
4- NIGHTS- 4
WITH
BIG MATINEE SATURDAY.
TO-NIGHT
THE WORLD IN MOTION
INCLUDING
T. V. Stock's Parisian Novelty.
LA PROTEA
Grace Gilmore Hamilton,
LYCEUM ENTERTAINER
MISS LULU KONURI1
SOPRANO SOLOIST.
See the Labor Day Parade.
See Third Kentucky .Regiment at
Camp Yeiser.
Prices—Night, isc asc lec and soc.
Matinee, children r5c, Adults 25c.
Seats on sale Tuesday at g a. m.
FROM SHILOH
GEN. H. B. LYON AND DR. 13. G.
MURRELL RETURNED A
LAST NIGHT.
Colonel Kelley Verified Positions
Held By the Forrest Command
During Famous Battle.
Gen. H. B. Lyon, of Ecidyville,
and Dr. D. G. Murrell, of this city,
last evening returned Maas the Shi-
loh battlefield, up the Tennessee
river, aboard the 
-steamer Kentucky.
They have been up there since the
first of this week going over the
bloody grounds, with a party which
included Colonel IX C. Kelley, Messts
Walker l-ambeth, D. C. Scales. D. H.
Scales and Miss Annie Scales, of
Nashville and Mt. Wi A. Collier, of
Memphis.
Colonel Kelley was in charge of
Forrest's command after the later was
injured, while Mr. Lambeth is a
grandson of Colonel Kelley. Mr. D.
C. Scales participated in the celebrat-
ed fight and was wounded, while D.
H. Scales is his son, and Miss Scales
hie daughter. Mr. Collier was a
courier for General Forrest, and is
ow editor of the Memphis Commer-
cial
-Appeal
There has been some misunder-
standing a, to the position held by
the command during the merqoorble
conflict and these veterans were in-
vited up to the field by Captain
James Koger, of the St. Louis and
Tennessee river packet line that con-
trols the Kentucky, and which boats
of that company the delemitioa owes
given the free use of going and com-
ing. Dr. Murrell and General Lyon
left here over the N. C. and St. L.
railroad last Monday, and were join-
ed at Johneonville, Tenn., by the oth-
ers of thedwarty. There they took
the boat an went on to the field.
Tuesday they spent the day going
over the groutsds and during the time
Colonel Kelley located their position
exactly, and will now start a move-
ment for erection of a monument
thereon. Only one statue exists on
this place, and this shows where Gen-
eral Bates occupied ground during
the fight. On account of deaths and
injuries the full report regarding For-
rest's position and work was never
made official at headquarters, and
Colonel Kelley is now preparing data
And information along this score for
Ihe archives.
Daring the trip Captain King Hale
and the other officers of the Kentucky
made things most pleasant for the
delegation by their courteousness,
and added in this manner to the en-
joyment of the outing.
MASONIC NOTICE.
Plain City Lodge No. 449, F. & A.
will meet this afternoon at 2;
o'clock to attend the funeral of our
late Brother J H. Yates. All mem-
bers are requested to be present
Members of Padukah lodge and
visiting brethren are fraternally invit-
ed also
GEO. 0. INGRAM, Master
F. ROTH, Secy.
Baseball. Sunday. •
Baseball Sunday, September 24, at
Leave park. Metropolis vs. L A.
L. name called at 3:15 o'cloek. 'Ad-
mission 25 cents.
Subscribe for THE REGISTEC.: •
POPOLAR WANTS1
WANTED:—Boarders. Everything
first- cbiss. 313 North Sixth street.
FOR SALE--A gentle horse.
Phone 1215 at rem Monroe street.
LOST—Class pin engraved "P. I.
S". Return to this office and receive
reward.
WANTED—An experienced sales-
lady. 4pply Mrs. Girard,ey's, 3r6
Broadway.
FOR SALE—On North Sixth and
Boyd, one 4 and one 5 room house.
Inquire 1018 .Trimble street.
FOR SALE—First-class upright
piano for $r50. In fine order. Ad-
dress "N. M.." care Register_
FOR RENT: Second and third
floors of building on corner Third
and Kentucky avenue; also rooms on
first floor !nimble for business- of-
fice at very reasonable prices. H.
Marnmen, Jr.
FOR SALE—A two-story frame
dwelling, *eves rooms, lasge recep-
tion ball, hot and cold water, good'
out buildings, nice yard with shads
%WIN Wil serf on terms to reit par-
Amer. Price wasonebles Apply at
tisia North Seventh street New
phone No. 630.
THE KINTOCKY
MANAGER ROBERTS HAS BOOK
ED MISS VAN STUDDIFORD
FOR OCTOBER 05.
She Is Playing This Year in 'Lady
Teesdale" and Illiakirog a Big Hit
—Meanie:al Notes.
Manager Thomas Roberts, of The
Kantacky, yesterday succeeded in
booking Mile Greece Van Staddiford,
Mice we* come here Oatober 16th and
play "Lady Tenedale." She is one of
the leading wonsen ef the present day
stage, tad this is bee first visit to
this city. She is surrounded by a
galaxy of seventy-five widely known
players and chorus and is presenting
one of the most popular plays of the
day.
Manager Roberts yesterday also
booked the "Geisha Girl" to come
here this winter,
The Fisk-Stock Attraction.
There was another appreciative
gaeberng at The Kentacky last night
to witness and enjoy the entertain-
ment presented by the Fisk-Stock
company. Like its other presenta-
tions the company last night added
new laurels to its canner. A number
of new moving views were presented
along with those of focal character,
and the combination made a very at-
tractive entertainment. The vaude-
ville part of the bat was most admir-
able, the epecialists all being first-
class and of sods character as to win
liberal applause. It is riot putting it
in the least too colonic to say that the
Fisk-Stock moving world is, the best
entertaimmetn of' its kind ever seen
here and is worthy of a very liberal
support. The crwhination remains
tla balance of the week and will give
a matinee performance Saturday af-
ternoon. All whrs would b. highly
catertained shout,/ attend one or
more Cif the conspasnes remaining per
forrnances witheart fail.
Oysters! Oysters!! Oysters!!!
nide Mehl!
at
Ideal Meat Market
512 Broadway
Saturday we will offer a lot of Fine
soft free 'epee Peaches, also Cheese
of all kinds.
Fine Meats a specialty.
IDEAL MEAT MARKET,
sr, Broadway.
It's Good and It's Healthful.
DOCTORS SAY THAT THERE'S NOTHING BETTER
-FOR A WARM, THIRSTY MAN THAN A LONG, COOL
DRINK OF
Belvedere
the )Vlaater Brew
EVECET MAN WHO HAS TRIED IT WILL AGREE
THAT ITT isz BEST BEER THAT EVER TRICKLED
DOWI4 HIS THROAT.
IT HAS A FLAVOR ALL ITS OWN—A PECULIARLY
SATISFYING TASTE THAT COMES FROM TRE PURE
MALT, CAREFULLY SBLECTED HOPS.
ASK FO BELVEDERE, THE M.A2TER BREW.
padtaab Brewery Company
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
THE OLD RELIABLE PAWNBROKER ISATOW OPEN FOMBUSI-
NESS AT 214 BROADWAY.
WATCHES.
row e-jewel Elgin Wanda* for
fla.ga; so 7-jewel Elgin Watches
in ro and ao year came, for
Otos and $7.50; so 21 and 23
*wed watches, such as the Bun
90echd, Street Special and
Crescent Street, worth Irgs to
Ojs.co; sale price exe to 09.5o.
OVERCOATS.
rah Overtoats to be sold ro-
of cost or value: 300
Oivercoaas worth
from 115 oo to $W Oa. go at $3.00
to $95a.
GUMS AND PISTOLS
A fine line W Guns and Pigmies
to be, sold at the very lowest
primal Also a large mock'. ef
wagedisased gam and pintail to
be self at yoar own precia.s"--
11110E11
We thee sosoo pairs of new, tap.
to-date Shoes to be 'old regard-
less of coat or value, zoo ,pains
of unredeemed shoes, worth Seas
to $s Wile price, $1 . so to s30
MUSICAL INSTRUMENT.
too Fiddles.. worth from $e on.ta
as.00, to he mad for $o 50 tp
$(1 • Se. lastaligtore, worth fram
co to $ta,cen Sale price. $24.
$9.30. 3* AisoordeCnie mob.
in price from $4.50 tO $15-00g-
sale price,t $11.ps to
CLOTHING .
'Am Pairg-Panas, all new and
up-m-dats goods, all $1..o pants,
Side - price. gfc; all Sa.oe and
$1 50 Pants go me$z41; afl$3.s.
and 14 oo plaits go at $ala; alL
our $4.50 andrilLso
pants go at 11$.411. Toe mats spat
vests to be so! regardless of
cost Sr • value
BEN MICHAEL.
WM= WILL BE OPEN WV ERY EVENING UNTIL 9:30.
USE KEVIL'S
Aristocrat flour
The Very Best Flour That Money
Can Buy.
L. Las BEBOUT
Stiecial Music at Temple !steal.
_
'A special musical programn has
been arranged for this evening's Tem-
ple service. The regular choir with
be assisted by Miss ha Hart and•
Mesre Stavie Mall, Emniet Bagby
and Frank Cheek. The public is cor-
dially invited.
Mme. Moss-Wade, of New York
says she will construct comet for me
that will eliminate poncbess
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
Office 306 Broadway Phones: Office 365—Residence1696
GO TO
HOTEL LAGOMARSINO
FOR YOUR DINNER.
35e EVERY DAY EXCEPT SUNDAY.
xr:30 UNTIL a P. M.
DINNER SUNDAY, WINE INCLUDED 50t. 12;30 to. S.
E.G. BOONE,
GENERAL INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE AGENCY. IIPM,C•
ML ATTENTION TO ALL CLASS OF GUARANTY BONDS.
DON'T ASK YOUR FRIENDS—WE FURNall SECURITY.
OLD PHONE NO. no'.
THE REGISTER, 10 CENTS PER WEEK.
""'"0"1"Votrilnroff=o113111MXIBINEAMMINIRe. 
ar-- •
FULL LINE SASH, DOORS, PINE FLOORING AND /PALL oTHtP BUILDING MATERIAL.
Sherrill-Russell Lumber Co.
Both 'Phones 295.
INCOR.PORATID. ofe.,,a,det
Prompt Delivery 51evebth and Tennessee Streets.
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VAS'
-CONCLUDES TODAY
Circuit Court Well Through
- With Its Business.
DOCKET NICELY CLEARED
DURING THE TERM.
Yesterday .the Prisoners Convicted
During the Court Were Given
Their Sentences.
•
MANY NOTES OF INTEREST
CONCERNING THE SESSION.
This afternoon the grand jury in
the circuit court will be dismissed
nnd proceedings brought to a clOse
by Judge Reed in order that he can
go to Benton Monday morning to
start off court there. At that city i he
tries the criminat and evil docket
a/so and generally remains busy with
the cases for both skits for about ten
days all told. During the Aenton isms
sion there cornea up next 'week the
celebrated case charging Sheriff Wai-
ter Holland, of Murray, with killing
Hardy Keys. Holland got a term
in the penitettiary at...the last trial,
but a new hearing was .giVers him.,
The judge has dispatched things
with rapidity here this present aes-
sion and dismissed the petit jury
three days bifolliesaelose of the term,
while ell the prosseetrunes ileacly 'for
trial were wiped from the docket.
.••••••••••••••
Civil Trials.
Yesterday an agreed judgment was
rendered in the suit ad Allie McCord
against her brother, Harry Augustus,
the order bang for the sale of South
Fourth street poverty, the owner-
slip of winch each is contending for
to a certain degree. The proceeds
are to be divided between them.
A &vorce was granted plaintiff in
the suit of Nellie Floyd against
Driny
There was ordered distributed
among certain parties money in the
suit of Henry Temple, Jr, against G.
B. Burrows.
Hon. John K. Hendrick was allow-
ed two days' pay for services as a
special judge whle Judge Reed was
confined with illness last week.
Criminal Proceedings.
The court overruled the motion
made by defendant to have set aside
the indictment charging Sam Gott
with furnishing liquor to a minor.
Ernest and Luntz idiil moved for
a new trial, liht this was overruled,
and they took an apral to the ap-
pellate bench They received a years
each in the penitentiary on the charge
of assaulting C. E. Evans with in-
tent to rob him one night as Evans
was entering his yard out beyond
Rowlandtown on the Cairo pike.
On there being overruled the mo-
tion for a new trial in the case
against Alex Fitzpatrick, the accused
appealed his cast to the appellate
bench Fitzpatrick got a term in the
pententiary for stealing a watch
from J. R. Cross.
During this session of court Tom
Baker and Oharles Johnson, both col-
ored. got one year each in prison for
the charge of cutting Greathouse
Cheatham, also colored, during a
quarrel which started over Cheatham
accusing Johnson of stealing his
watch and money that Cheatham had
left lying on a chair out irr a room
near Ninth and Washington streets.
Yesterday the judge act aside the
verdict against &leer and let him go
on $300 bond. while Johnson was or-
dered to serve his term in the peni-
tentiary
Prisoners Sentenced.
Yesterday Judge Reed had brought
before him all the prisoners who were
given terma at this seseion of court
and who did not appeal their cases.
The men and women were taken be-
fore him and sentence pronounced
on each. Those who appealed their
eases are left in the county jail here
and not taken away until the charges
sgainst them are finally disposed of.
Those sentenced yesterday were *a
follows: Rufe Minor, 5 years for as-
saulting tin late James Crow aboard
the Dick Fowler excursion to Mound
City several years ago; Riley Crow-
ley, colored, i year for false swear-
ing; Augustus Green, 1 year for rob-
bing Alice Payne, Ingress, of $55
while she Was asleep in the same
room with him at the home of Hat-
tie Pointer, on South Tenth street;
Porter Hart, at years for murdering
bought* Merriwearther down about
Mamma's Mill, while they were en
route home from a neighborhood so-
cial. They quarreled about Merri-
weather Interfering with Hart at the
entertainment, with the result that
Hart shot the other to death
Will Fox, tfl months for shooting
;Om Cobb down about Maxon's Millbecause of a quarrel they had whenCobb took the glove of Fox.
Ed Settle, to years on the charge
of incest.
Albert Wallace, t year for obtain-ing money under false pretenses.
Ed Hampton, alias Ed Caldwell, 2years for grand larceny.
Will Arnold, t year for breakinginto the house of Merles Zeiss and
stealing firearm.
J. E. Mack, 2 years kr assaulting
C. E. Evans and trying to rob him
one night as Evans was entering his
yard. a short di:-tuie out beyond
Rowlandtown on the Cairo pike.
Joe Lewis, 1 year for maliciously
cutting another daricy.
James Bonds, z ysar for obtaining
money under false pretenses.
Ed Ilarab:n,--21 )(Lars .or beating
to death Clarks Brawn at Eighth and
Burnett streets, because Brown would
not give him, money with which to
buy whisky.
Dellie Martha!, 2 years for malic-
iously shooting at another.
John Jenkins, i year for malicious
shooting.
Sherley Hughes, I year for obtain-
ing micney under false pretenses.
Leander Donald, 2 year for grand
larceny.
Rule Neter-, 2 years for shooting
to death J-esse Ingram out in the
Oaks neighborhood of the county be
cause of a quarrel they had at a so-
cial which resulted in Ingram trying
to kg/ the other with a rock.
Will Matthews, i year for stealing
a watch:
Mrs. Mary Brockwetl was tw-a ern-
teneed yesterday hist-ease this duty
had been performerity the judge
weelehefore last, when he overruled
her motion for a r.ew hearing. She
got a kletbrins sentence at the last
term of 'court.
lifts-HI Lee 'Potter said yes4rdaY
that he would take the prisoners go-
ing to Ecktyville away from here on
Monday morning, while in a day or
two the t'emales will he taken to
grarWort, where they are always in-
tarcliated in the main fsearitentiary
that is located there. 1. •
Jailer Jones Indicted.
Yesterday morning' it became
known that the afternoon before the
grand jury brought in an indictment
charging LaFayette Jones with wil-
ful neglect of his duty as that public
official. It is claimed that he did not
properly discharge she duties as im-
posed upon him by the oath he took
when he assumed the office of jailer.
It is claimed that what induced the
grand jury to bring in the indictment
was the unprecedented act of Jailer
Jones in letting run at large around
the court house square, Willis Mount,
who stands under an indictment for
willful murder, and has been sent to
the penitentiary for eighteen years,
but got a new trial. Ws case was
continued last Monday until the De-
cember term of court. Certain inform
atiorr is that Jailer Jones would leave
the joii, where he kept so deputy, and
go off down town or anywhere and
leave the jail in supreme control of
Mount, who would not be locked up
in any manner whatever and be at
liberty to. go where he pleased. There
14 a heavy penalty for failure us per-
fm a duty by a public official
When the county court house was be-
ing cleaned this summer Mount had
charge of the work.
Did Not Go
Judge W. M. Reed yesterday re-
ceived a telegram announcing that
not fire Forne days yet would his
presence be necessary ief Fulton for
a conference with the lawyers inter-
ested in the suit for alleged malprac-
tice against Dr. Whitehead by Mr.
Thome, Franklin. Judge Reed in-
tended going down there last night,
but will wait until some future time.
Insane Boy.
Yesterday afternoon a special jury
tried Jesse Hughes and found him
a lunatic. He was ordered taken tothe asylum at Hopkinsv He for treat-
ment.
NEW CONCERN
THE CALDWELL-OLIVER COM-
PANY INCORPORATED
YESTERDAY.
J. T. Murray Has Conferred Power
of Attorney to S. R Reed--
Deeds Lodged For Record.
"The Caldwell
-Oliver company"
yesterday filed articles of incorpora-tion with the county clerk, capitaliz-
ing at $600, the stock being sub-
ectibed for by M. G. Caldwell, Joe
Hughes and George W. Aliver, each
taking $ano. The concern is to trans-
act a regular insurance and real es-
tate business.
Power of Attorney.
iDocuments conferring power of
attorney from J. T. Murray to S. R.
Reed were filed in the county clerk's
office yesterday for record.
Property Sold.
Property lying on Goebel avenue
here in the city was transferred by
C. C. Lee` to W. T. Milburn 'or
$5oo, and the deed lodged for record
with the clerk.
Martha A. Jones sold to Margaret
Vandevede for $2,5o0, property on
the west side of South Seventh near
Husbands streets.
Mhs. M. E. Ashbrook purchased
Irons H. J. Boldry for $1,800, proper-
ty on the west side of Fourth street
near narrison.
Pennsylvania state league of repub-
lican clubs announces efforts of fac-
tit:mists to defeat party.
CHURCHES SUNDAY
THE SERVICES WHICH WILL
BE HELD BY THE
PASTOR.
A Protrocted Meeting to Be Inaug-
urated By Rev. Mr. Fields
During Next Month.
Rev. Peter Fields, of the Third
Street Methodist church, is preparing
for the big protracted meeting that
he will conduct next montit under-
neath the big tent 1* is to pitch at
the intersection of Sixth and Hus-
bands streets. He starts them the
15th of October and continues same
as long as any good can be accom-
p!ished. It is more than probable
that he will be assisted by the bal-
ance of the Methodist ministry of
the city, and they combine their ef-
forts for a grand revival of religion.
*The evening of October r3t1i the con-
gtegation of the Third Street Meth-
t church will serve a big sup-
per underneath the tent and huge
preparations are now being made for
same.
Tomorrow morning at the Third
Street church Pastor Fields will
preach on "A Burdened Ministry,"
while at nighttime his theme for dis-
course wifl be "Individual and Per-
sonal Responsibility."
Breather, Methodist Church
Sunday September 24, Koos.
io:45 a. m.
Silent Prayer.
Organ Voluntary.
Hymn No. 139.
Prayer.
n Doxology.
Scripture Lesson.
The Gloria Patri.
Scripture Lesson.
Offering Organ Solo.
Like as a Father Pitieth His Chil-
ren—Cboir.
Hymn No. tao.
Sertneue' "The Successful Man's Nec-
essary Equipment!'—Thos.
l. Newell, D. D.
Hymn No. us.
Benediction.
Evening Services, n:30 O'clock
Hymns 596. 594. 60n
Sermon, The General Judgment.
What Will You Do,
J. ti Robinson.
First Baptist.
Rev. John S. Cheek of the First
Baptist church, will tomorrow morn-
ing preach on "Our Boys" while at
the evening hour his theme will be
"Following Jesus." Sunday school
occurs at go o'clock at..shis church,
Prof. A. M. Rouse being the super-
intendent
German Lutheran.
Tomorrow morning at orys o'clock
Sunday school services will be held
at the German Lutheran church on
South Fourth street. At ror3o o'clock'
Rev. then preaches in the German
language, while at nighttime he
speaks in the English tongue, and
uses for his subject, "Man's Ingrati-
tude Towards The Blessing of
Christ."
Minister Getting getter,
Rev. W. H. Pinkerton, of the
First Christian church, is recovering
from the effects of his painfully mash-
ed toes which got caught underneath
a piano he was helping move last
week. He has been laid up all week
but will be able to fill this pulpit 4-
morrow morning and evening.
Second Baptist.
Rev E. H. Cunningham has been
out in the Lone Oak section of the
_county all this week helping in the
revival gatherings there, but will
come in tomorrow to fill lis pulpit
both morning and night at the Sec-
ond Baptist church.
Gemini Evangelical.
Tomorrow morning at the Evan-
gelical church on Sou* Filth street
Rev. W. IL gourquin will preath in
the German language.. At the Sun-
day school hour there will be a Ral-
ly Day service by the children. At
night time he speaks on "Helpful
Presence"
Tenth Street Chriitian.
Rev. B. W Bass has been out at
the Pleasant Grove section all week
holding meetings thee, and will not
be in the city tomorrow to conduct
preaching at the Tenth street Chris-
tian chianti. There will be Sunday
school tomorrow morning at the us-
ual hour, it followed by communion.
and some other character of worship
At a o'clock in the afternoon the Lit-
tle Helpers meet, while at-6:45 o'clock
at night time, the Christian Endeavor
conducts its services.
Cumberland Preabyarian.
Rev. E. H. Eshrnan, of Pulaski.
Tenn., will come :here two weeks
from tomorrdw to preach his first
sermon at the Cumberland Presby-
terian church, and continue supplying
the pulpit until the first of nest year.
Tomorrow the usual Sunday school
and Christian Endeavor services will
he held.
First Christian.
'Rev. W. H. Patterson last night
decided to preach tomorrow morning
at 'the First Christian church the
subject of "How to Christianize Pa-
ducah.' He Sias not decided on the
evening topic yet.
First Presbyterian.
Tomorrow morning Rev. W. E.
Cave, of the First Presbyterian
church, will preach on "The Most in
Life." Next Sunday evening services
will be resumed by this congregation
which dsoontinued same when the.
warm weather came on.
Trimble Street Methadint.
Tomorrow morning at the Trimble
Street Merhesdist church Rev. W.
Armstrong will preach on "Reward-
ed For Service" while' at 'the even-
ing hour his theme will 'be "How
To Succeed!'
Street.
Sunday school services will be held
tomorrow afternoon at 3 o'clock at
the North Twelfth Street' Baptist
church.
Grace Churck
Rector David Wright will be in his
pulpit tomorrow morning at Grace
Episcopal church.
SCHOOL MATERS
TEACHERS TAKE UP AS STUDY
THIS WINTER RECITA-
TION METHOD.
No Building to Be Erected in Fax-
on's Addition, So Other Facilities
Will Be fidepted.
Yesterday afternoon at the meet-
ing of the public school teachers and
Supt. C. M. Lieb, at the Washington
building on West Broadway, it was
decided that at the monthly teachers
meetings this winter they would take
up the ttudy of "Mcblurray's Meth-
od of Rcitation." Some of the in-
structors wanted a literary course
pursued this term like lass year, but
it was decided to make a study of
the subject mentioned, and then if
those desiring cared to organize a lit-
erary club in addition they would be
at perfect libert-y to do so, and could
hold their meetings of night time at
the high school building, Where elec-
tric lights are furnished and things in
good condition for evening gather-
ings. After the study for the regular
teachers sessions was decided upon
those wanting a literary club decided
not to act right at once, but may
take same up before. long. The teach-
ers will outline their programme right
away showing by whom reports and
papers shall be presented at the re-
spective meetings of the teachers for
the ensuing months.
Will Mot Bola
Sept. Lieb yesterday talked to
number of the trustees of the schools
regarding putting up the new build-
ing on the block of ground owned
by the school board in Faxon's ad-
dition to the city. After talking with
them the superintendent found that
all wanted to put tip the new struc-
ture, but the money was not in the
treasury, therefore they would not
consent to its construction, because
their desire was not to 'borrow any
more money this term. All of them
expressed their opinion as believing
that the two room building should
be put up at Faxon's to care for thooe
tots from that portion of the city, but
they do not want to make a borrow
to raise the funds.
As this status develops itself, Supt
Lieb said yesterday that there seemed
to be only one alternative, that of
fixing_up another room at the build-
ing h Fifth and Kentucky avenue.
and,transfe•ring down there some of
the petits whose presence in different
rooms around 'town over-crowd those
respective rooms. There are two
empty rooms at the Longfellow !wild-
ing and one could easily be fixed up
and a new tieacher employee to sup-
ervise same. The superintendent will
set what can be drone along this line
right away.
Absent Teachers.
• Miss Emma Morgan will return to-
morrow from Cerulean Springs to
start teaching English at the lArlaah-
ington building Monday morning
Supt. Lieb today expects to hear
from Prof. Sugg., who is yet over at
Madisonville, and is supposed to write
today in order to let the superintend-
ent know whether or not he will be
back to take charge of his ibultaing
next week. If he is not this is de-
sired to be known here so others can
be gotten to take his place.
Grade Meetings,
After the teacheri finished deciding
their monthly meeting study they re-
paired to each respective room in the
building yesterday and held their
grade meetings, during which time
those for each grade of all the build-
ing outlined their work for the com-
ing scholastic month. Misch inter-
est was in evidence at the grade ses-
sions, which always herald a good
school year.
New Orleans prepares for President
Roosevelt's visit, not anticipating
trouble with quarantine regulations. ubscristrongly recommends a rapproactie-,International peace congress, be For The Register
ment between France and Germany. !
CLEANLINESS
Is a necessity to perfect Health and as essential element
of Happiness.
To prevent sickness and enjoy the
comforts of life you should equip your
sleeping apsztment or dressing chamber
with a snowy white, one-piece
ilualited" Porcelain Enameled Lava-
tory and have running hot and colci
water aa.desired at your touch.
W. have samples in our showroom
and will gladly quote you pica.
ED. HANNA141,1 Plumber:
Does Your Watch
Need Repairing?
Do you want a first class job by an
expert fwbrkman? If you do take
It to
'An ). 131tich, 'Meter.
024 Broadway, - - Paducah, K.
_
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO'
Of Paduoath, Kentucily,
Capttal and Surplus $168,00c•
ED P. NOBLE, PRZB. G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES.
31. Vi..* VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all reviler banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays
Pee cant per an on dm* certificate of deposits.. Safety bones fret Sr.
proof vault for rent at $3 to $to per year asto ass. Von awry your own
key and no one but yourself has access.
For Vaults, Monuments and General Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE B/CST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS US WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
 a
RIMS. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, 115og TRIM BLit ST., PADUCAH, KY.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
ThkIlne modern hotel Is now open under a now
smosageonniit for guests at the
FAMOUS =STUCKY WATIILING MAC!
Vary hest acconuidlidOiss at reasonable rates
Price Bros. & CO.,
DairsoiCiprss, Kentucky.
Paducah Transfei Company
(incorporated.)
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones ir
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram L. Well de Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone` 369. - - Residence Phone 726
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SUITS FILED
CLAIM FOR DAMAGES AGAINST
" 'REHKOPF SADDLERY
COMPANY
Judgments on Property Notes Asked,
Payment for Stolen Property
Demanded, Etc.
Yesterday in the circuit court
Charles Weil* of this city, filed a
suit of $150 against The Pullman
Palace Car Company of Pullman, Ill.,
wNich is the concern that operates
sleeping, buffet, dining and other
special cars on trains of every road
the country over. The plaintiff in
his petition claims that July 25th
while ovt on a Sour of the country,
that :fte' tiSol aelleeper at Atlanta,
Ga.,* bound for Birmingham, Ala,
and that the next morning %about 0
o'clock their train ran into another
; t4Th, with result that a collision hap-
pencil. Weille had left his coat
4 hanging up in the sleeper beside his
, seat, and walked alitito look at
wrecked engine. While be was ovt,
tsorneone todk froe.the coat pocket
his $pa watch, ;35 chain and us fob
He claims the Pullman company is
responsible because they, did not far-
, nigh sufficient protection to the pa
*imagers in the way of watchful pot.-
tees and conductors to look after the
*welfare of the people aboard the car.
-Stead -On Notes. - -
'Adolph Well sued Pauline Houser
Meyers for 11603.60 claimed due on
some notes. May 2, Kw, Hannah
Dotaloy sold Pauline Houser Meyers
some property near Eighth and Wash-
ington streets, and in partial payment
therefore she executed notes to the
Dounoy woman who in tura sold the
aotes to Adolph Well, Who now sues
'defendant on the ground that the
notes hive never been paid off.
Minas Damages For Injury.
The suin'of $4.000 was asked for by
Elmer Collins in the suit filed against
lie E. Rehkopf Saddlery company.
Plaintiff was employed at defendant's
collar factory on Kentucky avenue
Cktober sth of last year and claims
that during his absence two baits bad
been put on tbe pulley operating the
madairitry around which he worked.
*he* he teterned to work be found
tate bet crawling over the other, and
•it immediately proceeded to throw one
of them off, when he was caught and
thrown down, his shoulder dislocated
and body bruises of a severe nature
sn,tained. He claims negligence and
4 qirelessness on part of Rehkopf as
the cause of the accident.
4
- Sued Par Property Notes.
A. R. Hicks filed suit against A.
N. and M. J. Robinson for $150,
claimed due on a note, and then filed
another suit against them for $ato
claimed due on notes. Plaintiff
charges both of these notes were
given in payment for property sold
defendants, and never paid off.
Wants to Be Untied.
Annie Toiver sued Edward Tolver
• for divorce on the ground that he
ibandoned her during September of
:got. They married down in Ten-
nessee during 1899.
Well Known Men Sue.
iF. M. McGlathery filed suit against
Charles R. Hall for $1,noo damages,
on the ground that defendant made
false representations to plaintiff when
defendant sold plaintiff defendant's
interest in the Charles R. Hall groc-
ery company at Third and Jefferson
streets. Charles Hall and J. R. Prov-
ince composed the firm last year, and
HO sold out toP. M. McGlathery
`for St.soo. of 1h ;loco was laid
in cash September 12, 1904, whilecaihe
Nsoo was secured by a twelve months
note. McGlathery now states ihat
when the deal was on for his pur-
chase' of Hall's interest, Oar the at
ter furnished MicGialbery with what
purported ttl but atsriseroice, showing
tile amount of stock on hand, how
ranch was owing the firm from poi-
vete parties, -ansisitow mach the bean
coved others. The cal was made,
114,,_,npw McGlathei-y' sues Hall oR4 kround that the invoice Halt+owed the other while negotiations
were on for tht sale, was not a prop-
er and correct one. McGlathery
claims that after he bought the in-
terest in the establishment, he found
that the estimate of Hall as to how
much private parties owed the cirm.
was false, and that money owing the
firm $2,000 less than Hall contended
when the sale stls made. McGlathery
also claims that-the firm owed $2,000
more than Hall said they did. For
this McGlathery sues for $t,000 dam-
ages from Hall, on the ground that
he. McGlathery, had to pay one-half
the excess of outstanding indebter'
nessa above what Hall represented
the firm owed, and also that he lost
money by not receiving from out-
standing accounts, the amount 'Hall
claimed private individuals owed the
firm:
A justifiable Suspicion.
"Why do you think Four son-in-
law has natural ability as a financier?"
"He inducted me to lend him the
money to buy my daughter's engage-
ment ring"
CAPT. GRAHAM'
GRATITUDE
Suffered from Sores an Face and
Back—Doctors Took His Money
But Did No Good — Skin Now
Looks Clear as a Baby's. .
ANOTHER CURE BY
CUTICURA REMEDIES
W. S. Graham, r32x wit
St!lititling, W.Va., writing June is.
'of. saps: "lam so grateful I vrant to
thank God that a friend recommended
Caticora Soap and Ointment tome. I.
suffered for a long time wfth sores on
mj face and back- Some dociam said
I bad blood poison, and others that I
-had barbers' itch. None of them did
me any good, but they all took ti4
money. My friends tell me my skin
now looks as clear as • baby's, and I
rtittnieilsema all *at Culture Soap and
t did it."
STILL AMMER CURE.
Wok Covered Svas, Hair
'FillOri, WM With Itching
Mx. U. J. Spalding of joa W. loath
It, New York City. say'.:"Poe two
seek was assessd *Waage* t
Cisigiladisrese spreading in my hal4
widek tell oat, leaving ma unsightly
kM .spot, and the soreness, inflatu-
sinalots. s4 merciless 4teking made
me wild. After a few applications of
Cotters the torment subsided, the
Beres disappeared, and my hair grit
thick andliealthy as ever."
AND STILL ANOTHER
"For over thirty years I suffered
from psisful ulcers sad an eruption
from my knees to my feet, and could
find neither doctors nor medicines to
help as, until I took Cuckoos which
cared me in six mouths. ( @timed ) M.
C. Moss, Gainesville, Tex."
Orallow 011111PONS% PIM ear rad
wool& hem P• vg Chan. s.
Ind sr • Ike ••• Ova two Rossersa.-
BRIE MEETING
PRESIDENT BROWN LEAVES
TODAY FOR VINCENNES
TO ATTEND
Grover Land Is Expected Hers Very
Shortly to Remain, Daring the
• Winter Season.
•
THREE MONTHS
CAULKERS HAVE BEEN OUT
OF WORK THAT LENGTH
OF TrME.
Both Sides Seem. to Be - Satisfied
With Position. They Have
Taken in Matter.
One week from tonight, the union
caulkers of this city will have beers
out just three months on their strike
at the marine ways on First and
Washington streets,, and at the Fin-
ney dry docks further tap the river.
Both sides seem to be well pleased
with the stand they are taking, and
declare they will not accede to the
wishes of the opposite party. In this
the caulkers refuse to work unless
the plants let them spin their own
oakum, while the plants will not per-
mit them to go back to their labor
unless the caulkers agree to let boys
spin for them the oakum s,..iras been
done here in the past.
S ndent Mike Williams, of
the ne ways; continues working
as,. npun as he wants ao at his
plant, while most of the big work of
here goes to the ways at Idoim4City,
they-being sontrolled by the Howard
shipyards at Jeffersonville, Ind.,
wIrch also owns the local ways.
The caulkers out on the strike con-
tinue to receive their weekly benefit
from the strike fund of their natio*
orfanizfttiotil • This benefit ie an al-
lowance ftif so much each week while
they are out. Headquarters of the
oaulkers allowed the men here the.
privik-ge at receiving this benefit for
just double the length of time usual-
ly accorded in strikes.
Today at noon there leaves for Vin
cents,, Ind., President Charles
Brown, of the K. I. T. league, who
goes to attend the meeting called for
tomorrow by the officials and direc-
tors of that organization.fce the pur-
pose of winding up the business of
the present season that is just cooling
to a close. President Gas Thompson,
of the local club, expects to go along
also.
At this meeting some steps may be
taken about the league for next year,
but probabilities are that • Paducah
will not be -.11 the K. I. T. because
the larger ketoses want her to come
into them, she is such a fine ball town
and the mainstay heretofore of the
K. I. T. organization.
Manager Harry Lloyd, of the Io-
cal club, is at Cincinnati visiting rel-
atives5
 but may rim over to Vincen-
nes to attend tomorrow's rneetinag.
Grover Land is expected back dere
some time next week from Toledo,
Ohio, to remain for the w:nter. Proh
ably he will go to his horpe in Frank-
fort, KY., Tot a visit ii4Ore coming
here. He went with theoledo club
after disbandment of Mt+ raducah:•
team when the K. CM Arent topiec•-(.
Recovering Yost Treasure.
(Technic) World.)
It was hut a few years ago that a
ship with $250.000 in gold was sunk.
not fat from Shang_hai arolutitt sliv-
ers atete' itefit to tR ;pat fo recover
the trealtre. The silip pe at the
depth of 16o feet-Win' lag weft*
of ettheme difficulty hafarti, but
day after day the divers labored, tak-
ing up box after box through which
the seaworms had bored their tiny
holes, until four
-fifths of the gold
wait recovered. Then, one day, a fleet
of pirate 'junks bore down upon them
and it was only by the exertion of
the most tremendous efforts that the
party`escaped with what they had al-
ready recovered. And afterward they
returned and completed the job and
took out the very last box of gold!
Truly the pge of romance is still
with us.
A PROVIDENT SIRE.
Janesville Wis., Sept 23.----George
Childs, of this city, has set the pace
of unique weddings. His daughter at
her marriage wore a gown of RVy blue
silk made by her, father. Thirty-six
guests sat down to a fine wedding
breakfast prepared solely by his own
hands.
PLEA FOR BOY
HON. HAL CORBETT TAKES
LAST STEP TO SAVE
YOUNG EZELL.
Board of Pardons Meets at Harris-
burg, Pa., the Second Wednes-
day in Next Month.
Hon. Hal Corbett, of this city, has
received word that the board of par-
dons of the state of Pennsylvania
meets at Harrisburg, the state capi-
tol, the second Wednesday of next
month; which is two weeks from next
Wednesday. Mr. Corbett will go up
there at this time to fay before the
board the plea for the life of James
Ezell, the young telegraph operator
of this section of Kentucky, who has
been sentenced to death for murder-
ing another railroad man at Union-
town, Pa. Mr. Corbett represent'
Young Each and has carried the case
to the" highest court in the state, but
the latter tribunal affirmed the death
sentence of the lower court. Now as
a last resort Mr. Corbett will plead
with the board of pardons to com-
mute the penalty to life imprison-
ment. Ezell cut the throat of the
yardmaster because the latter claim-
ed 'Ezell was drunk, the latter being
the telegraph operator for tbe rail-
road.
The had is a twenty-two year old
boy of frail constitution, and the son
of Mr. Bud Ezell, of Paris, Tenn..
who formerly lived at Murray and
also over in Graves county.
This is the first time the lad was
ever in any trouble and his friends
are working hard to save his life.
CLAIM NOTICE
McCracken Circuit Court.
Felix G. Rudolph, administrator,
with the will annexed of the estate of
Herbert A. Rose, deceased, and
guardian of Tone T. Rose, an infant
under the age of Aaurteen years, plain
tiff, vs pet.tion in equity, lone T.
Rose and others, defendants.
Ordered that this action be refer-
red to Ck4i1 Reed, mastes commis-
sioner Of the McCracktri 'Circuit
court, to take proof of assetk, and lia-
bilities of the .state of Herbert A.
Rose, deceased, and all persons hav-
ing tlairns against said estate are re-
quired to properly verify and file the
same before said commissioner on or
before the 28th day of October, i90,
Or they will be forever barred from
asserthng any claim against the as-
sets in the hand's of the administrator,
Felix G. Rudolph, unadministered;
and all persons are hereby enjoined
and restrained from collecting their
claims against said estate except
through this sit; and it is ordered
that this order be published in the
"Paducah Daily Register" as re-
qtrired by law.
Given under my hand as clerk of
said court, this, the 2oth day of Sep-
tember, 1905.
E. W. HOBSON, Clerk.
By R. B. HAY, D. C.
Minister Inclines to Polo
The Siamese Minister, Phya Ak-
President Roosevelt will send for- haraj Varadhara, has fallen a victim
mal note to czar expressing America's s to the fascinations of the game of
approval of plans for peace confer- polo. He is a member of the ilhevy
ence. !Chase Golf dub of Washington.
• •
The Paducalftravelifig Mars Club Lai
miter Hmusernent Co.
EN Great Roman Collet=
FEATURING RECKLESS RUSSELL THE GREATEST AERIAL CYCLIST LIVING. AT TOP SPEED
HE RIDES DOWN A too FOOT INCLINE 60 FEET ABOVE GROUND, AND ON LEAVING THE
END TURNS A DOUBLE SOMERSAULT INTO A FOUR BY FOUR TANK OF WATER. POSITIVE-
' LY THE MOST SENSATIONAL ACT IN AMERICA. 
•
DAINTY, DETERMINED DEMONA LOOPING THE LOOP IN A. HOLLOW BALL.
HERE ALSO WILL BE PRESENTED DARE DEVIL SMITHSON LEAPING THE GAP: THE
WHIRLING WHEELERS; ALBERTO, THE HUMAN SNAKE; THE RANDALL BROS., EXPERT
RIFLE SHOTS; THE VELARE TRIO, WORLD'S FAMOUS ACROBATS;MARDINE AND DENMAR,
EQUILIBRISTS—TRAINED WILD ANIMAL ARENA, EVERY ANIMiliL AN ACTOR.
THE KATZENJAMMER KASTLE. A DESPONDENCY DISPELLE4 QF THE IRRESISTIBLE
KIND MAKES THE OLD FEEL YOUNG AND THE YOUNG FEEL VAV
THE ALPS—BEAUTIFUL IN ITS RARITY, ENCHANTING IN ITS LOVELINESS
CREATION—THE MOST suaLnut SPECTACLE EVER PRESENTED. WITHOUT EXCEP-
TION THE GRANDEST PRODUCTION EVER ATTEMPTED UNDER CANVAS.
PEGGY FROM PARIS—ONE OF THE SIX BIG HITS ON THE PIKE AT THE WORLD'S FAIR.
GRAND, GORGEOUS, GLITTERING, GLORIOUS SEE PEGGY.
HOW OLD IS ANN—SEE HER YOURSELF YOU WILL LAUGH AT AZIN.
THE PALACE OF MIRTH—EVERY MOVE YOU MAKE, EVERY STEP YOU TAKE—LAUGH
WU CITING MA—THE SMALLEST CHINAMAN IN THE WORLD
THE ELECTRIC THEATRE—SHOWINC• THE MOST g•ENSATIONAL PICTURES EVER REPlifg
DUCED BY ELECRICITY. 1
TAKE A RIDE ON PARKER'S FAMOILi FOUR HORSE ADREAtif CARY-tit-AL. UltAft
THE Sio,000 ORCHESTRION PLAY THE LATEST AIRS. TAKE • RIDE IN THE FARRIS WHEEL
AND GET OFF THE EARTH. THE AMERICAN VILLAGE WILL BE A NOBJECT OF INTEREST
TO EVERY ONE ENTERING THE GROUNDS. AND THE OLD COUNTRY STORE WILL FURNISH
AMUSEMENT FOR ALL. NOT A DULL MOMENT. SOMETHING GOING ON ALL THE TIME.
Che Best Military Band on the Road
September 25 to 30, illthiEliVe
RATES' ON ALL RAILROADS.
MENAFEE BACK
THE CHARGE IS CONTINUED
UNTIL TOMORROW IN PO-
LICE COURT.
Dan Russell Got Postponement of
Case Until October 5th—
York Fined.
Yesterday morning Detective T. J.
Moore returned from St. Louis with
M. J. Mcnafee, who is charged with
getting Reiticopt. 41, cash a worthless
cheek for Poo. Merrafec was ar-
raigned before Judge Sanders in the
pol:ce court And the proceeding con-
tinued until next Monday. Mcnafee
was locked up for rnany days at St.
Louis on the charge of getting the
Simmons Hardware company to
cash a check for hint, His brother-
in-law squared things up with Sim-
MCA'S and they dropped the prosecu-
tion. Wednesday just as liferialee
was released of the Simmons' charge,
the detective took him for! the cae
here and he was again locked up.
and now brought back to this city.
He claims that he has money in the
bank at New Reads, La., and does
not know why hrs check was not hon-
ored from here. Yesterday morning
he telegraphed his mother for $150
to pay off the matter here. 'He will
then be held for people at Chatta-
nooga, Tenn., as it is claimed some
of his work was done there. He is a
very nice lookijsg young man and al-
ways stood well with the merchants
hen.
Dun Russell was arraigned in the
police court yesterday morning on
the charge of stealing things from his
rootranate at the St. Nieltolas hotel
last year. The proceeding was then
confnited until October 5th,
Henry York was fined $1 for being
drunk.
Cuba apologizes to United States
for insult to coat of arms, blaming
political foes of the Palma achninis-
tration.
LIFE!
OUR DEFINITION OF LIFE IS SIMPLY THIS: TO LIVE SO
AS T-1 G2T THE GREATEST HAPPINESS FROM ITu CONSIST-
ENT wrm DOING OUR DUTY TO OTHERS.
YOU L tISTAKEN IF YOU THINK THE MOST HAPPINESS
COMES FROM UNLIMITED ENJOYMENT. THE LIFE WHICH
IS 11.'"DE:RA7Z.-  IN ALL THINGS AND NOT THE LIFE WHICH
IS EXC.!VZ-?, KNOWS THE GREATEST HAPPINZSS.
NOTKINZ• r:r.um..,s SAVING AS A MEANS OF EXTRACTING
PRribl LIFE. BY MAKING YOU THINK A LITTLE
OVER TICZ. MONEY YOU SPEND; BY PLACING TN YOUF. LIFE
A Fair? -V; :TOR WHICH YOU CAN WORK, SAVING IS THE
1.' INFLUENCE YOU CAN OBTAIN. ONE DOL-
JT AN ACCOUNT.
MECHANICS & FARMERS:1, •14)
SAVINGS BANK, 9
(
-
,HI!.._..4,111114441•1114441444.•
227 Broadway.
Lout2srile a and Horse Show
Fro rke al vi- occasions. the Illin-
ois tt.urtraie 1;,•Ormitl company will on
Sep t• 1,3h and 16th sell tickets
to t s'':7 'il return for $8.95,
atoft, October 9th,
and r :7th to 30th in-
el.usret4,. at 1:0•• save rate, good re-
tnrailog Asy from date of sale,
and teat trt-o,' ez to 7th inclusive.
good retwr October 9th.
Z.150NOVAN,
• it Paducah, Ky.
R FIELD,
"7 A. Union depot.
e'.o,ress urge taxing
- :•,c as a means of
prover • r fei.; r 
-ecntre to the gov-
_
a • ,••• !,.tire increase in
ri• - I 'ding greatly to
p • :.• '
Reduced Rates, Lexington, Ky.
On account of the State Fair at
Lexington, Ky., the Illinois Central
Railroad company will sell tickets
from Paducah to Lexington and re-
turn, September 17th to 23rd inclus-
lee„for $9.35, good returning until
Sefltember z4th.
On account of Kentucky confer-
ence, M. a Church, Lexington, Kr,
tickets will be sold September 27th.
and 28th, with return limit October
,;rd, for $12.15 for the round trip.
J. T. DONOVAN, Agent,
Paducah, Ky.
G. C. WARFIELD, T, A.,
Union Depot.
The commissioner of pensions re-
ports the work of his bureau as be-
ing nearly abreast of the applications,
which show no diminution in nun-
se?. 1 .L4
•
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on crop conditions:
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1905 of 2,717,000,000 bushels of corn,
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523,000,000 bushels. Only in 1901,
when it was 748,000,000 bushels, did
t
Sheriff Lee Potter Will Remain in
.litbril0 hs.,
yield. OPats never beat ehtswyps
figures except in 1902, whed Pt*
put was 988,000,000 buditer440. In
190z and 1902 rye went a little above
this year's level. In 19°4 barley
the 1905 output by about 4,000,000
tbilkeoca t4a,c -sekietIZT•A
' for the acconunoirclaitio'ri Of those
PUakqfPltigaliaLIITA-ge041.11(' t his
office dun i the daytime to pay their
-state --tatti,
Lore Potter wU this evening remain
at4'. his, Office on South Fourth street
as,..lafiejla 9 o'clock for the conven-
ience of these people. Next week he
will also establish night office hour;
for the same purpose.
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Telegraphic dispatches from Court
cil Bluffs yesterday—stated as follows
regarding the trial now in progress:
Twelve men in the Federal Court
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DRUG GIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
Ba(00's Malarial
Ionic Capsules
A1t THE "ORIGINAL TONIC
tArisuLES."
THE ONES THAT HAVE MADE
SUCH A REPUTATION IN PA-
DUCAH FOR CURING CHILLS
AND MALARIA.
PRICE soc.
11111MIIIMIIIIIMEMMINgoomiggl
I 11
The recollection of the quality of
our prescriptions remains long after
the price is forgotten.
7th and Bkoadirar. Tel. 756.
Prescriptipns called for and deliv-
ered free of charge anywhere in the
city.
C. M71313DD, Manager. 'Both Telephone Numbers 254
4.)),11.06•4404.11emari1-4--- . • • 
-.64111000°40.' • ••
•
THE AUTUMNAL
EQUINOX TODAY
(Chicago Chronicle.)
Saturday morning at exactly twen-
ty-nine minutes and thirty-nine sec-
onds after it o'clock, central time,
the sun will cross the equator. That
is, it is said to cross the equator, but
it real:y does not do a thing, and the
earth does the whole job.
In June the earth is tilted over so
that the sun is vertical over the trop-
ic of Cancer and after that its moves
' around to the other end of its orbit,
always tilted in the same direction,
so that the sun is vertical over the
tropic of Capricorn. All this time
the sun is vertical farther and farther
south of Cancer until it becomes ver-
tical over the equator. It does not
tarry there a millioneth part of a sec-
ond, but is vertical farther and farth-
er south until in June it stands over
Capricorn.
Of cc liree, Ale sun is vertical
over Cancer the days are the longest
and when it is vertical over Capricorn
they are the shortest and when it is
oical over the equator, as it is in
\larch and September, the days and
: .,hts are of equal duration, which
es the season the name of the equi-
though as the earth is always On
the go it is certaio that not more
than one day and night—if any at all
--ican be of exactly the same length.
There is one curious thing about
the equinox that seems to have en-
tirely escaped attention. The sun
5can cross the equator only twice in
a year and consequently must cross
it at two definite points. It does not
cross it at different points at differ-
ent times. When it crosses Saturday
morning it willeigNis for the whole
earth and that will be its last per-
formance until next March. This be
ing the case, it is interesting to know
at what point on the equator die
transit will occur, and this is perfect-
ly obvious, although we do not re-
member that any attention has ever
been paid to it except, of course, by
astronomers.
If the sun were to cross the equa-
tor at noon it would cross it where
ouz meridian crosses it. If Chicago
were on the eighty-seventh parallel of
longitude the transit would occur in
the Pacific ocean SQUIC distance off
the coast of Ecuador. The fact is
thit our longitude is Sy degrees and
37 minutes and the time is nearly
11:30, and this computation applies
oonly to astronomical time and not to
-central time, but these corrections
would not appreciably change the lo-
cation of the transit.
What is T11044, it looks as if this lo-
cation was a fixed one, except as it
might be affected to a small extent
by the precession of the equinoxes,
but this is a point which we respect-
' fully refer to Professor Burnham. If
it be true that Chicago is in line with
such a significant point on the earth's
surface it will only be another out of
many indications—though somewhat
astrological—of its subline destiny.
To the man on the street the enqi-
nox is known mostly as the time of
the supposed equinoctial gales. The
average man, especially if he be a
seaman. believes that about this time
we will experience a number of vio-
lent storms of wind and rain. This
seems to he a popular delusion. The
po-tion of the weather bureau is that
there is no such thing as a storm
caused by the equinox, any storms oc-
curring at that time being mere/coin-
cidences. Storm conditions begin in
September which increase in frequen-
cy and violence from that time un-
til February, but without the slight-
est reference to the sun's crossing the
equator.
This delusion is so persistent and
long-lived that it may justly be used
to point a moral. Human beings are
the victims cd thonsands of delusions
just as invincible as this one and with
far more important consequences.
Science protests against them, but the
masses smile incredulously at the
PtilhaoPhet and hug their delusions
to their hearts more fondly than
ever.-
A USEOUL TONGUE.
(Pearson's Weekly.)
All extraordinary case is reported
of a girl born at Wlertheine-on-the-
NNin in if*, who, as the result of
illness when six years old, lost the
use of every member of her body ex-
cept her tongue. By dint of long
-practice she was able finally to eat,
write and even sew, by means of her
tongue alone She took up the end
of cotton in her lips, and with a dex-
terous turn of the tongue, make a
knot in the end.
She cut out doll's clothes, manip-
ulates an easy-cutting pair of scis-
sors, with her lips, while to thread
the needle she stuck it into the table
with her lips, and with tongue and
lips passed the thread through the
eve with perf0ct ease. in the course
of years the tongue lost its original
shape, becoming thin and pointed and
of unusual length.
Shamroonine. 13Iestching. Dyeing
Dandrufl rimed by electrical treat
merits. AM. massage. Eleetrical
o: r dress; elf Parlors. 43T 'Jefferson
etreet.
Life underwriters adopt
to give publicity to all
erations in order o
confidence.
resolutlon
oretp-s 00.
public
I Don't Allow
yourself to
6et Rustyi
The ,rn,achine that lies idle is far
more liable to injury than the ma-
chine that runs.
The idle machine gets rusty.
Air and dampness do more dam-
age than wear and tear. Let the Ma-
chine remain inactive j while and
the coating formed by the corrosion
soon covers the bright metal and the
parts become stiff and cranky.
And what is true of machinery is
true of humanity.'
For instance:
A man neglects the working parts
of his body. Normally these parts
should be exercised. He indulges his
members in idleness. Whatever vi-
tality and working force they may
have had when in continued use neg-
lect causes the machinery to run
stiffly. It is the rust.. -
A man may deglect to exercise his
working brain forces. He may have
ever so quick a mind, but if he does
not use his mental machinery the rust
of idleness is soon over it.
Or—
A man may neglect to use the Dior.
al forces that are in him. There is
a weakening somewhere. The ma-
chine lets down. And soon the parts
are rusted.
And so of society or government—
associations of men for special pur-
poses.
Note this: When the primary or
theonamstion or the ballot box-r
workieg p&rts of government—are
neglected the rust collects. The
machinery works poorly. It may
break down.
Keep your body working without
friction by systematic exercises.
Keep your mind bright by using it.
IKeep your soul ckan by working
An so for society—nine-tenths of
its evil are caused by the idleness of
its necessary working parts.
It's the rust.
AN OPTIMA ST.
MEXICO WILL HELP DOWIE.
Gives Every Encouragement to His
"Eden City" Project.
Victoria, Mexico., Sept. at.—John
Alexander Dowie, prophet of Ziop
and founder of the Zionist church,
will asrive in Mexico early in Octo-
ber with a party of about thirty of
"his followers for the purpose of be-
ginning active work in preparing the
Gonzales ranch, situated near here,
for the colony which he is to estab-
lish thereon.
Dowie has closed the deal for the
purchase of the ranch by making the
first payment of Selo.ocoo in gold. The
purchase price is $1.300,000, which
must be paid within three years. It
is one of the most valuable ranch•
properties in Mexico. It is all sus-
ceptible to irrigation, and can be
.brought to a high state of cultivation.
Dowie will have a force of engineers
at the ranch to survey the site for
the proposed city. Surveys fair a
complete system ,if wagon roads will
also be made. The erection of build-
ings will be completed as soon as
the necessary material can be placed
upon the ground. The town will be
named Eden City and its inhabitants
wild be made up almost wholly of
new converts to the faith who will
be sent here from all parts of the
woad.
'Dowie says the present Zion City,
near Chicago, will not be drawn upon
for colonists for the new town. The
federal and state governments are
giving. the project substantial est-
couragement. The colonists will b
permittild to import their agricult
cal ;implements and household goods
frre`of duty and the land and im,
provements wiM be eexmpt from all
taxation for a long term of years.
As Many Chances as Ever.
(Boston Globe.). •
There are unquestionably many op-
portiviities for success now, the same
as ttere have been since the creation
of the 55orld, hut now, as eveil-lhey
Intik .be searched for. Everyone en-
counters obstacles, but it should be
borne in mind that fail.ures are in-
tended to serve as stepping stones to
success. Most successful men have
been 'broke," have met with failures,
have been discouraged and have
thought, as many others probably do
today, that "life is not worth living."
Yet their perserverance and determi-
nation arottsid their latent power and
helped them to turn adverse condi-
tions to good account.•- Those wh
o
struggle manfully and keep up their "Oh, dear." 
sighed Mrs. R 'what
courage will not die without having sh
all I do?"
achieved a measure of success befit- "I dunno f
uh show, lady. tesq'n
ting their intelligence and talents. you does as I has
 to do—hire a white
woman." Lippincott's.
'Atlantic coast steamer Juniata bad-
Ir wrecked in collision and many
passengers are butt.
RADIUM AS A
SOURCE OF LIFE
By the action of radium upon _bou-
illon, when sterilized as far as such
experiments permit, rnicroscdpic bod-
lel- appear. In the first instance they
are not as micro-organisms generally,
or, I should say, always are—all of
the same size so long as they are of
the same kind; ordinary bacilli, pro-
vided they are of the same type, are
found to be also of the same dimen-
sion. They do not show signs whit/
indicate that they have one and all
sprung in a continuous growth from
ultramicroscopic forms. 5But this is
one of tbe characteristic features of
the products now produced by rad-
ium. There can be no question that
they. spring—that in each case they
have sprung—from the invisible and
grown .to such a magnitude as to be
seen. We find no such indication
with ordinary bacteria. If they
have not the marks of manufactured
articles they afford at least the
signs of not having sprung spontan-
eously into existence. They bear the
stamp of an inheritance of many va-
rying qualities from a long and prob-
ably varying line of ancestors, of
probably countless generations which
have at last made them what they
are. But the "radiobeen undergo
many developments. Alter six or
seven days, and at times even more.
they develop nuclei; but later still
they cease to grow, and then begin
to segregate and multiply. These are
some of the qualities which have led
me to suppose that they are irritable.
aztehilat4g and antomatic, and not,
strictly speaking, lifeless things.—
Harper's Weekly.
, • 
FAMOUS PITCHMAN
TO MEET IN CellIDAT.
Millen the New York Nationals and
Philadelphia Americans meet in the
world's championship series two of
the greatest pitchers the diamond
has produced will be arrayed agieinst
each other. They are "Christy"
Miathew son and " R u be" Waddell.
Both men have been doing remark-
able pitching all seas-on, and when
they face ' each other the contest
should be one that will stand con-
spicuous in baseball annals of all
times,
Many folloiers of the game pre-
dict that Mathewson will outrank the
erratic left-bander, but "Rohe" has
scores of admirers who wait to be
shown that he cannot equal the
pitching record of the mighty Chris-
tie in the championship series. The
men, it is figured, will pitch three of
the games. Ames will probably fight
it out with Coakley and Plank and
NficGinnity will contest for pitching
honors.
In Need,
/ 
of Public Support.
—
(Public Opinion.)
Popularity was never before so es-
sential to the president as it is right
now. He is about to enter upon a
legislative campaign in which he can
succeed only if the country stands
back of him. The house and the sen-
ate normally will not mice kindly to
his definition of our national re-
quirements. Congress is the strong-
hold of established wealth, with all of
its good and evil. Congress is the
jumping jack of the railroads and the
trusts. The average senator or rep-
resentative feels himself beholden to
the "vested interests" which control
the strings that may be pulled to
elect or defeat him. When the ex-
ecutive desires legislation which the
vested interests do not want congress
obeys the vested interests rather than
the executive—unless the great pub-
lic shows signs of waking up and
','.:Icing the executive. In such an
ent congress crawls. From these
well-understood fleets the present im-
portance to the president of popular-
ity is apparent.
Dr. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
Office Ind Residence, Rooms 3 and 4.
Columbia Building.
MTh 1041 Red.
WtANTED—A SERVANT.
Good servants are much in dernan
in Washington as well as in other
cities. Mks. R. had searched long
and vainly for a fairly good servant,
a colored one, and at last in despair
she stopped an elderly colored. wo-
man
•
 
whq looked as if she might have
been on of the ante-helium house
servants, and therefore a rellatie
one, and made known her wants.
"tt want a girl who is trusty and
a good cook. I am willing to pet
out most of our laundry work and to
give fair wages, but so far I haven't
been able to engage one," said Mks.
R. "Don't you know of some one
I eget get?"
"'Deed, no lady, I don't" was the
angrier.
Low Rates to California.
From September 75, To October 31,
the Minois Central Railroad com-
pany wilt seil orte-way second.claes
tickets to San Francisco. Los Ange-
les, San Diego, Cal., for $33.00.
j. T Donovan, Agt. Paducah, Ky,
G. C. Werfietd, T. A., Union Depot.
EDGAR rgV,WHITTEMORE,
REAL EST A#
PADUCAH REAL ESTATt. KENTUCKY FARM awn
NOKTHLY PAYMENT LO INVESTMENT. IIIISTERN
KENTUCKY REAL MAT' JOURNAL. AND MICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
IEDG • R W. 1/11ITTEMOILIG. Pe.disrab. IL•
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
II you went your clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose, .9 South Third street. I have
the nicest Sue of samples for tints
in the city. Snits weds to ardor .
E. rt. PUIREVMAIEIR, •
ATTORNEY-AT-LAM,
Remo s mid 6' iPsiblifte Ailtans.
5,3 I -2 BIOadirly, Paducah, Ky.
Sho.r Pianos 490.
KFECIALTENII:
Abstratting at Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Estate L.
Dr. B. T. Hall
Once with Drs. Rivers & Rivers. :so
Nort hFifth, Both Mare 355.
Ihmidesce 1041 Clay, Old Phone itlge
'410E1
$ET OF NICW WALL CHARTS
ABSOLUTELY WITHOUT COST
The publishers of THE REPUB-
LIC, St. Louis, Mo., offer a magmf-
iseet set of Revised New Home Li-
brary Wall Charts upon such abso-
lutely liberal terms that 20 Ilth001 or
home in the country can afford to be
without them.
Tbis beautiful set, eostaining nine
complete maps and a cycioped a of in--
chapel:sable information, will be given
fute of all charges, to every person
who sends one dollar to pay for a
year's subscription to the Twice-a-
Week Repubiic of St Louis, and
Farm Progress, the great agricultural
and home monthly magazine publ's'h-
ea by the Republic and acknowledged
everywhere to be the best journal of
its kind published anywhere.
Following are the mope in this set:
(r) the world; (2) the United Statet;
() Typographic map of the Russo-
Japanese war, with facts and figures
of the contest brought down to date;
('4) Alaska; (I) Hawaii; (6) Porto Ri-
m; (7) The Philippines; (8) Panama,
and (9) your choke of a large map of
any one of the foltowing eighteen
states and territories: Missouri, Die-
m:is, Arkansas, Teams, Ofrialtoma, In-
dian Territory; Indiana, Kentucky.
Wyoming, Tennessee, Mississippi,
Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas, Arizona,
New Mexico, Colorado and Louisi-
ana.
In order'ng, p ohs c rate rs will please
specify the state map they desire in
their set.
Three large sheets, tech sa by 36
inches in dimensions, comprise the
charts. Everything that you want to
know ;bout' your own state, your'
own country and the eountriee and
peoples of the world, will be found
in this great Creitepedia and Geo.
gratilly combined; You can't afford
tel miss this opportunity. The Terisie-
a-Week Republic ir the leading semi-
weekly newspaper and home journal
in the country. Farm Progress has
no supesier mr.iita chosen field. Eith-
er paper alone is worth a full dollar
a year. Under the terms of this
special offer, Which is good for at lim-
ited time only, you get both of these
excellent journals an entire year, and
the complete set of charts, all for
only one dollar. If you appreciate a
good thing you will lose no time its
taking advantage of this opportunity
at once, before the offer is vritti-
dnwn. The papers will he sent to
separate addresses, if desired, and the
charts will be securely mailed; free of
all cost, in a large tube, insuring them
against loss or damage of any k'nd.
They will lust you a lifetime, and
prove their north every day in the
year. Don't delay, but send yonr or-
der at once to Map Department, The
Republic, St. Lenis, Me.
Letter carriers from ten states • -Beery mamme.e. r.. The 
?pliable
took manufacturer. Blank IMO....
Job and Edition binding. The noir
exclusive book binder is Psdscah,
Library work t specialty. 4
• 
•
threaten to withdraw from the nation-
al association because of emposition
to the re-election of President Con-
ningham,
EXCURSIONS
St. Louis and Tennessee Myer Pack-
et company—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to lennessee river
and return.
It is • trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good table,
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Sasurday at 5 p. m.
Fos other information apply to Jas.
Koger, superintendeet; Frank L.
Brown, agent.
--
-4
NOTICE!
Highest price paid for second-hand
 • Stoces ar2d
W. Mike Oliver. Geo. W. Oliver.
Benton, Ky. Pauiscah,
Thous B. McGregary,
Beenion. Ky.
OLIVER,  OLIVER
4c McGREGOR
LAWYERS
OF'PTCES: Bestoo. IC.y., rem bask
County; PladOCIII6
Bloom 114 Fraternity Building.
Row Pbbese tit. OM Phase 3eg
.nemienseemes
ORM MAY
"The ON NAM& Ilbarlase' the
Si RIS•0111." has moved ham
406 Breedway to log Song: Fourth
street (mod from) and willies to oral
come all his old frisods and sinassa.
or..
A. S. DABNEY,
--Di N T Is8 T—
Trueinort
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
:no NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phases 353
Office, hears to to a. ra.z ta.3
p. m. and 7 ipg p. m.
onnalle=11
CO, D. Schmidt,
Architect and Superintendent.
401 Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 40 Red; New Phone sa.
Paducah, Kaskacky.
6. W. Arnold
The real estate agents, has Smem
worth of city property for male mid
thisty-Ove farms: Woo dim mho
Houses for rent.
Takithese, old. aNig
Taylor Lucas,
LAW,1101E.
Matia-Phenes 695— Rooms $o; and I104
Preterit, Building.
ALDEN V/. SARKLEV.
Attornterat- Law,
Ream No. 5. Ceitunbia Residing.
••••16.0411.4, 
Dr. B. B. Griffith
TRUICHEART BUILDING,
both phone ON at the office, both
phones 240 at sesidenc. Office hours
7 to 9 a. M. ; I to 3 p. an,, 7 to 9 p. 21.
It 1. Rivers, M. EL
OFFICE .stio NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES
ResiOlerics .96 Office .53
D. CI. rIARICra
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
PADUCAH. KY.
General Practice.
soft-aso Fraternity Building.
Othce also Park Bl'd'g. Mayfield Ky.
DEAL'S lilridchaeisTra
Phone :36, red.
FUri2ittute.
Buy anything and sell: everything.
116-sso Court street Old plums 13:11.
Clem Fraesioli.
Mowing wages in connection.
j. K. HENDRICK. 3.0. MEA.L.ER
var. MARBLE.
0
sir
Hendrick, Miller
and Marble..
L AWYEAVI
Rooms is tag 3 aighttra 1.1114
Vag, 5.23 i-11 G.Iuity.ro
Practice in a, the courts ob. eta
State. Both phenol: 51.
Four Genii a Pond
•
MID YOUR ROUGH DRY
LAUNDRY TO Mg PADUCAH
TOILET SUPPLY COMPANY,
FOUR CENTS A POUND. SPOT- tun
LESS WORK AND PROMPT DID5
LIVERY. OLD PHONE sais.
44
G. C. DiUGUIDe
A TT 0 RISIB-Y—AT'LAW!
se9 z-a North Fourth Sweet, Uptake
Commercial sod Co-operaties
Business a Specialty.
4
7. B. harrison,
CITY ATTORNEY
Attorney-at-Law.
Roan :3 and i Columbia
Old Phone :op.
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS
Rooms ion and as, Columbia Bldg.
PADUCAH. KM
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
—4 •
R. T. LIGHTFQ0T,
—LAWYER—
Will practice in an courts of Rea..
tacky and Mattis.
D. Sidney Smith
DINTIST. •
Office over Globe Rank and Thad
Co., 3o6 lboadway.
All
DR, W. C. INSANE&
(Homeopathist.)
Office, 3o6 Broadway—Phone awa
lieuidenck Sig Broadway,
Phone 149.
Offies phone s5t, Resideoce phone 474
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Rooms 204-6 Fraternity Building.
Dr. J. T. GILBERT
OSTEOPATIIIK PHYSICIAN
Phone 196, 405 Broaderan,
PADUCAH, ICT,
Dry Hot Air Baths given when b.
dicated.
•
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HISTORY REPEATS ITSELF
IN THE OLD QUAKER CITY
Where the New Declaration Is Proclaimed---Patriotic
Hymns Sung by Earnest Delegates Who Name an
Anti-Gang Ticket and Commend the Maior.
Philadelphia, Sept. 21.—In a most
unusual way, followed by an unprece-
dented demonstration, the new cit
party, a reform body opposed to the
methods of the Republican organiza-
tion yesterday siomioated a county
ticket to be voted for at the. Novem-
ber election. •
Yesterday's convention was the
first in many years in this city to
which the delegates were uninstriot-
ed. There was no "slate," and each
of the pig delegates were at libett
to name whom they pleases for t
offices. The result was a selection of
candidates who fairly represent the
reform element that has come into
prominenco aioce Mayor Weaver's
break with the, organization last Mot.
:I* Never before in the history of this
city,diad ohe concjti4ng scenes of the
contention beep leqaaled. Then the
entire body of delegates and alter-
nates marched to the City Hell and
acquainted Mayor Weaver of the ac-
tion they had taken.
.I.Afted to the Table. ' •
Mayor Wearer was lifted to a table
in the center of the reception room.
and a delegate stood on ether siae
of him with a large American nag.
City Chairman Edmonds, addressing
the ilhioor, coagratulated him upon
the work of the convention. ,
"Mk. hewer." it* Mr. Edmonds,
"there are here 917 delegates, every
one *Aged to the support of Out
adrisisistratioa. They have nominat-
ed a ticket which represents the wish-
es of the people. We assure you of
the sec/port of the people of Phila-
delphia."
/Mayor Weaver in reply ikaiii:
"Today's tonveution is only the
beginning of the fight in which the
administration and the people are
pledged to stand together. Rhiladhl'
plus has been corrupt, but whether
Or not she has been contented will
be determined next November. Your
ticket represents the reform I starfd
for. Let es work togt4her for the
overwhelming defeat of the organiza-
tion. That is the way to make refOrta04 permanent. The man who votes.the
ticket nominated today is the true
Republican. Let us make a pledge,
you to the admiaistration and, the ad-
naiad's/alion to pots that we aril sat
feat is our earnest endeavors to kingabort ehr defeat of the machine."A New Declaration.
In opening the convention, which,
like the one of 1776 that promulgat-
ed a declaration of independence for
a nation, drafted and signe one yes-
terday for a city and a county, Chair-
man Edmonds said in part:
"We come here because we are
lovers of our city, no matter what
may be. our party affiliation. It wail
here that were first enunciated the
principles of liberty. Because we
believe a good name is better than
riches we assemble to show our devo-
a ' tion to our great citry. Thie is the
principle. The occasion is here. A
band of men has made our city a
shame in the face of the world. The
government of the city has brought
the blush of shame to every honest
citizen. Wh stand 'here to redeem the
city of Philadelphia. We proclaim
that the reign of graft in Philadelphia
shall end. This is a body consecrat-
ed to a lofty purpose. I wish to of-
„der a tribute of thanks to John Weav-
er. mayor of Philadelphia (prolonged
cheers), who has done more than
any individual to give the people of
Philadelphia an opportunity to win
their freedom.”
At the conclusion of the chairman's
:speech the band played "The Star-
Spangled Banner" and then the dele-
gates, alternates anti spectators join.,
. ed in the chorus
4
V
4 ,1
II
•
•
The Tidest
The following ticket was nominat-
ed: Sheriff, Wilson 'PI. Brown; (or-
onto, J. M. R. Jermirro City Corn-
' I, riiimisineto Rudolph delsolcenbtirg sad
E A Anderson;` }ado Common
Pleas Court, Hon. elbarles
incite Orphans' Court, lion. Morris
Daliett.
The following platform was adopt-
ed:
'The City Party of Philadelphia, in
convent:1mi assembled, hereby makes
the following declaration of princi-
ples. and invites the co-operation of
an good eitiaens, without regard to
their party ties of national political
principles•
" "Idle City Party has been formed
for the redemption of ,the city of
• Philadelphia from the control of cor-
rupt and criminal conapiretors
themselves.Republicans. oft aims
to put an end Os government by and
for municipal contractors and to @A-
rdente governmeat by and for the
citizen!. As neressary incidents to
Its policy of teform and progress, the
City Party demands:
"t. A complete and thorough re-
vision of the present election laws, in-
tinting a provision for personal reg-
istration.
'd's. The reveal of the 'Ripper' !dil l
denying to ehe mayor the right ti
appollit his heads of departments.
• j. A sincere and impartial eri-
,
lorcement of the civil service provis-'
ions of the city charter, making ap-
pointments to office depend upon
merit and not at all upon political
pull.
Honesty and Efficiency.
"4. That municipal faraolthi l s,e
when granted, shall be for limited -
rods only and with proper cornotin-
sation, and not as matter of political
or personal favor.
"5. An honest, open, economical
and efficient administration of our
mu.nicipai affairs, based upon tlie sh-
ad:line eSsowte of offieelofftlers from
political control, and that no coun-
cilman shall toed any city employ-
ment or be interested in any city
Contract. 
. ,,
"7. The abolition of grade- eolss-
4 
T
tr, i
ince. the enlargement of our school
facilities and the co-operation with
the State and national governmesal
in deepening the Delaware river chae-
net and the speedy completion of Into
defrayed transit fasilities."' 1
The platform conchides with the
indorsatirint of Moor 'Weaver and
the approval of his.directori in ad-
Ministeriag albeir departments "with
leitbiell AtidlVerence to .the keteso, and
spirit of She law."
Indorsed by Democrats. 3 i
The Democratic county ecation'
was held here last night and the tick-t.
IN TWO COUNTIES BOILERMAKERS
A PLUCKY LADY OF GRAVES MR. CHARLES HART LEAVES
COUNTY VISITING RELA- TO ATTEND NATIONAL
TIVES. MEETING.
Remarkable Family Group Picture
Picture Taken Recently at
(Mayfield Messenger, 21St.)
Mr. R. F. McClain and Mies Lou
Dick, of the Lynnville section, wert
married Wednesday.
Mr. W. R. Nicholson, one of tht
best farmers of the Pottsville section,
'.1.141
racksincnieli 
countilb"oe.to Lone Oak in MI>
The revival at the Baptist church
grows With toich night. The crowd
last night was the largest yet, and
the interest was the greatest.
Miss Effie E. Emmer,ort, who has
been making her home with the fain-
ily of Mr. John Maim:it:on College
street, was married Wednesday even-
ing at 8. o'clock to r. Theo. Bar-
rett, of Metropolis.
-On account of the altorcation that
happened a few we-elro ago in the'
eastern part of the county, J. T.
Cope is now-made defendant in a ;2,-
00• law suit. W. F. Slayden, wieci
filed the suit, alleges that Cope ma-
licnusty and unlawfully assaulted him i
and now prays ' damages to die
amount named. After Slayden was'
injured he was for aortic time in a
critical Obndleibn and it was feared
that be would not reoover, but is now
able to be sp.
.hfirs. treat Wright who formerly
lived in Mayfield, is here now on a
visit to her sister, Ifni L. 0. This-
" "anis*" by the CitY lertY yam OA, and tihntiter. Ifiti Weight whoindorsed. This is regarded as a per- .
sonal victory for Chairman Donnel , as only 18 years of age, about one
oho appealed to the delegates lo year ago married Mr. Harry Wright,,
roomiest. the City party's ociso ol of Davenport. Iowa, the wide world
the interest of good municipal gov1-tesewhe
one of eateminent. The platform in part was
as follows: 'women arid s
"We commend Mayor Weaver for, leg el) the
an.breaking with the gang and espous- husbd She
ing the cause of the people. No city bc the most "CCle
in the union had _greater need of a naut and big diver
revielution Inuit hi* he inaugurateid. She has frequently ascended three
The municipal 'offisers were entirely miles in a balloonwithout wrist
coatrollad by a corrupt and criminal straps and descended with parachute.
combination that brazenly plundered One of her &snug features is to dive
the city anti lnitled the complaltda
made by the Maims. rho city sot:p-
d.,s executed gang orders with an-
aralleled
'The rnueicipality was robbed of
its public utilities, such ite street
railways, gas, electric lighting and tel-
ephone franchises, which were' Oita
o Ting favorites wiehmiltiodessate re-
urn to the city. although the plun-
der represented millions of dollars in
value, of age and one of the most respected
"The same corrupt rinasters who ladies of it he county.
have plundered Philadelphia dominate Sam Park, of Wiley, was irs our of-
and misgovern the state. The eita- flee Wednesday and told us of the re-
del of their power is the office of the cent mad dog scare in his neghbor-
state treasurer. By distributing state hood. A dog belonging to a Mr.
funds among favored banks they in-
sidiously bribe eminent respectable,
who otherwise would not close their
eyes to gang rascality."
&emit Old Human Nature.
(Osborne, Kan, Farmer.)
It does beat the world how jealous
we ail are. We are always ready to
jump out and praise some ,fellow
who is engaged in something that
doesn't ceps* our path. He is a crack-
erjack if he is working in another
field. But the moment he gets over
into our front yard we begin to
knock him. Ail of us are too much
stuck on ourselves. The lawyer
thinks he knows more than the fel-
low who is on the nther side. When
the other fellow skins him he lays it
all on the justice. When some fel-
low beats our time with a young lady
e always say: "It does heat the
dickens What fools these girls will
make of themselves." There is a bus-
iness that would beat Standard Oil
profits jilt could be worked. Just buy
men for what they are worth and
se N them for what they think they
are worth.
A Close Bargain.
A Sonshern congressman tells la
story of an old negro in Alabama,
who, in him bargaining, is always
afraid that 'he may 'get the worst of
it." On one occasion, it appears, the
aged darkey went after a calf that
he had past:wed all summer, and ask-
ed what he owed for the pasturing.
"I have a bill of jzo against you,'
said the farmer who had underesken
the care of the animal, "but, if you
are willing, Ill lake the calf and call
it settled."
"No astir 'promptly exclaimed the
negro, do nothing like dat. But,'
he added, after a pause, "I'll tell you
what I will do—you keep the calf two
weeks longer and you can have it."—
Harpers Weekly. •
Skin Deep is Deep Enough.
(Cieveltri loader )
"Can't see why you're so smitten
with her."
"Why, because, she's so deucedly
pretty."
"Beauty's only skin deep." \
"Well, great .Scottl I'm no canni-
bal. That's deep enough for me!"
Employes io great Berlin electrical
works strike, causing threats by the
managersent to dose down the plants.
Seven million dollars are involved
in Schandein-Hey1 will contest, which
begins at Milwaukee.
Miss Wright is
ucicy
tak-
f her
eyed to
e aero-
country.
from too feet in the air into a seven
foot pool of water.
(Benton Tribune, 22d
Herbert Hayden has resigned as
police judge and Dr. S. Graham has
been appointed to 01 the vacancy.
On last Friday night Aunt llie
Utley, of Olive, passed away after a
thort illness of the infirmities of old
age. Mrs. Utley was over tlo years
Brush took hydraphabia and took a
wide circle before he was killed, bit-
ing dogs, 'hogs cattle and any othair
living thing that came in his way.
Most of the owners o fbitten dogs
killed them immediately, but many
hogs and several cattle that were bit
ten run mad and either irked or were
killed.
Gilbeetsville letter:—T. W. Whit-
met and wife, of Sacramento, are vis-
iting their daughter, Mrs. Wm. Vick
.ers, of this place. On Sunday there
was a picture made at Mr. Vickers'
residence consisting of five persons
one each of five generations,. Mr.
Whitmer, his daughter, Mks. Vickers,
her daughter. TAIrs Donaboo, her
daughter, Mrs. Gregory, and her lit-
tle son. This is sornething remark-
able. Then a picture of the reunion
was made of twentrtwo; Mr. Whit-
mei- bong the father, grandfather,
great-grandfather and great-great-
grandfather of AN except five, who
were sonss-in-law, granddaughter-in-
law, and one great
-grand son-in-law.
WOIME,N AND SMOKING.
(London Truth.)
Apropos of some recent remarks% of
my female contributor, "Madge," on
female smokers, a lady gave me the
other day two reasons against the
practice. The first is that smoking
develops the mustache, a face which,
she told me, is well known to small
boys, and is at once the cause of ju-
venile smoking in the one sex and
the alarming development of mus-
taches it the other. Secondly, smok-
ing produces at any rate in women
"weak
-rimmed eyeiids" for which
reason, said my informant, "in a mix-
ed assemblage of women it is easy
to pick out the Amokerg by the ugly
pit* tinge of the eyelid edges." As-
suming the facts to. the accurate, the
question still remains whether wom-
en will consider them arguments
against the use of tobacco. Are
mustaches and pink eyelids to be
considered a disfigurement or an or
-I again to top of the column. The
nament? One can never tell. In1 standing of the respective candidates
different ages and places—from Paris is as' follows:
to Polynesia—many means of im- Pearl Griffith, to5; Mae V. Patter-
proving their appearance have been son, 904; Elizabeth Sinnott, 529;
adopted by women. Men may pre- Lily fte Winstead, 517; Carrye Bly-
tend to ridicule these artificial charms, the, 479; Tina Browne, 412; Hattiebut they end by falling victims to Terrell, 327; Linnie Beadles, 303;
them, hich shows that women know tooth, 363.; MO11 nna *H p-
kins, 229; Irene Benner, 284; Frances
'Herndon, TOT.
dais who have been desecrating Catio r. 
olic cemeteries in Wisconsin and (+alt. oGleor Fkiodyilge Ut ete,Tbawac" 
the
"Ww s in the  cityr-Nochigan will be lynched if caught. „starday „ boalaaago
Engineer Armstrong Was Improved
Yesterday--Graveling of New
Streets by I. C.
This morning My. Charles Hart, of
the Illinois Central railroad boiler
making department, leaves for Chi-
cago to attend a meeeng of the law
comimittee of the 'Nation-al Boiler-
makers' Ution. He me a member° of
that law-making body and' remains
at the Windy City for about one
week, then from there goes to Si.
Paul, Minn., to attend , The annual
gathering of the entire national body
which is made up :Of representatives
from over the entire United States.
The sebnion opens in that Northern
'ety October 2. andk continues for
several days. Mr. Hart is the rep- ,
resentstive otiose* by fbe local boil-
ermakers body.
oasooa t :111711 7
Little Better.
Yesterday Engineer J. T. Arm-
strong was somewhat improved at
the railroad boepital,•and Surgeon
Murrell thinks that be will get bet-
ter still, as there is hope for bins He
suffer, consilerably 'Yet from the
attack of pneumonia.
The trliiip Ufle, oho was hurt
while stealing a tide on the wrecked
freightotoin, is still at the hospital,
but the .soreeons believe that he will
have reeovered /sufficiently to be dis-
missed in tSe next two weeks.
Flostion Cook is doing all right
and he can leave the institution short-
ly also. Al) were hurt in the (ion
collision, Utley's foot being mashed
so that amputation was necessary.
Gravel Streets.
F_ngineser Beck, of the I. C.
foroe, is still at work laying off the
vacant commons behind the railroad
hospital so they can be cut up into
city Iota, and graveled streets ran
through same, preparatory to selling
the ground off lot at a tame. He
thinks they will get to gravelnig the
proposed thoroughfares by the first
of next month. He is doing most pf
his work at the office of City Eng/S-
eer Washrigton beside the city hall.
It will include all that area of coat-
mon, between the Jefferson street
side of the hospital and Clay street
on the west.
Not Yet Hoene.
As yet Mr. John Watts, of here,
has not returned home from, Buffalo,
New York, ;there he was elected sec
retary and treasurer of the Brother-
Wood of Railway Carmen's national
orgardeation. He is expected any
day, and until his arrival it will notbe known whether his new place &-
muscle removal of his residence else-
where or whether he will continueliving here an dmake his headquar-
ters.
CONSTRUCTION
SUPT. ORR GETTING THINGS
IN SHAPE FOR THE
CARNIVAL.
Ur. J. H. Tate Left Yesterday For
Jackson to Bill Paducah's Am-
ine:anent—Watch Contest.
their own business.
A Catholic bishop predicts the van-
Supt. Orr, of the construction de
partment for The Parker Amusement
company, arrived here yesterda,
morning from Belleville, Ilk, to put
up the different wooden structures
that are needed at the carnival
grounds on Twelfth and Trimble
streets, where the festival will be
given next week. He has started to
work already and will have the
grounds in fine shape by time the
attractictns arrive here early Monday
morning loom the Illinois town
where they have been showing this
week. Yesterday Mr. J. H. Tate, of
the advertising and bill) posting de-
partment of The Parker people, left
for Jackson, Tenn., to bill that city
and intervening towns, giving the
dates and character of amusements to
be exhibited here next week. Mr.
Tate has been here several *eeks
working under direction of Advance
Agent Morris, who is one of the fore-
most carnival men of the country
and. has gotten things in an unex-
celled condition for the opening.
.1•••••••••••mm
Watch Contest.
Leadership in ohe contest for the
gold watch to be given away changed
yesterday, as Miss Griffin leaped
Illinois Central Railroad
TIME TABLES
Corrected Aug. aand, 2905.
South Bound. No. tor
Leave Cincinnati 
 8:20 am
Leave Louisville 
 12:20 p.m.
Leave Owensboro
Leave Horse Branch 
 3:40 P.m.
Leave Central City 
 3:55 P.m.
ve Norsonville 
 4:37 p.m. 
leave Evansville 
Leave Hopkinsville 
Leave Princeton 
Arehre Paducah 
Leave Padaktith 
Arrive Fultoo 
Arrive Gibbs, Tenn. 
Arrive Rives 
Arrivo Jackson 
Artiv'e Memphis -I 
Arrive New Orleans 
,
•
5:25 p.m.
p.nl.
6145 P.M.
7:55 pin.
8:31 pots
8:39 p.m
10.30 p.m.
11:00 a.rn.
No. 203
6:oo p.m
9:40 P.m.
6:30 p.m.
12:08 a.m.
1:03 am.
I:40 a.m.
4:40 p.m-
2 :27 a.m.
340 a.m.
3:45 a.m.
4:30 a.m.
5:17 a.M.
5:23 a.m.
Oote am.
8:25
8r p.m.
No, 121
7:25a.m.
*9:ooa.rn.
II :osa m.
x2:3op.m.
I:28a.m.
8:3oa.m.
It :20a.ni.
2:35P.m.
:aopon.
6:oopm.
8:3op.m.
North Bound. No, IO2
Leave New Orleans 
 7:20 p.m
Leave Motopios 
 6:so a.m
Leave Jackson, Tenn 
Leave Rives 9:42 am.
Leave Gibbs 
 9:48 a.m
Leave Fulton 
 10:10 a.m.
Arrive Paducah 
 11:30 ALM.
Leese Paducah 
 22:25 a.=
Arrive Princeton 
 22:39 pm.
Nan Begkinevilie 
, 3:50 Pm.
Arrive Evansville 
 6:25 p m.
Arrive Nortonville 
 r:28 p.m.
Anrive Central City 
 2:05 p.m.
Arrive Horse Brands 
 300 p.m.
Arrive Owenaboro 
 4:55 p.m. 
ArriveLouisville 
 '5:35 p.m.
Arrive Cincinnati 
 9:15 tom.
No. 104
9:15
8:so
10:to
1i:58
9:15
12:35
1 43
148
3:03
9:40
9:45
3:52
4:30
5:13
8:15
7:50
11:55
a.m.
p.111.
p
p M.
a.m.
11.111.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m0
a.m.
No. /32
6:ooa.m.
7 :409-m-
7:50a-tn.
9:29a.m.
— •
10 :35a.M.
I :3oa.m.
I :55p.m.
4:55P-m•
4 :55Pdo.
ST.
(North Bound.)
No. 3o6.
Lv. Paducah.... saLsop.m.
Air. Carbondale .. otsp.m.
Ar. Chicago 
 5 :3011olo
Ar. St. Louis 
 8:o5p.m.
LOUIS DIVISION.
(South Bound.)
No. 374.
4:20P-m-
8 401:011  •
8:cisam.
7:o8a.m.
No. 37e.
9:40lom.
Chiecago...., 2:50a.m. 6:20p.m.
Lv. Cattiondale . :40a.rn. 7 :o5a.m.
Ar. Paducah.... 3 :35p2n. :team.
CAIRO-HOPKINSVILLE
(North Bound.)
tot-Sot •
No. 305.
Lv. St. LOtria . . . . 7 :45a.m.
Bound.)
135-835 122-822 236-836
LT. Hopkinarille it:wastro 6:4oa.m. Ls:. Chicago.... 6:20p.m. 9:45a.ns.
Lv. Princeton.. e:35pon.. '7:45a rn. Lv. St. Louis .. 9:40p m. 2 : I spin.
AT. Paducah. . . . :15p.m. 925Lm. Lv. Cairo 
 
6:ooa.rn. 6:20p.m.
Lv. Paducah.... yolopan. to3otonnt. Ar. 7 45a.m. 8:topon.
Ar. Cairo 
 8:35p.m. 12:10a .m. Lv. Paducah.... 7:50em.
Ar. St. Louie. . • 7:offaxit 5:00p.m. Ar. Princeton .. 9 :29a .m. 9 :50p.m.
Ar. Chicago 
 8:09&en- .9:30P.11). Ax. Hopkinsville 
 mopoi.
LINE.
(South
Trains marked thug (*) run daily except Sunday. All other trains run
daily. Train, 103 and tos carry through sleepers between Cincinnati,
Memphis and New Orleansotrains 101 and 102 skepers between LouirriVe,
Memphis and New Orleans. Trains Sot and 822 sleepers between Pactucab
and St. Louis. For further iaforrnation, address
J. T. DONOVAN, General Agent, Paducah, Ky.
GEO. C. WARFIELD, Ticket Agent, Paducah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Louisville, Ky.
JOHN. A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chicago, Ill.
C. C. M'EARTY, D. P. A.. St Louis, Mo.
Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDER TO MATCH
FOR THE SMALL SUM OF ONLY 155 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLO-
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARE SELLING AT 6 CENTS PER
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY zSic PER SINGLE ROLL,
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT sc, zee, rsc, 30C
AND UP TO boo PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SUIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL EFFECT, INGRAINS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONSIEVEABLE COL-
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS IN
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF READINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS, AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
PAPERS. CALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
C. C. LEE
Corner 3rd SE Kentucky Ave.
sis 
Be sure to buy the celebrated
—1
Dig!)
Life flour
Ask Your Grocer for It.
Take no substitute for "just as Good."
Special to Farmers
We are preparing to advertise in
the Northwest, and if you want to
sell your farm, list it with us and we
think we can sell it for you. Try us.
S. T. R.ANDLE
Manager Real Estate Department,
Mschebics' & Farmers' Savings Bank,
Room 3, Amer.-Get. Nat. Beak.
40
44140-4141W.,
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